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thomas rowlandson (fig. 1) was born in London in 1757, the son
of a textilemerchant. After his fatherwas declared bankrupt in 1759, he
was placed in the care of his aunt and his uncle, a silkweaverwho died a
fewyears later.1Thereafter, Rowlandsonwas brought up by his aunt Jane,
the daughter of French immigrants to London.2Hewas an accomplished
artist from an early age and, after a period at thewell-regarded Soho
Academy (which aimed to prepare students for careers in business),
was sent to the recently formedRoyal Academy Schools in 1772, at the
age of 15.3 His six years at the Academy Schools, where hewon a silver
medal for sculpture, were probably sponsored by his aunt.4

At theAcademy Schools, the theory of teachingwas dominated by
Sir JoshuaReynolds (President 1769–92), who encouraged the study
of plaster casts, life models and theOldMasters, and the prioritising
of Classical and historical subject matter.5 Some of Rowlandson’s
lifelong interests can be found taking root here, and hemade studies
of Classical sculpture and ofworks by theOldMasters throughout his
career.6 Evidence of his time at the Academy Schools includes one of
his earliest surviving drawings, inwhich he captured the concentration
of a rowof his fellow students (fig. 2), and an anecdote of hismischievous-
ness in a life-drawing class when he used awell-aimed peashooter
to startle a femalemodel out of her pose.7

While at the Royal Academy, Rowlandsonwas given permission
to draw from the cast collection in theDuke of Richmond’s sculpture
gallery atWhitehall.8The gallery, filledwith casts of famous sculptures
and intended as a resource for thosewhowished to study from the
Antique, had opened in 1758.9 Itmay have been there thatRowlandson
met JohnHamiltonMortimer (1740–79), who produced deft, sharp
drawings and prints of figures from Shakespeare, soldiers and satires
(fig. 3).10 Mortimerwas a leading figure in the Society of Artists,
which had been founded in 1759 to provide encouragement for artists
through regular exhibitions, andwhichwas closely connected to the
Duke’s gallery.11 Rowlandson’s earlyworkwas deeply influenced by
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fig . 1
JohnRaphael Smith (1751–1812)
Thomas Rowlandson, c.1785
Black chalkwith pencil and grey ink,
27.8 × 20.6 cm
BritishMuseum



Mortimer’s, adopting the elder artist’s technique of pen outlines with
energetic zigzag shading, and faces modelled bymeans of series of little
dots (cat. nos 1–2).12Furthermore,Mortimer had trainedwith one of the
directors of theDuke’s gallery, the sculptor JosephWilton (1722–1803),
whowould also have overseenRowlandson’s studies atWhitehall.

Rowlandson is also known to have spent time in 1774–5 in Paris,
where he studiedwith the sculptor Jean-Baptiste Pigalle (1714–85).13

Itmay have been throughWilton,who also had trainedwithPigalle, that
Rowlandsonmade contact with the celebrated Frenchman.14 Little is
known aboutRowlandson’s activities in Paris, although he attended the
FrenchAcademySchools as Pigalle’s protégéwhile hewas there, and it
was inFrance that hemet his lifelong friendHenryAngelo (1756–1835),
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fig . 2
ThomasRowlandson (1757–1827)
ABench of Artists, 1776
Pencil and black ink, 27.8 × 20.6 cm
Tate



whowould becomea fashionable fencingmaster and towhose biographical
Reminiscencesweowemuch of our knowledge ofRowlandson’s life.15

In 1777,Rowlandsonwas awarded a silvermedal for a bas-reliefmodel
after an unidentifiedwork in theAcademy and his studies with Pigalle
also suggest that hewas initially interested in sculpture. However, the
first work he exhibited at the Academywas a drawing (now lost) of
Delilah visiting Samson in prison, and hewould continue to exhibit
drawings over the next few years.16 In fact drawingwas to be the
foundation of Rowlandson’s career, a skill in which his studies in the
Academy Schools and theWhitehall sculpture gallery had given him
a good grounding. AsABench of Artists (fig. 2) shows, he had an enviable
ability to delineate appearance and character with detached humour,
and to draw quickly and accurately.We know that at this period he
undertook some portraiture,making such drawings as those of ‘a young
gentleman’ and ‘a lady in a fancydress’, bothofwhichwere exhibited at the
Academy.17While these cannot have been satirical, itwasRowlandson’s
talent at capturing a likeness that made him a good caricaturist. Soon
hewas findingwork as a designer and etcher of satirical prints.18

How exactly Rowlandson became involvedwith the print trade
after he finished his studies at the Academy in 1778 is unclear. One
means of introductionmay have been JohnMortimer, whose prints of
the late 1770s havemuch in commonwith Rowlandson’s earlyworks,
andwho himself designed a number of satirical prints.19 Some unsigned
prints dating from the 1770s have been ascribed toRowlandson, but
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fig . 3
JohnHamiltonMortimer (1740–79)
A concert, c.1779?
Pencil and black ink, 21.1 × 28.2 cm
rl 17660

fig . 4
ThomasRowlandson (1757–1827)
Italian Affectation., 1780
Etching, 23.2 × 19.8 cm
rcin 810005

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810005
https://www.rct.uk/collection/917660


only a handful of signed ones from the next fewyears survive.20Among
these is ItalianAffectation (fig. 4), a sharp satire of two ‘Real Characters’,
one of them the Italian opera singer Gaspare Pacchierotti, whichwas
published on 1 September 1780with J. Jones.21 Rowlandson’s first
political prints date from this time. Alsowith Jones, he produced a
portrait of the publican Samuel House, a copy of an earlier print into
which he inserted a puff for Charles James Fox, who had been elected
MP forWestminster in July 1780.22

InDecember 1783, Rowlandson became involvedwith the publisher
whowouldmake him one of the best-known satirical printmakers of
his day:WilliamHumphrey (1742?–c.1814).Humphrey published a series
of prints byRowlandson on the struggle between Fox (aWhig) and
WilliamPitt (a Tory), rival politicianswhowere competing to control
Parliament and the government. Rowlandson’s work forHumphrey on
this themewould culminate in his satires on theWestminster Election
of 1784 (fig. 5; cat. nos 3–13).His first print on the subjectwasGreat Cry
and LittleWool of 22December 1783 (fig. 6), which shows a semi-naked
Fox assailed by a devil who is attempting to trimFox’s chest-hairwith a
large pair of shears. In the background, in front of IndiaHouse, figures
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fig . 5
ThomasRowlandson (1757–1827)
Wit’s Last Stake, or the Cobling Voters
and Abject Canvassers, 1784
Etchingwith hand colouring,
24.9 × 34.5 cm
rcin 810070

fig . 6
ThomasRowlandson (1757–1827)
Great Cry and LittleWool, 1783
Etchingwith hand colouring,
24.2 × 34.2 cm
rcin 810016

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810070
http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810016
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dance around a burning pole towhich a sacrificial fox has been tied. The
print refers to the failure of Fox’s India Bill (an attempt to regulate the
East IndiaCompany),which had led to the downfall of his administration
on 18December. Rowlandson’s first known caricature of Fox already
has the elements that would characterise his depictions of the politician
as ‘Charley Blackbeard’, a gruff, hirsute, overweight figurewhom
Rowlandsonmockingly placed in increasingly feminine poses.

Rowlandsonwas not the only printmaker satirising the political
situation of 1783–4, but hewas one of themost prolific, and his reputation
began to rise as a result. By 1789, the poet and playwrightCharles Shillito
could claim that ‘Good prints byHogarth, Rowlandson and suchmen /
Aremore esteemed than pictures done byDutchmen.’23And, by 1793,
the publisher Samuel Foreswas thinking it prudent to boast that his
shop stocked ‘all Rowlandson’sworks’.24At the end of 1784, aged 27,
Rowlandsonwas firmly established as a satirical printmaker.Hewould
work in this field until his death, producing his own designs as well as
etching and interpreting the drawings of other artists.

Rowlandson issued numerous prints on political subjects which
sometimes acted as propaganda for a particular side. Although his
presence at a dinner in support of the pro-Pitt candidate forWestminster,
SirAlanGardner,was recorded in 1796, and he appears to have supported
Gardner’s campaign, hewas not generally wedded to one party.25

In 1784 he produced both the pro-Fox print,The Champion of the People
(cat. no. 7) and the anti-FoxprintTheCoventGardenNightMare (cat. no. 8)
within amonth of each other. Hewas probably also responsible for the
conflictingTheTimes andATouch on theTimes (cat. no. 22) inDecember
1788.Weknow that hewas paid on occasion to produce propaganda by
interested parties: at one point duringGeorge III’s first illness (1788–9),
Rowlandsonwas commissioned by the Prince ofWales and his
supporters to etch ‘different political subjects’ in support of the Prince’s
bid for aRegency,while in 1792 hewas paid to produceTheContrast by
the loyalist Association for Preserving Liberty and Property against
Republicans andLevellers (cat. nos 38–39).26Rowlandson’swillingness
towork for both sideswas not at all unusual: most of his contemporaries
produced someof theirwork formoney rather than political conviction.27

Even the publisherWilliamHolland (1757–1815) described himself
as ‘MrAnyside’.28A satire in theHistory of theWestminster Election
(cat. no. 13) acknowledged thismanipulation of themarket by political
parties, displaying a ‘Secret Service Ledger’ which included a payment
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of £2,000 ‘to several Print Shops’.29 In 1798, JamesGillray (1756–1815)
explained a switch of allegiance as the result of financial considerations:
‘now theOpposition are poor, they do not buymy prints and Imust
draw on the purses of the larger parties.’30

Satirical printmakingwas a venerable tradition in England, where
freedom of the press had long been exploited by printmakers and other
artists.31 ThusRowlandsonwas following in the steps of such satirists as
WilliamHogarth (1697–1764; fig. 7) andGeorgeTownshend (1724–1807;
fig. 8), and his prints show a clear awareness of his forerunners, whose
work he regularly quoted.WithGillray, IsaacCruikshank (1764–1811),
RichardNewton (1777–98), James Sayers (1748–1823) and others, hewas
part of the burst of satirical printmaking that began in the early 1780s and
continued until the early years of the nineteenth century. At this time,
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fig . 7
WilliamHogarth (1697–1764)
AMidnightModern Conversation, 1733
Etching and engraving,
35.5 × 48.0 cm
rcin 811534

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/811534


such prints – being produced in increasing numbers –were characterised
by an increasing emphasis on the depiction of individual figures, who
appeared as caricatures rather than through emblematic symbols such
as a fox for Charles James Fox (a symbol that had been used for his
father, Henry, also a prominent politician), and a boot for the third
Earl of Bute.32 Prints also began to be recognised as a valuable means
of propaganda by both sides of the political debate, in some cases being
designed and paid for by one side to criticise the other.33

The need for political satirists to keep upwith current affairs – to
produce a print based on a situation quickly enough for it to be topical –
made for a frenetic work schedule. Rowlandson produced at least 37
political prints between the beginning of January and the end of April
1784, while during the 1809 scandal surroundingMaryAnnClarke,
themistress of theDuke of York, hewas responsible for 27 caricatures
over the course of 44 days (cat. nos 73–80).34 Hewas also producing
social satires (humorous illustrations of everyday life) and a vast body
of drawings andwatercolours, and it is for these, rather than for his
politicalworks, that he is best known today.The pressure towhich he
was subjectmust have been, at least in part, due to financial considera-
tions. Although hewas supported by his Aunt Jane until her death in
1789 andwas bequeathed a large sum in herwill, he appears to have
spentmoney rapidly andwas always in need of income. In 1804, he
wrote to the engraver JamesHeath (1757–1834) bemoaning the fact that
hewas ‘a trader and poor’.35Hemoved in a fast set, counting among his
friends the artists JohnRaphael Smith (1751–1812),who sold someof
Rowlandson’s caricatures to thePrince ofWales in 1787,GeorgeMorland
(1763–1804) andHenryWigstead (c.1745–c.1800), as well as Henry
Angelo and the actor Jack Bannister.36Rowlandsonwould occasionally
meet JamesGillray for a drink.37 Hewas said by a friend to be an
‘incurable’ gambler, and in 1799 a rent-collector described the basement
he had occupied in James Street from 1792 until 1797 as ‘dismal’.38

Financial need explains the proliferation of drawings – often two or
more of the same subject – and the increasing number of social satires
(with their longer shelf life than political satires) that Rowlandson
made as his career progressed.39His drawings range fromquick pen
and ink studies, recording the appearance of a figure or object, or
dashing down a thought, to highly finishedwatercolours intended to
be framed and hung alongside oil paintings. Among the latter are the
largewatercolours of fashionable society at Vauxhall Gardens (1784)
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fig . 8
George Townshend, 4thViscount
and 1stMarquess Townshend
(1724–1807)
TheZebra loaded or the Scotch Pedler
a Northern farce now playing
in the South, c.1762
Etching, 18.2 × 30.3 cm
BritishMuseum
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and the twoReviews, whichwere already in gilt frameswhen they
were purchased by the Prince ofWales in 1788 (cat. nos 16–17).40

Rowlandson’s output of social satires was enormous, and included
prints and drawings of comical figures, ridiculous fashion, theatrical
escapades and the perils of love. Theseworkswere sometimes topical.
For example, the comic encounter between awearer of the ‘New
InstallationUniform’ and one of his friendswas based on a new court
uniformdevised byGeorge III (cat. no. 61),while the colourful depiction
of JohnKemble vaulted by his rival ‘youngRoscius’ captured a popular
obsession of 1804, when the child actorWilliamBetty eclipsed the
veteran performer on stage (cat. no. 59). Others took timeless themes –
the youngwoman seeking a handsome new lover (cat. no. 83); women
dressing in their finery for a party (cat. no. 19); a gluttonousman draining
the last of the port, oblivious to a gleeful, skeletal Death poised to
strike him (cat. no. 84).

Such plates could be reprinted formany years. In the first decade of
the nineteenth century, the entrepreneur Thomas Tegg (1776–1845)
began to reissue Rowlandson’s social satires as part of his popular
CaricatureMagazine or HudibrasticMirror (fig. 9). An entrepreneurial
publisher and bookseller, Teggmade a fortune through cheap reprints
of oldmaterial and the sale of remaindered copies of books.41 The
prints inCaricatureMagazinewere amix of new images – somedesigned
byWoodward, others byRowlandson – and old plates such as that
depicting a glutton (cat. no. 57), whichwere coloured in bright washes
and sold individually for a shilling each or bound into sets.42Rowlandson
worked for Tegg from 1807, sometimes etching plates by other artists
(such as cat. nos 68, 69), at other times providing his own designs
(including cat. nos 73, 83).

A specialist branch of Rowlandson’s work consisted of his porno-
graphic prints and drawings, produced in large numbers but less likely to
be preserved by succeeding generations or to pass into public collections
and therefore now less well known.43 Such prints were sold in print
shops but withmore circumspection than other genres, being offered
to likely customers rather than placed on open display.44 Drawingsmay
have beenmade to order for individual patrons. George IV probably
owned a number ofRowlandson’s pornographicworks, but his collection
of ‘free’ printswas destroyed duringQueenVictoria’s reign.45Rumours
of their existence atWindsorCastle persist, faint echoes of a belief that
all fortresses, like Bluebeard’s, must hold illicit secrets.46 Their loss
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fig . 9
CharlesWilliams (fl.1797–1830)
CaricatureMagazine or
HudibrasticMirror, Vol.ii, 1802
Etchingwith hand colouring,
26.1 × 36.7 cm
rcin 810737

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810737
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means that a particularly interesting aspect ofRowlandson’s output,
and of George IV’s graphic art purchases, are no longer represented
in the Royal Collection.

Alongside his social satires,Rowlandsonmadenumerous topographical
watercolours,which hemountedwithwash-line borders for framing or
pasting into collectors’ albums, andwhich he sold directly to friends and
patrons such asMathewMichell, or through dealers such asMrs Lay
(who handled the sale of the largeReviewwatercolours in 1788). These
pieces, non-satirical but oftenwith the humorous slant that is almost
inescapable inRowlandson’swork,were probablyworked up at his desk
from studies made on the spot. In some instances, both the initial study
and finishedwatercolours survive.47 Rowlandson gatheredmaterial
for these works on a number of tours around the country as well as
forays into Europe. In 1784 he journeyed to the Isle ofWight in the
company of HenryWigstead, a tour that resulted in a group of gently
humorous drawings of incidents on the journey and of the scenery
they encountered.48 In 1789,Wigstead and Rowlandson travelled to
fashionable Brighton, publishing an illustrated account of their journey
asAn excursion toBrighthelmstonemade in the year 1789,whichwas dedicated
to the Prince ofWales (whose own copy (cat. no. 29) survives in the
Royal Library,Windsor).Day-trips to areas aroundLondon and longer
journeys toYorkshire (wheremembers of his family lived inRichmond),
Wales andCornwall providedRowlandsonwith awealth of material,
which heworked up intowatercolours for sale (for example cat. nos 54
and 64), or into topographical prints. In Cornwall, hewas hosted and
encouraged by his friend and patronMathewMichell, a banker and
keen collector of his drawings,who ownedHengarHouse near Bodmin.
Aswell as providing Rowlandsonwith a base in Cornwall,Michell
took the artist on a trip to theNetherlands in 1791–2. Bustling scenes in
Amsterdam are among the surviving results, as well as prints of Dutch
figures (cat. no. 43).49 Towards the end of his life, Rowlandsonmay
have travelled as far as Rome. A sketchbook in theVictoria andAlbert
Museum, London, dating from the 1820s, contains sketches of Roman
andVenetian topography.50 But thesemay just as well have been taken
from printed views asmade on site, and it remains uncertainwhether
Rowlandson ever travelled south of theAlps. Although himself an eager
traveller, hewas to satirise the artist on tour in his popular illustrations
of an ill-fated amateur painter, published asThe Tour of Doctor Syntax
in Search of the Picturesquewith verses byWilliamCombe (fig. 10).

fig . 10
ThomasRowlandson (1757–1827)
Doctor Syntax sketching the lake, 1812
Watercolour over pencil with pen
and red-brown ink, 13.7 × 18.6 cm
Yale Center for British Art,
PaulMellon Collection
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Alongside Rowlandson’s topographical work can be placed his
illustrations for the publisher RudolphAckermann (1764–1834), who
first employed him in 1798 andwho commissioned him to provide plates
for a number of luxury illustrated books, includingLoyal Volunteers
of London and Environs andTheMicrocosm of London (cat. no. 72).
Ackermann, it seems, was Rowlandson’s saviour, providing himwith
regularwork at a timewhenhis financeswere at a lowebb.TheMicrocosm,
which showcasedLondon’smost famous andpopular sites,was illustrated
collaboratively byRowlandson andAugustus Charles Pugin (1768/9–
1832), and accompanied by a text byWilliamHenryPyne.While Pugin
supplied the architectural details, Rowlandson peopled the illustrations
with figures gazing at art inMrChristie’s auction room, dancing at a
masquerade at the Pantheon andwalking in St James’s Park.Many of
the drawings for the project, which were retained by Pugin, are now
in the Art Institute of Chicago and show something of the relation-
ship between the collaborators. On one, Rowlandsonwrote, ‘with
submission toMrPugin’s better judgement,MrRowlandson conceives,
if the light came in the other side of ye picture, the figureswould be
sett off to better advantage.’51

Not all of Rowlandson’s art was based on direct observation,
however; printed sources formed the basis for a number of his works.
He owned an excellent collection of prints, both contemporary and by
theOldMasters.52 The background of the drawingMagdalen College,
Oxford (which in fact showsRadcliffe Square)was based on theOxford
Almanack of 1790, andmany of his Antique studies weremodelled on
prints rather than on the sculptures themselves.53 WilliamHogarth,
whosework had changed the status of printmaking inBritain andwhose
satirical prints remained an important precedent, was a key influence.
By the time of his death, Rowlandson owned a number ofHogarth’s
prints, having clearly had access to his predecessor’s works from early
in his career, when he quotedAMidnightModern Conversation (fig. 7)
andARake’s Progress (fig. 21) in his ownAMidnight Conversation (cat.
no. 2).54Adrawing of the abduction of twowomen by a satyr at Stanford
University is based onCorneliusVisscher’s engraving afterRubens’s
Last Judgement.55Adepiction of an elderlywomen being dressed by two
otherwomen in front of amirror is based on an engraving by Jeremias
Falck after Bernardo Strozzi.56Adrawing in theBritishMuseumof
women racing is based on the popular print after JohnCollet (c.1725–80),
AnHolland Smock to be run for by anyWoman born in this County.57
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If Rowlandson used earlierworks as inspirations for his own, he also
reused his own designs. The reissuing of his prints by Thomas Tegg
has already been noted. The artist alsomade numerous versions of his
drawings, apparently doing so increasingly towards the end of his life.58

He repeated his designs through tracings, one ofwhich – now in the
AshmoleanMuseum,Oxford, andmounted on awash-linemount as a
finished drawing –was purchased by his acquaintance FrancisDouce.59

He alsomade use of the printing press he owned, running drawings
through it with dampened blank paper, whichwould pick up the faint
outlines of the original as an ‘offset’. The design could be transferred
a number of times in this way, and each sheet was thenworked up by
Rowlandson as a finished drawing, oftenwith an addedwash border for
collectors.Many of his surviving drawingswere clearlyworked upwith
watercolour after they had been pasted ontowashmounts for sale (for
example cat. nos 50 and 54).60Although hemade numerous versions of
somedrawings, hewas said to consider each of these ‘equally originals’.61

Sometimes he transferred areas of a drawing to reinterpret that particular
section in another context – the pigs anddog inThePostHouse (cat. no. 53,

fig . 11
ThomasRowlandson (1757–1827)
The Post House (Stagecoach
arriving at the Sun Inn, Bodmin)
(detail; cat. no. 53)
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fig. 11 detail)may be an example of this practice.Working drawings,
too, appear to have been polished and sold to collectors. Intrusion on Study,
or the PainterDisturbed (fig. 12) was probably initially a design for a print,
in pen and ink over pencil, which Rowlandson later worked up in
watercolour and signed for sale.62 Through suchmethods, he produced
a vast body of drawings. The surviving examples are thought to number
around 10,000 sheets.63

Rowlandson,who had been ill for a couple of years, died on 21April
1827, aged 70. He left a large collection of prints and drawings, by
himself and by others, whichwas sold by the auctioneer Samuel Leigh
Sotheby in 1828.64 The artist’s entire estate (£2985 17s 11d after all
payments had been deducted) was left, by the terms of a will made
in 1808, to Elizabeth (‘Betsy’)Winter, who had lived with him for
at least the intervening 20 years, but about whom little is known.65

It has been suggested that the earthy, bawdy humour of Rowlandson
and his contemporaries was largely out of fashion by the 1820s andwas
to disappear in favour of themore genteel amusements of Punch and
caricaturists such as JohnDoyle (1797–1868).66 In terms of the royal
collection, however,Rowlandson’s reputation appears to have remained
strong in the century after his death.Hiswork continued to be collected
byQueenVictoria and Prince Albert, throughwhose efforts the royal
holdings of caricatures grew and flourished.67

When theRoyal Librarian Sir John Fortescue reflected on the royal
collection of caricatures in 1921, he noted that the prints of Thomas
Rowlandsonwere ‘rather social than political’, and separated them from
thework of contemporary caricaturists.68Themajority ofRowlandson’s
workswere omitted from the sale of nearly 10,000 satirical prints from
the collection to the Library of Congress inWashington, DC in 1921.
Why Fortescue chose to retain these works for the Royal Library is
unclear, but his decisionmayhavehad something todowithRowlandson’s
gentle,wry humour,whichwas as appealing to theBritain ofGeorgeV
as it had been to that of George III.69

Rowlandson remained, and remains, an artist for whom there is
a great affection, with whom people identify and sympathise. Just a
couple of years after his death, theEdinburgh Literary Journal noted
with approval: ‘Cruikshank forces us to laugh in spite of ourselves;
Rowlandsonmingles instruction with his merriment, and shows us
whywe laugh.’70

fig . 12
ThomasRowlandson (1757–1827)
Intrusion on Study, or
the Painter Disturbed, c.1785
Watercolour over pencil with pen
and brown ink, 18.8 × 27.5 cm
AshmoleanMuseum,
University ofOxford
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on 10 january 1812, Princess Charlotte, daughter of the Prince
Regent, wrote to her friend and confidanteMissMargaretMercer
Elphinstone to tell her that ‘the print shops are full of scurrilous
caricatures& infamous things relative to thePrince’s conduct in different
branches.’ In another letter four days later, shementioned the prints
again: ‘you have no ideawhat prints there are out. I am ashamed to get
them, but I will, & send them down to you.’1 By 19 January, she had
only partlymastered her excitement:

I am really glad to be able to tell you that some of these infamous
prints are forbid, & the sale of them almost at an end. I quite
comprehend your feelings upon the subject, &would not for the
world be the cause of putting you to the fidgets. I applaud the reason,
& lament that my curiositywas not kept under better countroul
when Iwished to see them. I do really say this seriously &without
joke. I have them not, however, & I only got one little peep [at] one
eg. I am resolved not to see or to ask to see them again…2

In her letters, the Princess appears to be referring to a group of anti-
Regent prints produced byGeorge Cruikshank, among themAKick
from Yarmouth toWales; or the NewRowly Powly (fig. 13).3 MissMercer
Elphinstone’s side of the correspondence does not survive, but
her alarm at the Princess’s interest, and her attempts to stop her
correspondent seeing the caricatures, are clear.

Princess Charlotte’s letters are a rare recorded example of royal
reaction to satirical prints; there aremany second-hand reports –which
often have the flavour of unsubstantiated rumour – but fewfirst-hand
accounts.4Hermixture of fascination and horror, however, is probably
typical of her family’s reaction to the caricatures inwhich they so
frequently appeared.The survival of at least a part of the royal collection
of caricatures demonstrates that suchworkswere eagerly acquired
bymembers of theGeorgian royal family, but there is also evidence
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that offencewas taken, and suppression, such as that mentioned
by the Princess, was on occasion attempted to preserve the
royal dignity.5

George III and his familywere favourite subjects of caricaturists
(fig. 15). The supposed parsimony of the king and that of his wife,
QueenCharlotte, the extravagance and affairs of the Prince of
Wales (from 1811 PrinceRegent and from 1820George IV) (fig. 14), and
the embroilment in corruption of theDuke of York all made popular
subjects for prints. In September 1786, Sophie von laRoche, aGerman
visitor toLondon, noted that she ‘saw a number of people standing near
an engraver’s, in front of some caricatures, the subject of whichwas
the life andmarriage of thePrince ofWales; they are sold to the public’,
while the reaction of the anti-royalist agitator JohnWilkes to a brawl
at CarltonHouse was ‘what a subject for caricature!’6 In a reflection
on the work of George Cruikshank,WilliamThackeray claimed that
the artist had tied the Prince ‘up to… awhipping-post of ridicule’.7

The Prince ofWales was not the only member of the royal family to
suffer.WhenMaryAnnClarke, themistress of his brother, theDuke
of York, was found to have sold access to commissions in the army on
the back of her royal association, Charles Lamb noted that ‘thousands’
of resulting caricatures were appearing ‘in every blind alley’.8 Lamb’s
assessment is borne out by the publisherThomasTegg,who promised
‘a newCaricature onMrsC—ke everyDay’ (cat. no. 75) during the
scandal, while ThomasRowlandson himself had a despairingDuke
ofYork pleadingwith a beachedwhale to take the gaze of the press
away from his affair (cat. no. 80).

The impact of such prints on public opinion is debated, however.9

Anyone could stop and look at the colourful displays ranged in the
windows of the fashionable print shops, which, in the late eighteenth
century, were largely concentrated around Piccadilly and Bond Street.
Displays in print-shopwindows, such as that described by Sophie von
la Roche, clearly drew appreciative crowds, and prosecutions for the
pick-pocketing of those distracted by such displays occur regularly in
the records of theOld Bailey.10 However, themarket for satirical prints
was comparatively small. Print runswere low (estimated at around
500 impressions in a first run), prices ran into shillings (when a footman
earned £8 a year), andmany designsmade use of learned allusions, thus
suggesting an educated and relatively restricted audience.11 AFrench
visitor toLondon,Louis-SébastienMercier, suggested that such satires
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fig . 13
George Cruikshank (1792–1878)
AKick fromYarmouth toWales;
or the NewRowly Powly, 1812
Etchingwith hand colouring and
letterpress, 39.2 × 22.4 cm
BritishMuseum



were so common as to have little effect: ‘Such images are displayed
in great numbers in the windows of all the print-sellers, where…
passers-by continually stop to look at them. Ohwell! Youwalk up,
you look, you smile, shrug and think nomore about it. Even those
who are satirised walk up, look, and go on their way laughing.
All of this does no harm, neither paintings nor books.’12

There is, however, some suggestion that the Prince Regent, at
least, was not able to shrug off the satires against him. TheDuke of
Wellington said that the Prince’s ‘one fear’ was ridicule, andwhen he
becameKing in 1820, he attempted to suppress prints which criticised
him and his affairs.13That same year, awriter to theHomeOffice noted
the ‘disloyal caricatures’ which he considered had become ‘themost
deadlyweapon that can be employed in alienating the affection of
the subject from theMonarch’.14

Whether these prints, and the windows in which theywere
displayed, did ‘no harm’ or were ‘deadly weapons’, there was, for
members of the royal family, no escaping their presence.A concentration
of print shops could also be found in the area around St James’s Palace
andCarltonHouse, a location that supports the suggestion that the
intended audience for suchmaterialwas among thosewho frequented
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fig . 14
Mather Byles Brown (1761–1831)
George , Prince ofWales (1762–1831)
later George IV, 1789
Oil on canvas, 249.9 × 181.6 cm
rcin 405135

fig . 15
W.Mansell (1750–1820)
The Caricaturers Stock in Trade, 1786
Etchingwith aquatint, 17.3 × 16.3 cm
BritishMuseum

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/405135


court but which allowed the palace residents little respite.15 Hannah
Humphrey (c.1745–1818) dealt fromOld andNewBondStreet, and from
1797 had a shop at 27 St James’s Street (fig. 17). In 1818, it was said that
foreign observers considered it shocking that theKing’s residence at
St James’s Palacewas nearHumphrey’s shop,whichwas selling satires
on the royal family.16 Itwas fromherOldBond Street premises that James
Gillray’s viciousSin,Death, and theDevil (fig. 16)was published,with its
offensive portrayal of a naked, gnarled, serpentineQueenCharlotte.17

Humphrey herself was a familiar enough figure to be acknowledged
by theDuke of Clarence, as she recordedwith some pride in a letter to
Gillray: ‘HisHighness of Clarence didme the honour of askingme how
I did as wewerewalking on the Steine [at Brighton] tho he had two
noblemenwith him.’18 While Clarence had not been treated entirely
kindly byHumphrey, who had published a number of unflattering
caricatures on his relationship with the actressMrs Jordan in 1791,
he clearly did not bear a grudge.

Humphreywas not the only print-seller to have a business in close
proximity to the palace.WilliamHolland, whowas imprisoned for
selling seditious literature in 1793, traded from 11 Cockspur Street,
just off PallMall, after 1803, and SamuelWilliamFores, who ran a
brisk trade in reprints and copies of prints published by such sellers as
Holland andHumphrey aswell as works of his own commissioning,
traded fromPiccadilly and Sackville Street.19 At one point Thomas
Rowlandson had lodgings at 121 PallMall, whichwas only three doors
away fromCarltonHouse.20 Satirists did not remain outside the palace
walls. In 1787,HenryBunbury (1750–1811)wasmade equerry to theDuke
of York, an appointment that appears to have caused some disquiet at
court, as Fanny Burney recorded: ‘So nowwemay all be caricatured at
his leisure!He ismade another of theEquerries to theDuke.Amanwith
such a turn, andwith talents so inimitable in displaying it, was rather
a dangerous character to be brought within a Court!’21 But Bunbury,
who specialised in seeing the humour in social mores, was not that
much of a danger to his employers – none of his prints had been, orwere
to be, overtly critical of the royal family and there is evidence (again
fromBurney) that his prints were enjoyed at court. InMarch 1788, she
noted of a ‘remarkably fine impression ofMr Bunbury’sPropagation
of a Lie’ (one of his most celebrated prints), ‘This I had produced here
amonth ago, to show to our tea-party, and just as it was in the hands
of ColonelWelbred, HisMajesty entered the room; and, after looking
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fig . 16
JamesGillray (1756–1815)
Sin, Death, and the Devil, 1792
Etchingwith hand colouring,
31.8 × 40.3 cm
BritishMuseum
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at it a little while, withmuch entertainment, he took it away to show
it to theQueen and Princesses.’22 The royal collection of caricatures
contains numerous prints after Bunbury’s designs, and his workswere
collected by bothGeorge III and thePrince ofWales, aswell as theDuke
andDuchess ofYork.The inventory ofGeorge III’s print collection at
BuckinghamHouse,made around 1810, lists threevolumesof ‘Engravings
from theDesigns ofH.W. Bunbury’, while his prints are recorded as
having been purchased by the Prince ofWales from the publisher James
Bretherton (fl.1750–99) in 1783.23 Bunbury’s employers, theDuke and
Duchess of York, are the dedicatees of a number of his works and
appear to have owned a set of his original drawings.24

There is even occasional evidence of the involvement of members
of the royal family in the production of political caricatures, which
had become a recognised tool in the factional politics of the 1780s and
1790s. A list of payments toHenryWigstead in Sir John Soane’s papers
includesmoney given toRowlandson andWigstead for prints of
‘different political subjects’ made ‘during the time of hisMajesty’s
malady’. These had been designed byWigstead (in consultationwith
thePrince’s staff atCarltonHouse) and etched byRowlandson andwere
to be sent by ‘mail coach&c to every town throughout theKingdom’.25

Theywere clearly propaganda in support of the Prince’s campaign to
be appointedRegent duringGeorge III’s illness of 1788–9, when the
Prince andWilliamPitt vied to control government in light of the
King’s incapacity. The prints may have includedThe Prospect before Us
(cat. no. 21) andThe Times (fig. 31), and possibly also the unrealised
design in theBritishMuseum forTheEnglishAddress.26ButRowlandson
was not just working in support of the Prince’s campaign to bemade
Regent in this period. At the same time he producedFilial Piety!
(cat. no. 20), a damning indictment of the young Prince’s ambitions
and unsuitability for rule, and hewas probably also responsible for the
antitype toTheTimes, ATouch on theTimes (cat. no. 22),which showed
the Prince ascending to a corrupt and flawed throne.

of all the evidence for royal interest in caricature, themost
informative is the royal collection itself. Now divided between the
Royal Library atWindsor Castle and the Library of Congress in
Washington, DC (towhich a large part of the collectionwas sold in
1921), it is in fact an amalgamation of different collections brought
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fig . 17
JamesGillray (1756–1815)
Very Slippy-Weather, 1801
Etchingwith hand colouring,
25.2 × 19.4 cm
BritishMuseum
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together, it appears, in the nineteenth century, when the number of
caricatures was greatly increased through purchases byQueenVictoria
andPrinceAlbert. The core of collection is the group of prints formed
byGeorge III,who is recorded as having 582 caricatures in his library at
BuckinghamHouse (besides theworks of Bunbury,whichwere stored
separately), and byGeorge IV, onwhose death 2,750 caricatures were
recorded in the Royal Library.27 The holdingsmay also include prints
purchased by othermembers of George III’s family, particularly the
Duke of York, who appears to have been a collector of caricature,
although our knowledge of his collection and its formation is currently
very fragmentary. Further royal collections of caricature are today
parts of other collections. Thosewhich belonged to Princess
Elizabeth, daughter of George III, are now at Greiz and number
some 450 sheets.28

Inmaking their various purchases, QueenVictoria and Prince
Albert significantly altered the collection’s character.29 In 1921, when
hewas considering its sale to the Library of Congress, the Royal
Librarian John Fortescue reflected that ‘scores of small collections
were purchased 50 or 60 years ago tomake it up.’30Significantly, a large
part of the remaining stock of Samuel Fores, who had died in 1838,
was added to the royal collection by purchase in July 1854.31 Under
Victoria andAlbert therewas disposal as well as acquisition. The
Queen recorded howPrinceAlbert and theRoyalLibrarian JohnGlover
had started ‘weeding the prints of all useless duplicates’,whileGlover’s
successor B.B.Woodward noted a plan to do the same thing inApril
1861: ‘The numerous duplicatesmust bemost carefully selected; and
disposed ofwith a view to a fund for occasional and extraordinary
purchases, to supply great deficiencies in the Collection.’32 In 1921,
John Fortescue recorded that he ‘went through thewhole lot many
years ago, drafted out even then 1500 duplicates & sorted them in
order of date, so far as possible.’33 It is clear that as a result of the later
attempts to create a comprehensive survey of caricature some of the
character of theGeorgian collectionwas lost.

Although themeans bywhichGeorge III acquired caricatures, and
his interests in this field, are unrecorded, rich archivalmaterial provides
much evidence forGeorge IV’s purchases.34His expenditure on prints
was prodigious. Robert Gray, secretary to the Prince ofWales’s
commissioners, lamented in 1809 that ‘each quarter produces fresh bills
for jewellery, prints and various articles.’35Bills survive for the Prince’s



purchase of caricatures from specialist sellers including James
Bretherton (his earliest recorded print purchase),Hannah,William and
GeorgeHumphrey, andWilliamHolland.36AGillray print in theLibrary
ofCongress is inscribed on the backForHisMajesty/To the care ofGTroup
Esqr fromGHumphrey andmust have been sent toGeorge IVby that
publisher.37ThePrince also bought caricatures frommore general print
dealers such asColnaghi andCo. and JohnRaphael Smith (1751–1812),
who in 1787 sent ‘various caricature prints’ byRowlandson and others
from his shop in Bond Street.38 Some caricatures were purchased
throughHenryWigstead, who stung the Prince with a mark-up.
Bunbury’sDerby Diligence sold for a shilling on its issue in 1781, but
Wigstead charged the Prince 2s for it in 1789. Sir John Soane, who
was auditing the accounts, was aware of the discrepancies, noting that
‘The Painter’s Bills, byHenryWigstead, amounting to £599.11.5 are
overcharged in price £22.4.4½.’39The collection of caricatures includes
an excellent group published byThomasTegg,many for hisCaricature
Magazine, but the route bywhich these entered the collection is
currently unclear.

The bills suggest that the Prince held standing orders with themajor
dealers andwas normally suppliedwith a representative selection of
caricatures rather than choosing prints individually (although there
maywell have been exceptions to this rule). HannahHumphrey, who
supplied him from 1803, issued annual bills, thus suggesting a formal
arrangement.40 Inmany cases, the Princewas acquiring historic rather
than current caricatures; among his purchaseswere an ‘OldPrint Pubd
in theReign ofHenry 8th’ and a ‘Print Pubd in theReign of J[ame]s 2d’.41

WilliamHolland (fig. 18) in particular appears to have been responsible
for providing himwith a broad collection, supplyingworks by rival
publishers aswell as those he had issued himself, and old prints aswell as
newones.42Holland’s bills note that the prints suppliedwere pasted into
albums (labelled ‘Caricatures’), and in 1794 he issued an advertisement
for bound volumes ‘like those he has had the honour tomake up for
their Royal Highnesses the Prince ofWales and theDuke of York’.43

Holland’s receipt for sales to the Prince ofWales includes numerous
Rowlandsons, many ofwhichwere bound into ‘aWhole sheet volume’
almost entirely devoted to Rowlandson’s works. All of the prints in
the collection todaywhich are recorded as having been sold byHolland
have the remains of a pale backing paper on their versos, whichmay
give some indication of the appearance of the albums, although the

40 ‘ I only got one little peep’

fig . 18
RichardNewton (1777–1798)
An exhibition of caricatures at
WilliamHolland’s print shop, 1794
Pen and blue inkwithwatercolour,
44.7 × 67.7 cm
BritishMuseum
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bindings have been removed.44 Purchases of material for mounting
prints fromColnaghi andCo. suggest that someworksweremounted
once they had come into royal ownership.45

Aswell as being stored in albums and portfolios, caricaturesmay
have beenpasted onto screens (such as cat. no. 93) andwalls.ThePrince
had a print room, with prints and decorative borders pasted directly
onto the walls, but the location of this and its contents are unclear.46

Aprint room decorated with coloured caricatures survives at Calke
Abbey (fig. 19), and the Prince’s roomwas clearly also filled with
coloured prints, but whether or not theywere caricatures cannot
be ascertained.47 A scurrilous poem published in 1796 includes a
lament on the part of Brighton Pavilion that her insides were pasted
with caricatures:

Loose caricaturas are stuck onmy ribs,
In the spirit all libels – the letter, all fibs:
. . . .Oh bearme, meekAngels, where slandermay cease;
Let my body be tranquil, my spirit have peace48

Again, however, there is no evidence that caricatures were displayed
at the Pavilion in this manner, although therewere probably albums of
caricatures in the library there, andRowlandson’s largewatercolours
theEnglish Review and theFrench Review (cat. nos 16–17) were perhaps
originally displayed at thePavilion, towhich theymay have been delivered
in 1788.ThePrince, too, owned at least one screenpastedwith caricatures,
whichwas recorded in a store at CarltonHouse in 1826.49 Rowlandson
is said to have drawn roundels showing sporting subjects for a screen
for the Prince, but there is no evidence for this, and the surviving
roundel for a screen appears to have beenmade for Lord Byron.50 More
likely to have been kept discreetly in a volumeor portfolio is thePrince’s
collection of pornographic satires, firm evidence for the existence
of which comes fromQueenVictoria, who described ‘themany vy
improper & indecent [prints] – entirely collected (&wh. [Prince
Albert] toldme, I remember[,] there [were] quantities of themost
dreadfully obscene character-) byGeo IVth!!Who seemed to delight
in them –& those he had destroyed’.51 The destruction of these prints
is further recorded by JosephCalkin, bookseller to the royal family and
thePrince’s unofficial censor,who testified in 1845to the destruction on
George IV’s death of ‘severalDrawers full of FreePrints andDrawings,
and they being the Private Property ofHis lateMajesty’.52
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fig . 19
JohnHammond,View of the
Caricature Room at Calke Abbey.
National Trust Images



The key question about the caricatures collected bymembers of the
royal familymust surely bewhether they acquired prints whichwere
critical of their own conduct. Prints satirising theKing, Queen and
Princes were certainly included in the royal collectionwhen it was
divided in 1921, and impressions of some of themost offensive ones
survive in theLibrary ofCongress, among themSin,Death, and theDevil
(in two impressions). It is harder to say if these printswere boughtwhen
theywere published as, by 1921, only a quarter to a third of the collection
of caricatures atWindsorwasmade up of Georgian purchases, while
the rest was formed of Victorian acquisitions. The royal collection of
caricatures, then, cannot be taken as a clear indication of the tastes of
theGeorgian royal family. Set alongside the evidence of the receipts,
however, certain conclusions can be drawn. The Prince ofWales did
collect caricatures inwhich he himself featured, although these appear to
have been gently comic depictions rather than themore vicious attacks.
WilliamHumphrey sold him an impression ofMoney Lenders, which
criticised his debts, in 1784 (cat. no. 15),whileWilliamHolland sold him
The Prince’s Bow, which poked fun at the elegant bow to the throne
which the Prince had given at the opening of the trial ofWarren
Hastings, previously governor-general of Bengal, who had been
impeached formisconduct.53

The suggestion that the Prince collected caricatures inwhich he
was roundly attacked cannot, however, be supported, and indeed, as
Princess Charlotte suggested, there is strong evidence that he attempted
to suppress certain prints.54 Documentation regarding suppression can
be found in the Treasury Solicitor’s files in theNational Archives, Kew,
and in a folder in the Royal Archives that contains records of payments
made by JosephCalkin and his colleagues to stop prints being published,
as well as signed agreements on the part of a number of publishers to
suppress individual plates or to refrain from criticising the Prince.55

Both of these sources relate toGeorge IV’s attempt to enforce some
dignity in his depictionwhen he becameKing in 1820, his strong feeling
of hurt at his representation in caricature being apparent in an agonised
letter to Lord Eldon in January 1821:

This is a measure so vitally indispensable tomy feelings, as well as
to the country, that I must insist that no further loss of time should
be suffered to elapse before proceedings be instituted. It is clear
beyond dispute, from the improvement of the public mind, and the
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fig . 20
John LewisMarks (c.1796–1855)
Cuckold Cunning**mFrighten’d at
hisW-f-’s Caricature, 1794
Etchingwith hand colouring,
19.3 × 23.6 cm
BritishMuseum
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loyaltywhich the country is now everywhere displaying, if properly
cultivated and turned to the best advantage byMinisters, that the
Governmentwill thereby be enabled to repair to the Country and
tome, those evils of magnitude ofwhich there can be but one
opinion. This I write to you in your double capacity as a friend
and aMinister.56

Incidental evidence suggests that attempts at suppression preceded 1820.
In 1788, JohnWilkes sent his daughter Polly ‘twomost extraordinary
prints for which the Prince’s solicitor is prosecuting Fores’, and
Princess Charlotte noted her father’s attempts at suppression in 1812.57

Prosecution of images (unlikewords)was complicated, however, and in
1812 the SolicitorGeneral noted of aCruikshank print (possibly one of
those enjoyed by the Princess):‘This is amost indecent and imprudent
print but it would require somuch of difficult explanation in stating it
as a libel that it does not appear to us advisable tomake it the subject of
a criminal prosecution.’58WhenGillraywas tried forThe Presentation
or theWiseMen’s Offerings in 1796, hewas chargedwith blasphemy
rather than libel, and the chargeswere eventually dropped.59

The campaign of suppression launched onGeorge IV’s accession
in 1820 is well documented, andwas clearly undertaken on two fronts.
While the Treasury Solicitor gathered evidence of seditious prints
(many of them related to the trial ofQueenCaroline) in preparation for
prosecution, theKing’s agents, particularly Calkin, were busy bribing
publishers and printmakers in an attempt to stop the production of
satirical attacks.60 Calkin, who obtained agreements not to satirise the
King in return for cash payments, appears to have beenmore concerned
with prints attacking themonarch’s relationshipwithLadyConyngham
(royal mistress since at least the middle of 1820), which forms the
subject of the majority of prints Calkin suppressed (fig. 20). At least
one print-seller, John Johnston, appears to have turned royal informer
andwas paid for ‘information conveyed’, as well as to suppress pictorial
and poetic criticism of theKing in hisBonTonMagazine.61 The bribery
approachwas open to abuse, as the inscriptionRecd for Paper & Printing
& also for destroying on a satire byRowlandson,Burning the Books, made
clear.62 In the same vein, the publisher JohnLewisMarks (c.1796–1855)
wrote to Calkin on 4 September 1820, enclosing a prospectus for
AMOROSO, King of Little Britain; or the Progress of Love. ADelicious
Poem: ‘The inclosed is a proposal of a newPoem I intend to publish,
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ie as soon as the Plates are ready for it – Therefore if youwill be kind
enough to call on me tomorrowmorning, I shall be glad as I shall not
Advertise or send out the Perspectives till I have your opinion on it.’63

Although couched in deferential tones, this letter shows thatMarks
was in control of the situation, and it is unclear whether he really
planned to publish his poem or whether this was an easy means of
making money. After a number of other payments, he accepted the
large sum of £75 in November 1820 ‘for three sketches relinquished,
and I hereby pledge myself not to engrave or publish any Caracature
with the name of Cunningham introduced from the date hereof’.64

Despite this assurance, however,Marks continued to produce
caricatures against the King and the Conynghams, and to be paid
handsomely to suppress them.65

In 1921, Sir John Fortescue could describe the royal collection
of caricatures as ‘a remarkable one’ of artistic as well as historical
importance. Despite their chequered history, the collections in
Washington andWindsor are testament to the tastes and concerns of
monarchs fromGeorge III to GeorgeV, and demonstrate a continuing
interest and investment in the graphic art of satire. Such interest could
range fromGeorge III’s enjoyment of Bunbury’sPropagation of a Lie
to George IV’s suppression of Cruikshanks’sAKick fromYarmouth
toWales, fromQueenVictoria and PrinceAlbert’s purchases to the
division of the collection byGeorgeV’s librarian.Whatevermonarchs
felt about individual caricatures, it seems that they did not ‘shrug and
think nomore about it’, but laughed at, were offended by, commis-
sioned, purchased and censored the satirical prints for which their
nationwas so renowned.
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A note on the entries

All works are byThomasRowlandson
unless otherwise stated.

Provenances for theworks have been given
where known. Those described as ‘probably
purchased byGeorge IV fromWilliamHolland’
bear traces of the pale paper album pages
associatedwithWilliamHolland’s caricature
albums.1 Those noted as ‘probably acquired
during the reign ofQueenVictoria’ show signs
of having beenmounted on the brown paper
sheets which are associatedwithVictorian
purchases. It appears that themajority of
prints in the collectionwhichwere published
by Samuel Foreswere purchased as part of
the post-mortem sale of his stock in 1854;
theseworks have been listed as ‘probably
acquired in 1854’.2
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The School of Eloquence
(The Grand Debating Society)
c.1780

Pen and ink
29.5 × 49.6 cm
rl 13719

provenance

Purchased by the Prince Regent fromColnaghi,
23March 1812, for 15s (ra geo/main/27835
‘ADrawing of theGrandDebating Society’)

literature

Oppé 1950, no. 510; Hayes 1972, cat. no. 5; Riely 1983

This is one of Rowlandson’s earliest surviving
drawings, dating to around 1780, just after he
had left the Royal Academy Schools. Likemany
of his works at this time, it clearly owes a debt
to the draughtsmanship of JohnHamilton
Mortimer (1740–79). The compositionwas
published as an etching byArchibald Robertson
(fl.1780s) in July 1780, with the titleThe School
of Eloquence. This is the only print by
Rowlandson known to have been published
byRobertson, who normally specialised in
topographical prints. It seems likely that the
youngRowlandsonmade the drawing in
specific preparation for the etching. It was only
later, whenRowlandson’s work had become
more sought after, that the original drawing
was sold to the Prince Regent via Colnaghi.

The subject here is a debating society,
a popular institutionwhich particularly

flourished in London in the late 1770s and
early 1780s.3 Such societies could be private
groups of chosen individuals or public gather-
ings where anyonewhowished could pay a fee
to attend and speak.4 The School of Eloquence
met at Carlisle House in Soho Square andwas
probably the society referred to in a newspaper
advertisement of 2 February 1780, which
stated that

a large and elegant Roomwill be opened
this present evening at Carlisle House,
for the purpose ofDebate and Public
Speaking; where gentlemen and ladies will
not be separated, but may continue in their
respective parties, as at other places of
public entertainment: and to accommodate
those, who, from diffidence, or any other
objection, may be discouraged from
appearing as public speakers, masques
and dominoswill be provided and be
permitted to be used.5

Attendees, who sat on sofas arranged up
a series of steps, were to be charged a 2s 6d
entrance fee. A report of the first meeting
noted the elegance of the setting and the delight
of the ladies present. On 25 February, however,
it was reported in theMorning Chronicle that
over a thousand had attended the latest debate,
and the problem of keeping order during the
sessionswas becoming a regular theme in the
newspapers.6On 4April, theMorning Post
noted that a satire on the Schoolwas to be staged
at Drury Lane: ‘Several of the disputing club

members have reason to apprehend that
the ridicule will be heightened by a personal
caricature of the speakers; a liberty, which tho’
highly reprehensible when exercised against
private characters, is perfectly justifiable when
directed against thosewho place themselves in
so absurd a point of view.’7

In picturing the Society, Rowlandson
was therefore producing a topical image that
pandered to current public interest.He showed
the Societywith themoderator at his raised
desk and participants ranged in stepped rows
around him. The reactions of the audience
range from indifference (two are even asleep)
to animated disagreement – aman to the far
right of the composition has jumped to his feet
to heckle themoderator. The topic of the
debate is not made explicit, but may be implied
by the print shown fixed to thewall above the
shoutingman’s fist. This is the anonymous
The State of the Nation (published in 1778),
which referred to an attempt to set up a
committee on the subject in 1777.8 Next to it
is pasted a note regarding the debating society,
which, it is noted, is held in the ‘Orator’s Hall’,
andwhichwill cover ‘PoliticalMoral &c’
subjects. Both of these notes were omitted
from the finished print. The inscriptionRobin
Hood on the tankard at the lower rightmay refer
to theNewRobinHood Society, a revival of
one of the earliest groups, which allowed its
members to drink alcohol during debates.9
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AMidnight Conversation
c.1780

Pen and inkwithwatercolour over pencil
29.6 × 44.3 cm
rl 13713

provenance

Purchased by the Prince Regent fromColnaghi,
23March 1812, for £1 1s (ra geo/main/27835)

literature

Oppé 1950, no. 511; Reily 1979

This drawing depicts a scene of drunken
debauchery, probably set in the private roomof
a tavern.Men andwomen are shown in various
stages of inebriation, some asleep, some in
a state of undress. Onewoman vomits into a
hat dropping from the hand of aman rocking
back in his chair asleep. A heap of bottles in the
foreground and a table scatteredwith tumbled
glasses are testimony to the amount of alcohol
which has been drunk. Awoman in the centre
wearing amop cap holds a punch bowl as if to
drain it (an action that was to be repeated by
a doomed glutton in Rowlandson’s later print
The Last Drop, cat. no. 84). Further hints about
the flavour of the gathering are given in the bust
of an unidentified individual on the pedestal
at top left (which has the corroded nose
symptomatic of syphilis) and the painting of
figures, bent over in agony, who are attending
LockHospital (identified on a sign behind

them), the first specialist institution for the
treatment of venereal disease in Britain.

Rowlandson’s drawing is based onWilliam
Hogarth’sAMidnightModern Conversation
(fig. 7) and the third plate of theRake’s Progress
(fig. 21). The borrowing fromAMidnight
Modern Conversation is loose, and is most
clearly seen in the heap of bottles at front left
and in the sleepingman tipping back in his

chair. The youngman leaning back into the
arms of a youngwoman is taken from the
figure of TomRakewell, who has his watch
stolenwhile in a tavern in theRake’s Progress.
However, Rowlandson removed any hint
of theft fromhis figures, instead showing the
group fumbling drunkenly. The drawing is
similar in technique to the School of Eloquence
andwas probablymade at the same time.
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fig . 21
WilliamHogarth (1697–1764)
ARake’s Progress, plate three, 1735
Etching and engraving, 36.9 × 42.3 cm
rcin 811555.b
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Some of Rowlandson’s earliest political prints
are concernedwith the rivalry between the
politicians Charles James Fox (aWhig) and
WilliamPitt the Younger (a Tory), which
shaped British politics in themid-1780s. Pitt
was an establishmentman, supported by the
King, while Fox presented himself as a man
of the people andwas a crony of the Prince of
Wales. After a coalition government formed
by Fox and LordNorth collapsed in late 1783,
partly due to influence brought to bear by the
King, Pitt formed aweak administration that
struggled in the face of increasing public support
forFox.TheKing’smain concernwas to prevent
Fox,whomhe loathed, forming a government,
and he threatened abdication if he did not have
hisway.George III’s attempts to influence the
formationofgovernmentmetwithmuchcriticism
andwere seen as threatening the constitution.

In early 1784, a hard-fought general election
returned bothmen to Parliament, Pitt as
member for theUniversity of Cambridge
(which had its own twomembers of parliament
until 1950) and Fox as one of twomembers for
Westminster.10 The battle for election to the
borough ofWestminster, where threemen
(including Fox) vied for two seats, became
the focus of fevered public interest, catered to,
and fuelled, by the large number of prints
and pamphlets that were published. But
across the country, support for Fox’s allies
had diminished, and Pitt’s position in
Parliament was greatly strengthened.

The rivalry between the twomenwas
the occasion for numerous satirical prints by
Rowlandson and others.Many of themwere

published byWilliamHumphrey (1742?–c.1814)
and show evidence of hurriedwork to keep
upwith events – the same themes and jokes
are often used across a number of prints.
Rowlandson showed no bias to either side,
producing prints which criticised, and prints
which praised, Fox. There is a suggestion
that the satires were not just shaped by, but
themselves shaped, politics. A satirical print
by James Sayers (1748–1823) showing Fox
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as ‘Carlo Khan’, an oriental ruler astride an
elephant, in an attack on his East India Bill,
was acknowledged by Fox to have damaged
his attempts to pass the legislation.11

fig . 22
Robert Dighton (1751–1814)
An election scene in Covent Garden, 1784
Watercolourwith pen and black ink,
37.5 × 44.3 cm
rl 13416

https://www.rct.uk/collection/913416


His Highness the Protector
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Charles James Fox is shownwielding a dagger
to protect the door of the Treasurywhile the
guard dog at his feet has the head of his ally
LordNorth. On 12 January 1784, Fox had
launched an attack on Pitt’s administration
by attempting to prevent payments for public
services when Parliamentwas not sitting –
a formidable threat as the dissolution of
Parliamentwas being seriously considered.
The print, like a number of caricatures of the
time, identifies FoxwithOliver Cromwell
(the ‘Lord Protector’), but the comparison is
not a flattering one, the description of Fox as
‘HisHighness the Protector’ suggesting an
assumption of royal powers beyond his remit.
Although unsigned (like themajority of
Rowlandson’s prints on the Fox–Pitt rivalry),
the print is attributed to Rowlandson on the
basis of its style.

This impression bears the remains of
pale mounting paper associatedwith prints
previouslymounted in the caricature albums
sold byWilliamHolland (1757–1815) to the
Prince ofWales.12
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fig . 23
Henry Bone (1755–1834)
Charles James Fox, 1805
Enamel on copper, 31.5 × 20.6 cm
rcin 404285

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810027
http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/404285
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Billy Lackbeard and Charley
Blackbeard playing at Football.

Published byWilliamHumphrey,
No. 227 Strand, 7 February 1784
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strong opposition fromFox. The British East
India Company had been set up to control the
lucrative tradewithwhat was then known as
the East Indies, where it wielded enormous
political as well as financial power.Whereas
Fox’s bill had tried to reduce government
involvement in the Companywholesale,
Pitt sought to divide that body’s political and
commercial activities. On its second reading,
Pitt’s bill was defeated, just as Fox’s had been.

Rowlandson’s football match between the
two politicians reflects the underlying belief
that the problems surrounding the East India
Bills were driven less by the politics of India
than by the King’s attempts to manipulate
Parliament, and to bolster Pitt while dis-
crediting Fox and his allies. It is probably
no coincidence that one of the playing cards
scattered on the floor at Fox’s feet is a king
of spades. The image of East India House
in Leadenhall Street, kicked back and forth
between the two adversaries, illustrates its role
as a pawn in the parliamentary power struggle.16
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In this elegant image of Pitt and Fox playing
football with East IndiaHouse, Rowlandson
has encapsulated the comic potential of the
two politicians’ rivalry. Characterised as
‘Billy Lackbeard’, a thin youth, and ‘Charley
Blackbeard’, a thick-set, hirsute figurewith
a shadow of stubble, Pitt and Fox are shown
as physical as well as ideological opposites.
The contrast between them is enhanced by the
objects beside them, a copy of Blackstone’s
Commentaries on the Laws of England for the
legally trained Pitt, cards and dice for the
fast-living, gambling Fox, who, though clever,
had left Oxfordwithout a degree. Although
unsigned, the print is generally agreed to be by
Rowlandson; themeaning of theB inscribed
at bottom right is unclear.14

The failure of Fox’s East India Bill in the
House of Lords on 15December 1783 (through
George III’s machinations) had led to the
downfall of the Fox–North coalition.15 On the
reopening of Parliament in January 1784, Pitt
tried to put forward his ownEast India Bill to

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810033
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APeep into Friar Bacon’s Study.
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Standing in the centre of a shadowy room,
George III is shown as the thirteenth-century
Franciscan friar Roger Bacon, with his
court dress andGarter star visible beneath a
Franciscan habit (which has been accurately
rendered grey in the coloured version). Bacon
was traditionally held to have constructed a
bronze head (shown on a pedestal at the very
centre of the print) throughwhich he sought to
learn how to protect England from invasion.18

As the head uttered its mysterious ‘Time is –
Timewas –Time is past’, however, Bacon
was asleep, thusmissing the instruction.

The story of the brazen head had been
used as a critical allegory as far back as 1604.19

HereRowlandson turned the legend into a
judgement onGeorge III’s attempts to influence

Parliament. Thewords of the head refer to
three gold discs, all lettered ‘constitution’,
showing different balances of power. In the first
(‘time is past’), theKing holds themajority of
influence, with the two parliamentary houses
represented in small balloons to the edge of
the disc. In the centre (‘time is’), the King and
House of Lords are interlinked andmore equal
in influence, while theHouse of Commons is
smaller and isolated. To the right (‘timewas’),
the three powers are equally balanced and inter-
linked. George III holds awand in each hand,
waving one at time present and the other at
time past, while saying, ‘what is this, to this’,
thus indicating that he is seeking a return to
a powerful monarchy. His ministers, led by
a small devil, creep down the ‘Back Stairs’ to
the right, while Fox, LordNorth and their ally
Edmund Burke look on from the left, warning,
‘beware’. Rowlandson’s print, published as
support for Fox’s coalition dwindled in favour
of Pitt, warns of the dangers of meddlingwith
the power structure and, in showing theKing
as a thirteenth-century astrologer hankering
for time past, suggested thatmedieval despotism
was but a short step away.

WilliamHumphrey issued his prints plain
or coloured, the coloured versions being
more expensive.While the plain impression
(cat. no. 5) was sold to the Prince ofWales in
1790, the coloured one (cat. no. 6) was probably
purchased byQueenVictoria. Holland, who
sold the plain impression to the Prince, would
himself publish a print showingGeorge III as
Friar Bacon, asleep next to the brazen head,
in 1796.20

5

fig . 24
JohannZoffany (1733/4–181o)
George III, 1771
Oil on canvas, 163.2 × 137.3 cm
rcin 405072

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810039
http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810038
http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/405072
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The Champion of the People.
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Rowlandson, or his publisherWilliam
Humphrey, may have received payment to
produce this piece of Foxite propaganda,
which shows the politician as the ‘Champion
of thePeople’. In the guise ofHercules defeating
theHydra, he defends England, Ireland and
the East Indies against (from top to bottom)
‘Tyranny’, ‘AssumedPrerogative’, ‘Despotism’,
‘Oppression’, ‘Secret Influence’, ‘Duplicity’
and ‘Corruption’ (all references toGeorge III’s
attempts tomanipulate Parliament). The eighth
head says ‘Scotch Politik’, probably a reference
to Pitt’s allyHenryDundas, first Viscount
Melville, a prominent Scottish politician. To
the left, a group of foreigners, dancing round
a ‘standard of sedition’, rejoice at Britain’s
domestic squabbling.

The identification ofHercules defeating
theHydrawith politicians who claimed to be
rooting out corruptionwas not new. A print
of 1730 depictedRobertWalpole defeating a
Hydra of opposition, while JohnWilkes had
been comparedwithHercules in amezzotint of
1768.22 More immediate inspirationmay have
come from a pro-Pitt print published just a few
days earlier, on 8March (fig. 25), and showing
the young politician vanquishing amany-headed
Hydra in defence of the British Constitution.
Celebrating the downfall of the coalition over
Fox’s East India Bill (cat. no. 4), theHydra
bore the heads of Pitt’s opponents, among
themFox andNorth.
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fig . 25
EdwardsHedges (fl.1780–86)
InMemory of mondayDecemr 17th 1783, 1784
Etchingwith hand colouring,
31.5 × 25.2 cm
BritishMuseum

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810042
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The Covent Garden NightMare.
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Just as Rowlandson couldwork in support
of Fox (cat. no. 7), so he could ridicule him.23

This taunting satire of the politician is based
onHenry Fuseli’s 1781 painting
TheNightmare, which had been exhibited at
the Royal Academy in 1782 and reproduced
in numerous prints soon afterwards.24

Rowlandsonmay have owned one of these:
a group of prints of ‘fancy subjects, after
Cipriani, Fuseli, Angelica,&c’was among the
lots in the posthumous sale of his collection,
and the official print after Fuseli’s painting,
by Thomas Burke, was published by
Rowlandson’s friend JohnRaphael Smith
(1751–1812) in 1783 (fig. 26).25 Rowlandson
clearly knew the imagewell enough tomake a
clever satire of it in this print. Hewas not the
first to parody Fuseli’s work, however: John
Boyne (c.1750–1810) had produced a print
entitledTheNightMare orHagRiddnMinister

in 1783 inwhich Fox (shown as a fox) stood on
the prostrate body of Lord Shelburne (whose
resignation he had forced). This print was
reissued byWilliamHumphrey asTheNight
Mare or PrimeMinisterHag-Ridden.The idea for
Rowlandson’s satire could as well have come
fromHumphrey as from the artist himself.

In April 1784, Foxwas fighting an election,
both across the country – as the leader of the
opposition – and inWestminster, where hewas
one of three candidates for two parliamentary
seats. The hustings for theWestminster con-
stituencywere held outside St Paul’s Church in
Covent Garden, towhichRowlandson refers

in the print’s title. Fox is shown in the guise of
thewoman in Fuseli’s painting, the effeminate
pose belied by his stocky body and awkwardly
arranged limbs. The boxes and pots on the
table in the painting have been replaced by dice,
whichwere becoming convenient shorthand
symbols for Fox’s supposedly dissolute lifestyle.
The looming horse in the background has been
turned into a comical beastwhich peers round
the curtain, seemingly as amused by the
slumbering Fox as we are. The print’s title
leaves it unclear as towhether Fox is having
a bad dream about the forthcoming election
or is himself the ‘Covent GardenNightmare’.
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fig . 26
Thomas Burke (1749–1815)
afterHenry Fuseli (1741–1825)
TheNightmare, 1783
Stipple engraving, 22.7 × 25.0 cm
BritishMuseum

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810068
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The Devonshire, orMost Approved
Method of Securing Votes
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TheDuchess of Devonshire (fig. 27) began to
canvass in support of Fox’s candidacy for one
of the seats in the borough ofWestminster in
early April, and her involvement appears to
have helped his flagging cause immediately.26

She rapidly gained a reputation for kissing
voters to secure their support for him (some-
thing she denied doing), and shewas shown
in numerous caricatures (as here) hugging,
kissing and fondling butchers.27 Such prints
often had sexual overtones: one byWilliam
Dent (fl.1783–93), very similar in appearance
toTheDevonshire, was entitledTheDutchess
Canvassing for Her FavouriteMember and
shows her reaching under a butcher’s apron
as she leans forward to kiss him.

Here, Rowlandson shows theDuchess
and a female companion, whose breasts are
uncovered. TheDuchess is embracing and
kissing a butcher (identifiable by themeat
awl hanging at his belt), while her companion
shouts, ‘Huzza – Fox for Ever’. Behind them,
anothermanwaves his hat in the air, cheering.
This print was first published by Elizabeth
Darchery of St James’s Street, but the plate
appears to have been quickly taken over by
WilliamHumphrey,who substituted his name
and address, but did not change the date.28

Such depictions, as theHistory of the
Westminster Election (cat. no. 13) would soon
admit, damaged theDuchess’s reputation and
by extension that of Fox, whowas already
being portrayed as a dangerously libertine
character. TheDuchesswas also guilty of the
gambling that had tarnished the politican’s
reputation.29 Criticisms of her involvement in
the election, however, were not based on her
morals, but on her sex: it was not considered
seemly for awoman to canvass in such a
manner.30 Themany satirical prints that
attacked her reflected the criticism that she
had debased herself in the interests of politics.
Fox’s associationwith female interests, it was
said, ‘only serve[d] to expose thewretchedness
of his course’, while a poem compared the
Duchess to a streetwalkerwho roamed in
search of clients and provided physical
favours in return for support.31
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fig . 27
Francesco Bartolozzi (1727–1815)
Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire, 1797
Stipple engraving, 25.1 × 18.8 cm
rcin 652280

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810060
http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/652280
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The Poll.
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The canvassing of support for the candidates
for the two seats of the borough ofWestminster
is shown here as a see-saw, a contest between
theDuchess of Devonshire (cat. no. 9), who
supported Charles James Fox, andAlbinia
Hobart, Countess of Buckinghamshire, who
canvassed for his main rival, Sir CecilWray.33

Aprominent society hostess, gambler and
amateur actress, the Countess moved in the
same circles as theDuchess andwas also
criticised in the press for her lifestyle.34

Thewomen are shownbeing encouraged by
themale candidates, with Fox on the right
andWray on the left, while Admiral Hood
(the third candidate, whowas pro-Pitt and
considered a certainty for one of the two seats)
kneels to help the Countess by grasping her
bottom. The atmosphere of disorder, seen in
thewildmotion of the see-saw, is furthered
by the braying crowd behind; the scene is,
as a playbill behind the Countess announces,
a farce of rival candidates. A sexual undertone
is provided by the phallic shape of the stone
onwhich the see-saw rocks, as well as the
bare breasts of the twowomen.
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MadamBlubber’s last Shift
or The Aerostatic Dilly.
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LikeThe Poll (cat. no. 10), this print satirises
AlbiniaHobart, Countess of Buckinghamshire,
who supportedFox’smain rival, Sir CecilWray.
While the criticism of theDuchess had sexual
overtones, theCountess of Buckinghamshire’s
detractors concentrated on her figure,
christening herMadamBlubber. Gillraywent
so far as to depict her as the circular ‘Honble
Mrs Circumference’ in his caricatureASphere,
projecting against a Plane of 1792.35

Here, the Countess’s rotundity has lent
itself to a satire on the new craze for ballooning,
which had developed in thewake of thewell-

publicised flight of theMontgolfier brothers in
France in June 1783. Interest in theMontgolfiers’
feat had reached Britain byNovember 1783,
when the novel technologywas demonstrated
for theKing atWindsor Castle.36 Rather than
using a hot air balloon, however, the Countess
is shown ascending by her petticoats, which
have been inflated by ‘a little accident’.
Beneath her is suspended a basket containing
two potential voters on their way to the
hustings to support Hood andWray (who
stand at the side, in awe of the lady’s prowess).
Wray notes, ‘A foul wind is fair for us’, while
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one of the passengers says, ‘ThankGod I am
an outside passenger’, a reference to stagecoach
(diligence, or ‘Dilly’) travel,where passengers
could sit outside as well as inside the vehicle.
In the background can be seen the hustings at
Covent Garden andRichmondHill, where
the Countess had a residence.

Rowlandson based this print on the design
of an amateur satirist; both the drawing and
Rowlandson’s preparatory sketch survive
in the BritishMuseum, London.37 Hewould
return to the theme a year later inThe Parachute,
or a Sage Lady’s Second Experiment.38

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810076
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For the Benifit of the Champion.
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Fox andHood defeated CecilWray and
were elected to the twoWestminster seats
on 17May 1784.40 This print gently caricatures
their victory and the role ofwomen, particularly
the Duchess of Devonshire, in their success.
Fox andHood are shown in drag with the
Duchess, giving a ‘Benifit’ performance before
the tombstone ofWray, while Edmund Burke
(one of Fox’s allies) looks on. The inscription
tells the viewer that this ‘performance’ is to
be at theNewTheatre, Covent Garden, with
entrance controlled by theDuchess. The free
entry for thosewearing fox tails refers to the
adoption of this symbol by Fox’s supporters
during canvassing – one such tail can be seen
decorating theDuchess’s hat.

The paintings on thewall behind the
characters’ heads all relate Fox to a fox; repre-
sentation of him as this animal was a common
caricaturist’s shorthand.41 The central picture,
showing ‘The Foxwho had lost his tail’, puns
on the slang use of ‘tail’ for ‘penis’, reinforcing
the emasculation of themain figures. The
flanking pictures both refer to Aesop’s fables
‘The Fox and the Crow’ (inwhich the fox
flatters the crow to gain cheese) and ‘The Fox
and theGrapes’ (in which the fox disdains
the grapes as he cannot reach them), thus
commenting on the tactics of Fox and his
supporters during the campaign.
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‘Lovers of Truth and Justice’
History of theWestminster Election,
containing every material occurrence…
to which is prefixed a summary account of
the proceedings of the late Parliament

Published 7October 1784
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WilliamHumphrey published hisHistory
of theWestminster Election inOctober 1784.
The volume is a compilation of pro-Fox
material relating to theWestminster election
campaign, including parliamentary debates,
newspaper advertisements and some of the
caricatures issued on the subject.42Anumber
of Rowlandson’s prints were reissued as part
of the publication, includingAPeep into Friar
Bacon’s Study (cat. nos 5–6). The volumewas
dedicated to theDuchess of Devonshire, who
was praised for her ‘friendly and patriotic
exertions inMr Fox’s cause’.43
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This copy is beautifully bound in brown
and blue leather (theWhig colours) with gold
tooling.44 Caps of liberty decorate the corners,
andBritannia holds one aloft in a brown leather
oval at the centre. The volumewas acquired by
George IVwhenPrince ofWales and included
in his library at CarltonHouse (fig. 28). An
almost identical binding is found on a copy
at the Grocers’ Company, London, which
includes an inscription from the editors to
Charles James Fox.45The present volume
may also have been a presentation copy for
thePrince, another of theWhigs’ prominent
supporters, although it contains no inscription.

fig . 28
WilliamWestall (1781–1850)
TheNorth Front of Carlton House, c.1819.
Pencil andwatercolour, 21.9 × 27.4 cm
rl 22170

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/1081248
https://www.rct.uk/collection/922170
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henry wigstead (1740–1804)

Bookseller and Author
1784

Pen and inkwithwatercolour over pencil
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Threemen are shown standing in a bookshop.
One, the author of the title, with a hat under his
arm and a text poking out of his pocket, thrusts
a book towards theman in the centre, whose
confident stancemarks him as the proprietor
– the bookseller of the title. A third man,
myopically reading a book in the background,
is probably a customer. The poses of the figures
make it clear that the author is receiving a
negative reaction to hiswork.An inscription on
another version of the drawing suggests that the
central figuremay be the successful publisher
and bookseller JohnMurray (1737–93).46

Four versions of this watercolour survive,
with slight variations in the details.47 The
authorship of these is debated. One of them
(it is not knownwhich)was exhibited at the
Royal Academy in 1784, under the name of
HenryWigstead, Rowlandson’s close friend
and artistic ally. The reviewer for the St James’s
Chronicle refused to believe thatWigsteadwas
responsible for the drawing, however, and
instead assigned it to Rowlandson; his view

has been followed bymost subsequent
commentators.48 The compositionwas
published by Samuel Alken (1756–1815) in
1784, again as byWigstead.49 Another print
entitledAnAuthor and Bookseller, and featuring
the two central figures from a different angle,
wasmade byRowlandson in 1797.50

Although the present drawing is similar
to Rowlandson’s style, it lacks his fluidity of
line and sureness of composition. The three
figures are uneasily silhouetted against the
background, and the perspective, particularly
of the steps at the left, is clumsy.Knowledge of
Wigstead’s hand is complicated by its closeness
to Rowlandson’s, which has caused some
confusion.Bookseller and Author, however, is
similar in treatment to awatercolour of John
Gilpin in theVictoria andAlbertMuseum,
London, andwhich is signed byWigstead and
dated 1785.51 It seems probable thatWigstead,
underwhose name the drawingwas both
exhibited and published, is the artist of the
present work.
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Money Lenders
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This print of a carefree youngman requesting
cash from twomoneylenders was purchased
byGeorge, Prince ofWales, fromWilliam
Humphrey soon after it was published. Like
many of the prints purchased by thePrince, it is
uncoloured and appears to have beenmounted
in an album. Its purchase by him is of particular
interest as it is thought to be the earliest satire
on his increasingly large debts. In August 1784,
he had been placed in such a ‘peculiar and very
embarrassed situation’ after overspending
that he had been forced towrite to his father
threatening to leave the country.52 TheKing
replied unsympathetically, citing the Prince’s
‘reprehensible conduct,which has grownworse
every year’.53 The figure of the youngman,
whowears a Garter star, is probably the Prince
himself, although themoneylenders, one a
caricature of a Jewwho leans forward to read
the agreement in his hand, are certainly generic
rather than particular individuals. Despite his
reputation for good humour, the Prince does
not appear to have collected themore vicious
caricatures of himself. In 1784, however, he
clearly found this image amusing rather than
offensive, an attitude reflected in the pose of
the borrower in the print, who seems to care
little for the debt inwhich he is miring himself.
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AnEnglish Review
1786

Pen and ink, brush and ink,
andwatercolour over pencil
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AFrench Review
1786
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This pair of watercolours contrasts a French
and an Englishmilitary review, eachwatched
by a crowd of spectators.While the French
soldiersmarch in neat lines, theEnglish cavalry,
shownmuch further away, appear more dis-
ordered.The soldiers’ appearances are reflected
in their respective audiences:while theFrench
review is watched by an orderly group, those
watching the English review are in chaos, with
people falling over each other, losing control
of their mounts and clambering up the outside
of a coach to get a view.

The Prince ofWales purchased these two
watercolours in ‘rich gold frames’ a couple of
years after theywere exhibited at the Royal
Academy.His sourcewasMrs Lay (fl.1786–
92), an occasional publisher normally based
near CarltonHouse, who by 1793was styling
herself ‘Printseller to his Royal Highness the
Prince ofWales’, andwhowas landlady to
the artist GeorgeMorland (1762/3–1804)
and (briefly) Rowlandson himself.54 It is
unclear whether the works were made for
the Prince ofWales or were purchased by
him after completion: they are said to have
been described as ‘Carefully framed for the
Royal collection’ when theywere exhibited
in 1786, but the two-year delay in their delivery
is puzzling.55That theywere delivered to
Brightonmaymean that theywere initially
hung at the Pavilion, although there is no
record of their presence there. The long time
spent framed hasmeant that bothworks have
suffered from light exposure.

Rowlandsonmay have based these drawings
on sketchesmade during a review at Blackheath
in 1785.56 It was a theme that was to interest
him formany years; there are survivingwater-
colours of reviews at Brackley,Wimbledon
Common andWinchester, among others.57

Adrawing of a ‘review onHounslowHeath’
was among his ownworks in his possession
at his death.58

Anumber of possible influences have been
cited for Rowlandson’s review drawings,
among them Jean-MichelMoreau le Jeune’s
printVue de la Plaine des Sablons, which shows
Louis XVI reviewing troops north-west of
Paris.59 This was not, however, published
until 1787, and suggestions that Rowlandson
saw the preparatorywatercolour in Paris
when it was exhibited in 1781 are conjectural.
The placing of spectators in the foreground
and troops in the backgroundwas a standard
means of presenting a review, allowing points
of interest to be introduced into an occasion
otherwise notable for itsmonotony of arrange-
ment. Themost famous instance of thiswas
Hogarth’sMarch to Finchley, which shows the
same chaotic foreground contrastingwith
the regimented lines of soldiers behind, and
whichwould certainly have been known
toRowlandson.60

The large scale of theseworks indicates that
Rowlandson intended them for framing and
hanging.61 In someways they act as a prospectus
of hiswork: the crowd ranged in the foreground
allowed him to introducemany ofwhatwould
become his stock figures – the plump lady losing
her balance, the incompetent horseman losing
his wig, a tricorned academicwith a telescope,
a pretty youngwoman unaware that someone
is peering up her skirt, a quizzing dandy. If the
artist knew as hewas preparing them that they
were intended for the royal collection, they
would have been intended to impress his talents
on a Prince known for his prolific purchases
of art, his sense of humour and his interest
in all thingsmilitary.62
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First and Second Floor Lodgers

Published by E. Jackson,
No. 14Mary-le-bone Street,
G[olden] Square, 1 October 1786

Etching and stipple engravingwith hand colouring
41.0 × 25.3 cm (sheet)
Inscribed in ink (hand ofWilliamHolland or
an employee?):First Floor and: 3/6
rcin 810222

provenance

Purchased by the Prince ofWales from
WilliamHolland in 1790 for 3s 6d
(tna ho73/20/1, fol. 12)

These lodgers occupy rooms in ‘Union Street’
and are shown leaning out of thewindow to
see and to be seen. Union Street is now part
of RidingHouse Street in central London.
The lodgers in Rowlandson’s print are
prostitutes: the second-floor inhabitants are
in a state of dishevelled undress, while one of
the finely dressed first-floor lodgers touches
her breast in a provocative gesture.WhenLucy
Stockford, anOxfordshire servant girl, took
lodgings inUnion Street in 1795, she thought
that thewomenwho offered her the rooms
were probably ‘[g]irls of the town; because
I know by the noise up stairs that therewere
several gentlemen in the house, and there
were severalmore youngwomen’.63

E. Jackson (fl.1785–87), who published
a number of satires byRowlandson in the
mid-1780s, was based inMarylebone Street
(nowGlasshouse Street), about tenminutes’
walk fromUnion Street. The plate was
reprinted by Samuel Fores (1761–1838) on
1 December 1791.64 The border of the present
impression extends beyond the platemark
andwasmade up in pen and ink.
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Dressing for a Birthday.

Published by F. Chesham andM.Hatton,
No. 30 PallMall, 3March 1788

Etchingwith hand colouring
36.0 × 52.3 cm (plate); 39.4 × 54.3 cm (sheet)
Inscribed in ink (hand ofWilliamHolland or
an employee?): 7/6
rcin 810267

provenance

Purchased by the Prince ofWales from
WilliamHolland in 1790 for 7s 6d
(tna ho73/20/1, fol. 17)

literature

Grego 1880, I, p. 272; bm Satires 9678

Rowlandson has shown a group ofwomen
dressing in the latest fashions for the celebra-
tion tomark a royal birthday. Thewoman to
the left is having a hugewig placed on her bald
head,while a pretty youngwoman is examining
a dress and a false derrière of the sort at which
Rowlandson had poked fun in his printThe
Bum Shop (fig. 29). To the left a young black
servant boy (holding amirror) and a dog show
their amusement at the scene.

Royal birthday celebrationswere lavish
affairs. In 1787, theGentleman’sMagazine
noted that theKing’s fiftieth birthday had been
celebrated ‘with the usual demonstrations of
joy; in themorning the flagswere displayed on

the Tower and the ships in the river…. There
was a numerousDrawing room at St James’s,
at which a great concourse of theNobility,
the ForeignMinisters, and several foreigners
of distinction, were present’. Of theQueen’s
birthday in the same year,The Times noted
disparagingly that ‘we cannot say, that taste or
magnificencewere remarkably conspicuous –
many of the dresseswere rather relicts of former
times, than proofs of modern invention.’65

This print is probably based on a drawing
byRowlandsonwhich is signed and dated 1788
andwhich it closely reproduces.66Rowlandson
would provide a sequel inDressing for a
Masquerade two years later (cat. no. 31).
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fig . 29
ThomasRowlandson (1757–1827)
The Bum Shop, 1785
Etching, 30.3 × 47.1 cm
rcin 810134
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Filial Piety!

Published by Samuel Fores,
No. 3 Piccadilly, 23November 1788

Etchingwith hand colouring
25.6 × 37.5 cm (sheet)
rcin 810287

provenance

Probably purchased for the Royal Library in 185467

literature

Grego 1880, I, p. 229 (where dated 25November);
bm Satires 7378

In late 1788, George III developed a serious
illness. Initially suffering from severe stomach
pains, he became increasingly confused, and
byDecember hewas clearly unable to rule
the country. It appeared that his eldest son,
the Prince ofWales, would need to govern
as Regent, and immediate parliamentary
wrangling began over the nature of his powers.
The Princewas alliedwith theWhigs, whose
leader (and his friend) Charles James Fox
argued that he should be givenwide-ranging
control.WilliamPitt, meanwhile, fearing
Fox’s influence under the Prince, argued for
a regulation of regency powers. ARegency Bill
was thrashed out giving the Prince carefully
limited control andwas due to take effect on
20 February, but theKing’s recoverywas
announced just a few days before it came
into force.

Samuel Fores appears to have been the
earliest publisher to produce satires on the
Regency crisis. This print appeared in late
November, bywhich time theKing’s condition
waswell known.68 Satirical prints normally
focused on the negotiations over the Prince’s
powers, but here Rowlandson has (unusually)
chosen to contrast the tragic situation of the
ailing King, who places his head in his hand,
and his disrespectful son, who lurches drunk
into the sickroomwith his cronies George
Hangar (a failed army officer) andRichard
Brinsley Sheridan (a playwright) to ‘see if the
OldFellow’s [mad/dead] or not’.69Thepresence

of the Prince’s dissolute companions reflected
concerns about the circle surrounding the heir
to the throne and its influence if he gained
power.70 In the centre, looking directly at the
viewer as if seeking sympathy, is a bishopwho
has been giving theKing Communion. The
Communion cup lies on the floor.Although the
print indicates that thewine has been spilt, the
colourist of the present impression oddly chose
to show it defying gravity at the bottom of the
chalice.71 Apicture in the background shows
the Prodigal Son in one of Christ’s parables,
who saw the error of his profligateways and
returned in penitence to his father, a contrast
to the lack of filial piety shown in the satire.

Rowlandson’s depiction of the Prince’s
actionsmay not be far from the truth. Rumour
held that he had taken Sheridan to spy on his
father frombehind a screen.72On30November,
theMarquis of Buckinghamwas told that the
Prince’s concern for his father was ‘not of
that deep and rooted sort for which “no physic
of themind” can be found’, but that the heir
was engaging in ‘drinking and singing’.73An
anonymousmemorandumwriter noted during
the crisis that ‘themomentwill come on in
a few days for his R.H. to come forward and
make a full impression on theminds of a public
that, frombeing ignorant of his true and genuine
character have been deceived by interested
men.’74Prints like this one contributed greatly
to the Prince’s poor public image.
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The Prospect Before Us.

Published by ‘TomBrown’, Spa Fields,
Chelsea, 20December 1788

Etchingwith hand colouring
24.8 × 35.0 cm (plate); 26.2 × 37.0 cm (sheet)
rcin 810294

provenance

Probably acquired during the reign ofQueenVictoria75

literature

Grego 1880, I, p. 230 (where dated 26December);
bm Satires 7383; Payne and Payne 2003

This print plays on fears over the influence of
Pitt and theGerman-bornQueenCharlotte
during theKing’s illness. TheQueen is shown
following her dresserMrs Schwellenberg (who
was known to have strong influence over her),
who holds the Lord Chancellor’s purse and
mace, while Pitt follows theQueen, holding her
scarf with proprietorial care. The crown,which
hovers over the throne inATouch on the Times
(cat. no. 22), is here split between Pitt and
theQueen, who is trampling on the Prince of
Wales’s feathers (labelled ‘My Sons Right’).
Behind, a group of supporters, including the
disgracedGovernor of IndiaWarrenHastings,
stand outside the Treasury cheering. Each of
themain characters makes clear their designs
on power.Mrs Schwellenberg declares that she
means ‘to preside at the council’ and delights
that her namewill be known as far as Rag Fair
(cat. no. 56). Pitt holds a piece of paper noting,
‘I thinkmyself as much entitled to beRegent as
the Prince ofWales’. TheQueen is portrayed
as a dangerously innocent pawn, saying
‘I know nothing of thematter, I follow
Billy’s advice’.

This print was published by ‘TomBrown’ of
Spa Fields, Chelsea, apparently a pseudonym
for Rowlandson: the only other print published
by ‘TomBrown’ was another Rowlandson
design of 1823, althoughTheModern Egbert

(cat. no. 24) was published by ‘Charles Brown’,
who is also otherwise unknown.76The Prospect
BeforeUsmayhave been one of a group of prints
commissioned by the Prince ofWales and
his supporters fromRowlandson andHenry
Wigstead during the Regency crisis.77 They
were to be circulated via mail coach across the
country to raise support for the Prince’s cause.
The records of the commission show that
Wigsteadwas responsible for the designs
while Rowlandson etched the plates (for
which hewas paid £26 5s). Each of the prints
thought to be from that group has a different
imprint –State Butchers is anonymous, while
Britannia’s Support or the Conspirators Defeated
andHospital for Lunaticswere published by
‘HHolland’. This diversity may have been
intended to disguise the common source of
the propaganda.

The title may refer to the pamphlet by
Dennis O’Bryen on the proposed regency,
The Prospect before us; being a series of papers,
upon the great question which now agitates the
public mind. O’Bryen, a friend of Richard
Brinsley Sheridan, was a supporter of Fox
and theWhig interest.He argued that, if there
was to be a regency, ‘the person appointed
must of necessity be the Prince ofWales’
and criticisedWilliamPitt and (obliquely)
theQueen.78
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fig . 30
ThomasGainsborough (1727–88)
Queen Charlotte, 1872
Oil on canvas, 59.3 × 44.3 cm
rcin 401007
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ATouch on the Times

Published by Samuel Fores,
No. 3 Piccadilly, 29December 1788

Etchingwith hand colouring
27.0 × 37.1 cm (plate); 27.5 × 38.6 cm (sheet)
rcin 810297

provenance

Probably purchased for the Royal Library in 185479

literature

Grego 1880, I, p. 231; bm Satires 7387;
Poughkeepsie and Evanston 2011, cat. no. 10

LikeFilial Piety! (cat. no. 20),ATouch on the
Times is critical of the Prince and his suitability
for rule, and supportive of Pitt’s attempts to
control the Regency. The print is not signed,
but is attributed toRowlandson on the basis of
its style and its close relationship toThe Times
(fig. 31), also published inDecember 1788.
TheTimes shows thePrince ofWales ascending
the throne assisted by Liberty, Justice and
other virtues, andwith the support of the City
of London.ATouch on the Times depicts the
Prince being guided to a cracked, damaged

throne by a cloven-hoofed Britannia, with
Sheridan (holding a broomwith a cap of
liberty) and Fox (holding dice boxes and a
cudgel) in place of Liberty and Justice. To the
right, Pitt wields an extinguisher to attack the
flames of ‘Rebbellion’ and ‘Puppet Shew’ and
tramples ‘Envy’ while the British lion cowers
beneath his feet. Commerce, bare-breasted and
haggard, waves a glass of gin at lower left, and
the City of London enters in the background,
noting that its citizens ‘have not been taxed
this twelvemonth’.
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fig . 31
ThomasRowlandson (1757–1827)
TheTimes, 1788
Etching, 29.9 × 42.7 cm
BritishMuseum
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TheWord Eater.

Published by Samuel Fores,
No. 3 Piccadilly, 30December 1788

Etchingwith hand colouring
24.8 × 35.0 cm (plate); 26.3 × 28.4 cm (sheet)
rcin 810301

provenance

Probably purchased for the Royal Library in 185480

literature

Grego 1880, I, p. 232; bm Satires 7391

Rowlandsonmay have based this satire on one
published a day earlier byWilliamDent, which
itself parodied an ‘extraordinary Stone Eater’,
then to be seen at a trunk-maker’s shop on the
Strand.81The print is phrased as an advertise-
ment for the ‘WordEater’, ‘just arrived from the
Continent’,who ‘eats singlewords&evacuates
them so as to have a contrarymeaning’.
Dent’s print alsomakes explicit a comparison
between Fox andDemosthenes (whowas
known to have spokenwith stones in his
mouth to improve his diction) which is only
implied in Rowlandson’s version.

The target is Fox, who had been summoned
fromBologna by the Prince ofWales when it
became clear that theKingwas unwell. His skill
as an oratorwaswell known. In 1787,The Times
referred a little disparagingly to ‘the eloquence
ofMr. Fox in theHouse of Commons’, while

on 21May 1789, GeorgeWilsonwrote to
JeremyBentham, ‘I have heard it said of Fox
that hewas the best hearer as well as the best
speaker in the Country.’82

Fox stands addressing theHouse of
Commons. He holds a ‘Speech on theRights
of theP–’ togetherwith its explanation, saying,
‘all these I’ll devour next’. Before him on the
table are piled texts relating to rights and
the constitution, among themMagna Carta.
The text below explains that he is able to twist
words to give them ‘Contradictorymeaning’,
suggesting that hewill unscrupulously use
these texts and principles to his own advantage.
Unlike Dent’s print, which specifically
parodied Fox’s words in Parliament on
10 December, Rowlandson’s satire attacks
Fox’s general artfulness.
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TheModern Egbert,
or the King of Kings.

Published by ‘Charles Brown’,
Strand, 8 January 1789

Hand-coloured etching
24.8 × 34.5 cm (plate); 26.0 × 36.2 cm (sheet)
rcin 810315

provenance

Probably acquired during the reign ofQueenVictoria83

literature

Grego 1880, I, p. 243; bm Satires 7479a

Egbert (d.ad839)wasKing of theWest
Saxons. His annexation ofmajor territories
(includingMercia), and the subsequent rule
of his descendants throughout England, meant
that hewas regarded as the ‘first monarch of
all England’.84It was common in the eighteenth
century for histories of Britain to beginwith
Egbert’s reign.85

Here, Pitt is shown as Egbert, in a boat
rowedbyBaronThurlow (theLordChancellor),
Earl Temple (a close supporter of theKing,
andPitt’s cousin),HenryDundas and the third
Duke of Richmond (both supporters of Pitt),
all of whom, like Pitt himself, wear crowns.
The boat, labelled ‘Treasury Barge’, flies a flag
with Pitt’s crest (a stork and anchor), and the
rowers use a cannon, a spoon, a club and the
mace as oars. In a small boat behind, chained

andwith bowed head, sits the Prince of
Wales, saying, ‘I feel not for myself but for
my country’. Behind him are another flag,
with Pitt’s crest, and aUnion Jack. On the far
riverbank can be seen ‘St Stephens’, the seat
of theHouse of Commons.

As inThe Prospect Before Us (cat. no. 21),
Pitt is here shownwielding quasi-royal
authority beyond his status. The Prince’s
supporters believed that Pitt’s attempts to
regulate the Regencywere unjust, and these
restrictions are represented by the Prince’s
chains. Two versions of the print, both dated
8 January 1789, survive. In the one shownhere,
theUnion Jack and the flagwith ‘St Stephens’
havebeen added, perhaps tomake the references
to the institutions supposedly threatened by
Pitt’s ambitionsmore explicit.
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Suitable Restrictions.

Published by Samuel Fores,
No. 3 Piccadilly, 28 January 1789

Etchingwith hand colouring
23.2 × 34.5 cm (plate); 25.7 × 37.8 cm (sheet)
rcin 810321

provenance

Probably purchased for the Royal Library
in 185486

literature

Grego 1880, I, p. 245; bm Satires 7497

Pitt had proposed a regency settlementwith
firm restrictions on the Regent’s power on
16 January. Here, the Prince is shown as a child
(wearing the type of dress that boyswore until
theywere breeched), dwarfed by his oversize
headdress of feathers andwith awheeled
walking frame beside him.He leans towards a
crown in a circle of marbles, but is restrained by
Pitt, who pulls on leading ribbons (in a gesture
reminiscent of his guiding of theQueen in
The Prospect Before Us, cat. no. 21) and says,

‘Hold, not so fast Georgy’. To the left, Fox,
Burke and Sheridan eagerly prepare to play
for the crown.

UnlikeFilial Piety! (cat. no. 20) and
ATouch on the Times (cat. no. 22), the Prince
is represented as an innocent caught between
two conflicting interests (rather like his
mother inThe Prospect Before Us) or as being
prey to childish urges. The implication that
hewas tooweak to control the various
factionswas a damaging one.
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Comedy Spectators.
Etchingwith hand colouring
18.7 × 25.6 cm (sheet)
rcin 810352
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Tragedy Spectators.

Published by Samuel Fores,
No. 3 Piccadilly, 8October 1789

Etchingwith hand colouring
17.7 × 26.0 cm (sheet)
rcin 810353

provenance

Probably purchased for the Royal Library in 185487

literature

Grego 1880, I, p. 219 (where dated 18October 1787);
bm Satires 7606;NewHaven 1973, no. 45

The reaction of an audiencewas a favourite
subject for Rowlandson, who hadmany friends
in the theatre (cat. no. 55). Although these two
prints are now separate, theywere originally
published as a pair and are on one plate. The
double printwas first published bySamuel Fores
in 1789, but the platewas still being printed
into the 1820s, as an 1821 watermark on this
impression ofTragedy Spectators proves.

The pictures show a group ofwell-dressed
spectators.While the ‘tragedy spectators’
watchRomeo and Juliet, the play attended
by the ‘comedy spectators’ is not clear. The
audiencemembers react to it, and also to
each other, exhibiting emotions ranging from
disinterest (the twomen gossiping at the left

ofComedy) to a need for smelling salts (perhaps
an irreverent allusion toRomeo’s attempts to
revive Juliet, to the far right ofTragedy).

AlthoughRowlandson’s pictures parody an
everyday sight in fashionable London, hewas
clearly thinking back toHogarth’sLaughing
Audience, with its row of open-mouthed,
smiling faces reacting to a scene out of view.
Among the prints Rowlandson himself
owned on his deathwas a ‘fine set’ of prints
byHogarth.Rowlandsonwould reprise this
theme in 1807 in a pair of prints published by
Thomas Tegg entitledComedy in the Country
andTragedy in London. The latter is even
closer toHogarth’s engraving, which forms
a clear basis for its composition.
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La Place Victoire à Paris

Published by Samuel Alken, November 1789

Etching and aquatint with hand colouring
44.0 × 61.5 cm (plate); 47.2 × 64.8 cm (sheet)
rcin 810361

provenance

Probably the print of ‘La Place Victoire’ purchased by the
Prince ofWales fromWilliamHolland in 1790 for 10s 6d
(tna ho73/20/1, fol. 17)

literature

Grego 1880, I, pp. 262–6; bm Satires 9679; Payne and
Payne 2010, p. 132

This is one of Rowlandson’s most famous
prints, probably based on awatercolour he
exhibited at the Society ofArtists in spring 1783
and now in theYale Center for British Art.88

Although thewatercolour seems to date from
late 1782 or early 1783, it was probably based
on earlier sketchesmade byRowlandson during
his visit to Paris in 1774–5.89 He has, in fact,
playedwith the topography of the city, moving
the distinctive towers of the Cathedral of
Nôtre-Dame so that they are visible beyond
the Place, although they are in fact over a
kilometre away on the Ile de la Cité.

Rowlandson shows a bustling junction
(the circular Place is themeeting point of six
streets) with his characteristic tumble of
figures and animals. Dominating the Place,
as well as the attention ofmany of those
whomRowlandson has depicted, isMartin
Desjardin’s sculpture of Louis XIV, shown
trampling the Triple Alliance of Britain,
Sweden and theUnited Provinces (part of the
present-dayNetherlands), which had opposed
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the FrenchKing’s expansionist policies.
This statuewas destroyed in 1792.90

Although based on a drawing of c.1783,
Rowlandson’s print was not published
until November 1789, andwas undoubtedly
released as a reaction to the political situation
in France.91 During the previous fewmonths,
unrest in the French capital had grown,with
the storming of the Bastille in July and amarch
onVersailles by thousands of women, many of
them armed, inOctober. Rowlandson’s image,
which in its watercolour version predates the
French crisis, has nothing particular to say
about the situation, but the print tapped into
British interest in the French capital in late
1789.With its large format, integral border
and careful aquatinting, it was clearly
intended as a luxury product. The print was
sold to the Prince ofWales as one of a set of
‘Mounted prints in awhole sheet volume’,
but at some point was removed from the
volume and framed, resulting in damage
from light exposure.92
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An excursion to Brighthelmstone
made in the year 1789
1790

Printed book
34.2 × 48.7 × 1.5 cm
rcin 1070419

provenance

Acquired byGeorge IVwhen Prince of Wales for
his library at CarltonHouse

literature

Payne and Payne 2010, pp. 128–30

Rowlandson andHenryWigstead travelled to
Brighton (sometimes known in the eighteenth
century as Brighthelmstone) in June 1789, with
the aim of publishing an account of the journey.
Brighton had become a popular resort where
fashionable society paraded, and visitors could
bathe or walk on the Steine (as the publisher
HannahHumphrey recorded doing in a letter
to Gillray).93 It was a favourite destination
of the Prince ofWales, who had built an
exoticMarinePavilion as his residence in the
town. The Pavilion itself became a popular
attraction andwas among the places visited
byRowlandson andWigstead on their tour.

On their return home,Wigsteadwrote
a short account of the trip, andRowlandson
made a set of drawings to illustrate the text.
Eight of thesewere etched for use in the
resulting volume, with aquatint added by
Samuel Alken.An excursion to Brighthelmstone
was published in June 1790, priced at one
guinea, andwas dedicated, by permission,
to the Prince ofWales.

The present copywas included in the
library of the Prince’s London residence,
CarltonHouse, andwas probably presented
to him byWigstead.
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FishMarket at Brighthelmstone
c.1789?

Pen and ink andwatercolour over pencil
19.2 × 30.0 cm
Inscribed by the artist faintly in pencil, and again in ink:
FishMarket at Brighthelmstone
rl 13689

provenance

Perhaps the drawing in the collection of JosephGrego
in 1880 (Grego 1880, I, p. 424); Royal Collection by c.1926

literature

Oppé 1950, p. 534

This study of the shore at Brightonmay have
beenmade from studies taken byRowlandson
on his trip therewithHenryWigstead in 1789
(cat. no. 29). Here he shows freshly caught fish
being sold on the beach. To the right, men push
against a boat that is beingwinched out of the
sea, while in the distance, fashionable figures
follow bathingmachines into the surf.
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Dressing for aMasquerade

Published by Samuel Fores,
No. 3 Piccadilly, 1 April 1790

Etchingwith hand colouring
36.2 × 48.9 cm (plate); 37.7 × 50.0 cm (sheet)
rcin 810382

provenance

Purchased by the Prince ofWales from
WilliamHolland in 1790 for 5s
(tna ho73/20/1, fol. 17)

literature

Grego 1880, I, p. 272; bm Satires 9680;
Carter 1999, p. 69

Masquerades – risquémasked and costumed
balls with a scandalous undercurrent of sexual
freedom –were both a popular and a castigated
form of entertainment in the eighteenth
century (fig. 32).94 Attendees ranged from
the Prince ofWales to prostitutes plying for
trade.95 Formal conventions of sartorial
proprietywere abandoned for exotic and
exposing costumes, and cross-dressing (like
that seen here) was common.96

Rowlandson has shown a group ofwomen
dressing for an evening’s entertainment.97 One
is dressed as aman, with knee breeches and
sword, another as a nun clutching a bottle and
a glass. Two others wear elaborate dresses and
coiffures, and admire themselves in amirror,
while a fifth is having her hair combed. The
disorder of themasquerade is reflected
in the roomwith its overturned chair and
strewnmasks.98 It has been suggested that the
women in the print are prostitutes, dressing
for a night’s work.99

Although published two years later,Dressing
for aMasquerademakes a visual and conceptual
pair withDressing for a Birthday (cat. no. 19).
In both, women are shown preening for an
eagerly anticipated gathering. Butwhile one
image shows high-status women preparing for
a highly structured court entertainment, the
other depicts courtesans about to set out

for an event that subverted the formalised
structure of society. Rowlandson’s point may
be that while thesewomenmay appear to be
completely different, there is in fact very
little to distinguish them.
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fig . 32
Thomas Rowlandson
(1757–1827)
Masquerading, 1811
Etchingwith hand colouring,
36.6 × 26.0 cm
rcin 810852
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Overset
c.1790?

Pen and inkwithwatercolour over pencil
23.5 × 34.3 cm
rl 13707

provenance

According to an inscription recorded inOppé 1950,
sold to ‘ch’ (unidentified) by the artist for three guineas;
Royal Collection by c.1926

literature

Oppé 1923, p. 12; Oppé 1950, p. 516

Runaway horses and toppling coacheswere
common hazards for eighteenth-century
travellers. Here, a mail coach plunges over as
it hits a clump of rocks, its horses rearing and
breaking loose. People are tumbling from the
back of the coach, but Rowlandson shows
us the other side, which rises into the air as
helpless passengers lean forward to steady
themselves. For them, it is themoment
before the inevitable disaster.

Travel bymail coachwas new, the system
having been instigated by the entrepreneur
John Palmer in 1784 and running alongmajor
routes by 1785.100 Such coaches carried both
mail and paying passengers, and each one had
an armed guard to protect the post from theft.
Mail coacheswere considered a step up from
the common stagecoach, and passengers paid
a higher fare to travel in them.101 Rowlandson’s
labelling of the coach here is confusing as there
was nomail coach to Cockermouth, which
was only a stop on the route fromPenrith to

Whitehaven in Cumbria.102He has shown
the vehicle crowdedwith people on top and
behind.A letter toTheTimes in 1787 blamed the
carrying of outside passengers for the number
of fatal overturnings: ‘It cannot be expected,
but that themail-coaches, at the pleasant rate
they run, will sometimesmeet with accidents;
but the inside passengers should prevent all
outsides, except the coachman on the box, and
the guardwithin. All the overturns, and lives
lost, hitherto have been owing to the guard
or other person on the box.’103 The drawing of
the coach and the rising horse here is similar
to Rowlandson’s printByAuthority. Persons
and Property Protected, whichwas published
by Samuel Fores in 1785, but the details of the
figures are different and the two projects only
loosely related. Here Rowlandsonmay have
been thinking ofHogarth’sNight, from the
Four Times of Day, where awoman leans
helplessly out of a coachwhich has toppled
over in a London street.
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The Prospect Before Us.

Published by Samuel Fores, Piccadilly
13 January 1791

Etchingwith hand colouring
34.8 × 51.0 cm (plate); 37.1 × 52.5 cm (sheet)
rcin 810404

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, I, p. 286; bm Satires, 8008;
Price,Milhous andHume 1991, p. 221

The stage of the Pantheon is seen from the
perspective of those performing on it, two of
whom dancewith garlands at the front. Behind
them can be seen the orchestra and rows of
audiencemembers. At the centre of themain
tier is the royal box, occupied bymembers of
the royal family. Boxes at the sides of the stage
hold fashionably dressed figureswhowere
as much of a spectacle for the audience as the
actors and dancers.

The Pantheon onOxford Street opened
in 1772, becoming an opera house after the
destruction of the King’s Theatre, Haymarket,
in 1789.104 It was not a financial success andwas
destroyed by fire in 1792. Rowlandson’s print is
not an accurate rendering of the interior, which
he has given six rather than five tiers of boxes,
with the royal box in the third rather than the
first tier so it can be seen over the dancers.105

The ballet shown is thought to beAmphion
et Thalie by the Pantheon’s ballet master
JeanDauberval.106 Although this workwas
performed for the first time at the Pantheon
byCharles-LouisDidelot andMmeThéodore
(Dauberval’s wife) on 17 February 1791
(almost amonth after the printwas published),
rehearsals were being advertised in the press
much earlier. Rowlandson’s print, dedicated
to the performers, may have been intended,
even commissioned, as a puff for the theatre.
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Chaos is Come Again!

Published by Samuel Fores, Piccadilly,
4 February 1791

Etchingwith hand colouring
38.2 × 51.5 cm (sheet)
rcin 810407

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, I, p. 287; bm Satires 8009

TheTheatre Royal inDrury Lane, whichwas
managed byRichard Brinsley Sheridan, was
demolished in 1791–2 tomakeway for a larger
building byHenryHolland, which opened in
1794.107 The demolished buildingwas an old
one (dating back to the seventeenth century)
andwas thought to be structurally unsound.108

Rowlandson’s print, made just as news of the
planned demolitionwas becoming known,
shows the theatre tumbling down during a
performance of an unidentified play.109 Actors
in Roman helmets and awoman holding a cup
can be seen at the bottom left.

The title is taken from Shakespeare’s
Othello, and the couplet below adapted from
WilliamCongreve’sMourning Bride (1697).
The print is signed not byRowlandson but
by ‘Qui capit’ and ‘ille habet facit’, together
literally meaning ‘the onewho takes it, makes
it’ (i.e. ‘if the cap fits, wear it’) – perhaps
a reference to Sheridan’s demolition and
rebuilding of the theatre.
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AGrand Battle between the famous
English Cock and Russian Hen!

Published byWilliamHolland,
No. 50Oxford Street, 25 April 1791

Etchingwith hand colouring
31.3 × 42.7 cm (sheet)
rcin 810414

provenance

Possibly the print called ‘Grand Battle’ purchased by
the Prince ofWales fromWilliamHolland for 3s
(tna ho73/20/1, fol. 34)

literature

Grego 1880, I, p. 290; bm Satires 7849

This print shows a cock pit inwhich are
fighting a cockwith the face of George III and
a henwith the face of Catherine theGreat.
Around them, themonarchs of Europe place
bets showing their allegiance either to Britain
or toRussia.Among those betting onGeorge III
is QueenCharlotte, but theKing’s ministers
Pitt andThurlow are nervous of the Russian
Empress’s strength. To the far right can be seen
Catherine’s lover Grigory Potemkin, who had
played aprominent role inhismistress’s successes
over theOttomanEmpire, andwho vows that
hewill back her ‘to the last’. The scene is

a reference to Pitt’s attempts to cowRussia
and halt its advances into theOttoman Empire
by threatening it with an alliance formed of
Britain, Prussia and theUnited Provinces.
This aggressive policywas an unpopular one,
and Pitt was forced to back down. By the time
this print was produced, the stand-off was
largely, though not entirely, past.

Rowlandson’s print is based onHogarth’s
1759 engravingThe Cockpit (fig. 33). While
Hogarth’s print has no allegorical function,
Rowlandson has turned the bustling crowd into
a rowofmonarchs, recognisable as caricatured

portraits. It may be significant that he chose
to place the Sultan of Turkey in the centre.
Not onlywas theOttomanEmpire a key point
of contention in this conflict, but the same
position in Hogarth’s print is occupied by
LordAlbemarle Bertie, whowas blind, and
who is there shownbeset by gamblers and being
robbed by a figure to his left. Rowlandson,
who owned a copy ofHogarth’s works and
frequently used them as inspiration for his
own prints, may have been suggesting that
theOttoman Empirewas equally helpless
in this ‘grand battle’.
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fig . 33
WilliamHogarth (1697–1764)
The Cockpit, 1759
Engraving, 32.6 × 39.4 cm
rcin 811986
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ALittle Tighter.

Published by Samuel Fores,
No. 3 Piccadilly, 18May 1791

Etchingwith hand colouring
39.1 × 31.2 cm (sheet)
rcin 810415

37

ALittle Bigger.

Published by Samuel Fores,
No. 3 Piccadilly, 18May 1791

Etchingwith hand colouring
39.4 × 31.9 cm (sheet)
rcin 810416

provenance

Probably purchased for the Royal Library in 1854110

literature

Grego 1880, I, p. 293; Steele 2001, pp. 25–6;
Sorge-English 2011, p. 209
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This pair of prints mocks two ungainly figures
struggling to fit into new clothes. Rowlandson
has chosen poseswhich emphasise the ridicu-
lous nature of the situation: thewoman holds
her arms outwith balletic elegancewhile the
man draws himself up in an attempt at dignity.
In each, themain figure dwarfs a hapless tailor
straining to fit the clothes.

A pair of drawings related to Rowlandson’s
prints, signed and dated 1790, is in theNational
Gallery of Victoria,Melbourne.111 Another
pen and ink sketch forALittle Tighter is in the
WidenerMemorial Collection atHarvard
University, Cambridge,Mass.112The drawing
related toALittle Bigger includes a pair of
scissors on the floorwhich have not been
included in the finished print.

The struggle involved in lacing a pair of
stayswas not a new subject for caricature.113

Anumber of prints of the 1770s, including
one after the prolific JohnCollet, showwomen
and their dressers in a tug ofwar to provide
a tight fit.114 Rowlandson’s own depictions of
sartorial tormentwere to prove popular, and
copies ofALittle Tighter andALittle Bigger
were included in a French print of 1796.115

ALittle Biggerwas copied in Britain in 1818
byGeorgeCruikshank; an 1818watermark
on the version shown heremay indicate that
Fores reissuedRowlandson’s original plate
in response to Cruikshank’s copy.116
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after lord george murray
(1761–1803)

The Contrast
1792

Etching
27.0 × 37.1 cm (plate); 28.0 × 39.2 cm (sheet)
rcin 810443

provenance

Unknown
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after lord george murray
(1761–1803)

The Contrast

Published by Samuel Fores,
No. 3 Piccadilly, 1 January 1793

Etchingwith hand colouring
25.1 × 34.8 cm (plate); 26.5 × 36.1 cm (sheet)
rcin 810444

provenance

Probably purchased for the Royal Library in 1854117

literature

Grego 1880, I, p. 317; bm Satires 8149, 8284;
Hertz 1983; London 1989, p. 71

The Contrast, designed by LordGeorgeMurray
and etched byRowlandson, was circulated as
propaganda by theCrown andAnchor Society
in late 1792 and early 1793. LordGeorgewas the
son of theDuke ofAtholl and a clergyman and
inventor.118As rector ofHunton nearMaidstone
inKent, hewas prey to the fear of a French
invasion experienced inmuch of southern
England at the time, a nervousnesswhichmay
have been increased by his parish’s proximity to
Coxheath, one of the country’s largestmilitary
camps. LordGeorge invented a telegraph
system that could be used if such an invasion
took place and, in 1798, was involved in the
organisation of a defence force for Kent. The
Crown andAnchor Society, named after the

tavern inwhich it held its first meetings, was
one of a number of groups set up to circulate
propaganda countering the radical threat.
Formally called theAssociation for Preserving
Liberty and Property against Republicans
and Levellers, the groupwas founded by John
Reeves and roused strong feelings of both
support and opposition.119

The print takes its imagery fromEdmund
Burke’sReflections on the Revolution in France.120

It seeks to promote Britain over France by
suggesting that British liberty is preferable to
that seen in France, which, the print suggests,
will lead to poverty, fear and violence.
Britannia is shown on the left, holding the
scales of justice, a cap of liberty and theMagna
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Carta. Behind her, a ship sails on calm seas.
France, to the right, is represented by a gorgon
holding a dagger and a trident onwhich has
been speared the head of the body onwhich
she stands. Behind her, a man hangs from a
streetlamp.Herwaist is in flames.

France’s continuing revolutionwas the cause
of much disquiet among thosewho feared that
radical dissent might prompt a similar event
in Britain. OneThomas Brownwrote to the
secretary of the Crown andAnchor Society
fromBrighton on 25November 1792, antici-
pating the theme ofThe Contrast just a few days
before it was published by suggesting that the
society circulate ‘a short parallel of the state
of France prior to the revolution& that of this

Kingdom in its now enviable happy state
&which at no time or period, it ever was
more happywhether in relation to our
Sovereign our Administration of Justice
our Trade&Foreign Commerce’.121

Murray andRowlandson’s image does not
contrast France in an earlier timewith present
British happiness, but rather the two countries
as they stood in late 1792. It was first issued in
1792, at the subsidised rate of 3d (plain) and 6d
(coloured) (cat. no. 38). A copy of the design
was published by Fores in early 1793, with the
date revised (cat. no. 39). This was offered by
the hundred for circulation around the country.
The popularity of the print saw it reproduced
on pottery and in broadsides.122



ARunaway Carriage

Published by Samuel Fores,
No. 3 Piccadilly, 1 November 1793

Etchingwith hand colouring
27.2 × 37.5 cm (plate); 30.3 × 41.4 cm (sheet)
rcin 810454

provenance

Probably purchased for the Royal Library in 1854123

This print shows one of Rowlandson’s
favourite themes: the runaway carriage. The
driver has lost control of his horses, which
plunge forward or pull back as a dog barks at
their feet. In the background, coach horses
strain to control their load on an inclinewhile
two figures on horseback gallop down the slope.

The landscape in the upper half of this print
was added inwatercolour over pencil by an
unconfident hand; the print was probably sold
plain and used as a colouring exercise by an
amateur painter. The inner lines of the border
are printed, but the outer oneswere added in
pen outside the plate. Rowlandson’s careering
carriages are often shown in isolationwithout
the contextual background added here, while
other prints of carriages by himwere published
as exercises in colouring for art students.124

This print was first published by E. Jackson
in 1786. This impression is a reissue by Fores.125
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Stag hunting scene in a park
c.1795?

Pen and inkwithwatercolour over pencil
23.7 × 33.5 cm
rl 13693

provenance

Acquired for the Royal Collection by c.1926

literature

Oppé 1950, p. 539

Riders and hounds are shown pursuing
a stag in front of the Gothic gatehouse of
Lanhydrock, near Bodmin. Although the
riders and their prey appear to be encroaching
on a rural scene, Rowlandson rarelymade
pure landscapes, preferring to people them
with action and incident.126

Rowlandsonwas a regular visitor to
Cornwall, where his patron the banker
MathewMichell had a house near St Tudy.
The artist mademany views of the area, a
number of which he published in 1812.Most
of his Cornishwatercolours, like this example,
are undated and can only be given conjectural
dates. He drew huntsmen on a number of
occasions; this depiction is similar to that in a
watercolour,AStagHunt in theWest Country,
now at the Yale Center for British Art.127

The gatehouse at Lanhydrockwas built
between 1636 and 1651, andwas one of the
few parts of the house to survive amajor
fire in 1881.128
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Any thing will do for an officer
c.1795?

Watercolour
19.7 × 16.1 cm
Inscribed in pencil on thewashmount
(Colnaghi hand):Original Drawing
rl 13711

provenance

Probably purchased fromColnaghi byGeorge IV
when Prince ofWales or Prince Regent

literature

Oppé 1950, p. 522

This sarcastic caricature shows a diminutive
army officer, dwarfed by his sabre, standing
in front of a cannon. The figure has generally
been taken to be a caricature of an officer
of the French army.Members of the French
armywere regular targets of ridicule by
British satirists andwere the object of much
distrust.129 The Times asserted in 1798 that
theywere ‘a set of rogues and plunderers’.130

Aprint of this drawingwas published
by Samuel Fores on 1 January 1796with an
accompanying text: ‘Some school-boyswho
were Playing at Soldiers found one of their
number so ill made and somuch under size
that hewould have disfigured thewhole body
if put into the ranks –what shall we dowith
him asked one – dowith him says another
whymake anOfficer of him’.

The drawing has been clumsily and
hurriedly coloured. It may be that this work
was a pen and ink study for a print whichwas
later worked up inwatercolour for sale as an
‘original drawing’, perhaps by someone other
thanRowlandson. Awatercolour of a similar
figure, in profile, is in the Fitzwilliam
Museum, Cambridge (fig. 34).131
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fig . 34
ThomasRowlandson (1757–1827)
Officers, c.1795
Watercolourwith pen and black ink,
25.4 × 18.7 cm
FitwilliamMuseum, Cambridge
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DutchMerchants
Sketched at Amsterdam.

Published by Samuel Fores,
No. 50 Piccadilly, corner of
Sackville Street, 4 April 1796

Etchingwith hand colouring
30.2 × 25.2 cm (sheet)
rcin 810468

provenance

Probably purchased for the Royal Library in 1854132
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Rowlandson travelled to theNetherlands
in 1791 and 1792 in the company of his patron
MathewMichell.133 He appears to have been in
Amsterdam in 1792, when hemade drawings
of the city and a number of figure studies that
would provide himwithmaterial for future
works.134 Among themwas this group of three
merchants, which Fores published in 1796
alongwith its pair,ADutch Abbess and her
Nymphs (p. 258).

The depiction is intended to be informative
rather than humorous. The dress and habits
of foreign figures were popular subjects for
prints. Here Rowlandson added an air of
authenticitywith his assertion that the figures
were ‘Sketched at Amsterdam’. The print
nonetheless plays on national stereotypes,
the image of theDutch as smokers having
originated in seventeenth-century genre scenes.
For example, RichardNewton (1777–98) had
shown ‘aDutchmerchant’ smoking in his 1795
etchingNational Characteristics.135
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after ‘e.d. ’

Rachel Pringle of Barbadoes

Published byWilliamHolland,
No. 50Oxford Street, 1796

Etching and aquatint with hand colouring
56.0 × 44.2 cm (sheet)
rcin 810473

provenance

Unknown

literature

Aspinall 1942; Fuentes 2010

Rachael Pringle-Polgreenwas the daughter
of a dissolute Scottish schoolmaster and an
enslavedAfricanwomanwho together ran
a shop inBridgetown, Barbados.136Rachael’s
father’s namewas Lauder, but she took her
first surname fromThomasPringle, a British
officer who apparently purchased her from
her violent father, andwho later freed her.
Rachael Pringle subsequently came under
the protection of aman called Polgreen,
whose name she also took. By the early 1780s,
Rachael Pringle-Polgreenwas one of the
most successful women in Bridgetown, the
owner of a hotel-tavernwhich became known
as theRoyalNavalHotel. The hotel catered to
local residents and visiting sailors, among them
possibly PrinceWilliam (laterWilliam IV),
George III’s third son, whowas briefly
stationed in theWest Indies.137 By the time
of her death in 1791, Pringle-Polgreenwas
one of thewealthiest citizens of Bridgetown.

Rowlandson’s print wasmade five years
after Pringle-Polgreen’s death, andwas based
on a drawing by an unidentified artist with
the initials E.D., whomay have travelled to
Bridgetown.The print showsPringle-Polgreen
sitting in front of her hotel, with a younger
woman in the background. Aman in naval
uniform looks through awindow from the

right, while aman in civilian dress with
his back to the viewer talks to the younger
woman. A sign on thewall behindRachael
offers ‘Pawpaw Sweatmeats &Pickle of
all Sorts byRachell PP’.

AlthoughAlgernonAspinall thought that
this print was ‘intended no doubt for the
amusement of the absentee sugar estates’
proprietors, whowere legion, and their
friends’, it is clear that Rowlandson did
not intend it to be humorous.138 Its unusual
format (much larger than his standard prints
and other caricatures of the time), the careful
application of the aquatint and the purely
descriptive title all suggest that this is a
portrait print, produced for a Britishmarket
interested in Pringle-Polgreen’s appearance.139

Rowlandson’s workwas one of a series of
(mainly satirical) prints withWest Indian
subjects whichwere produced byWilliam
Holland, who advertised on 1November 1807
that ‘ofMrHollandmay be had the following
West India Prints, JohnnyNewcombe in the
Island of Jamaica – AGrand Jamaica Ball –
Martial Law in Jamaica – The Blessings
of Jamaica – and a Segar Smoking Society in
Jamaica 5s each –A large Portrait of Rachel
Pringle of Barbadoes 7s 6 –LikewiseGillray’s
Sale ofEnglishBeauties in theEast Indies 7s6’.140
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England Invaded,
or FrenchmenNaturalized

Published byRudolphAckermann,
No. 101 Strand, 16March 1798

Etchingwith aquatint and hand colouring
32.5 × 40.0 cm (plate); 38.4 × 60.0 cm (sheet)
rcin 810491

provenance

Probably purchased byGeorge IVwhen
Prince ofWales.141

literature

bm Satires 9187

Britain and Francewere at war almost
continually between 1793 and 1815, and there
was great fear of an invasion of England by
French forces. The threat had grown in 1797
withNapoleon’s foundation of an ‘Army of
England’, which numbered 50,000 byApril
1798.142 InDecember 1797,The Timeswarned
that ‘the Invasion of England is at present,
in France, the order of the day’ and quoted
terrifying threats bymembers of the French
Directory.143 Although the anticipated invasion
of England nevermaterialised, French forces
did invade Ireland inAugust 1798.

Rowlandson’s print plays on fears of
invasion, showing a pitched battle between
British and French troops. The British are
vanquishing the French, who are in flight
back towards the Channel. Barges propelled
bywindmills are sinking in the background –
such vessels were commonly feared as the
Frenchmeans of crossing the Channel,
but weremere rumour.144
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The Glorious Victory Obtain’d over
the French Fleet off the Nile the
1st of August 1798 by the Gallant
Admiral Lord Nelson, of the Nile

Published byRudolphAckermann,
No. 101 Strand, 15October 1798

Etchingwith hand colouring
35.4 × 45.5 cm (sheet)
rcin 810502

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, I, p. 350

On 1August 1798, ships of the Royal Navy
under Admiral Nelson caught and successfully
foughtNapoleon’s fleet in theBattle of theNile.
Napoleon had been hoping to gain control of
Egypt as a first step towards an attack on British
India, andNelson had been sent in pursuit.
The result of theBattle of theNilewas a double
relief for Britain, which had not only secured a
victory overNapoleon butwas now less at risk
of a French invasion (cat. no. 45). Napoleon
had not only chosen to lead his forces towards
the south, but those forces had suffered a
significant setback.

News of the victorywas slow to reach
Britain; on 1 OctoberThe Times noted that
‘Government is yet without any official news
fromAdmiralnelson , but several reports
were in circulation on Saturday,which tend to
corroborate the account of his victory.’145 By
2October, however, the outcomewas clear,

andNelsonwas soon being lauded as a hero
in the press, being reported as having said at
a levee ahead of his departure that hewould
‘have ample revenge for the loss of my arm’.146

By 17October, eager citizens couldwitness
‘a NewMusical Pasticcio called,nelson
aMatch for buonaparte ’.147

Rowlandson’s dramatic print capitalised
on the public enthusiasm for information and
celebration. Showing ships of the French fleet
sinking and burning,with the frigateLaSérieuse
listing dramatically in the foreground, it was
accompanied by text describing the battle and
the victory. This impressionwasmounted on
a stretcher and framed, probably immediately
after it was published, and has suffered from
exposure to light. Its darkened condition is
testimony to the country’s eagerness to
remember and celebrateNelson’s victory.
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Sunday morning
Signed and dated 1798

Pen and inkwithwash and pinkwatercolour
over pencil
9.6 × 13.5 cm
rl 13703

provenance

Royal Collection by c.1926

literature

Oppé 1950, p. 524; Hayes 1972, cat. no. 106

Awoman (with a long crook and a large hat)
and a stoopingman (carrying a bundle of
papers under his arm) are going for awalk,
accompanied by a small dog. They are typical
of Rowlandson’s ill-fitting couples, both
physically and, it appears, temperamentally.
The figures have been drawn against blank
paper, so there is no context for their walk.
The title Sunday morning, which does not
appear to beRowlandson’s, is probably
based on the formal nature of their clothes,
the implication being that they are dressed
for church.
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Haymakers at rest
Signed and dated 1798

Pen and inkwithwatercolour over pencil
11.2 × 18.3 cm
Inscription at the bottom of thewashmount
trimmed and illegible
rl 13708

provenance

Royal Collection by c.1926

literature

Oppé 1950, no. 525

Rowlandsonmade a number of drawings of
haymakers in relaxed and idyllic situations.
In this drawing, two couples lie on a haystack
asleep, with a dog on the floor at their feet.
The barrel in the foreground and the bare
breasts of one of thewomen suggest that
their sleep is post-coital and fuelled by alcohol
rather than the result of the physical exertion
ofmaking hay. A similar watercolour showing

48 haymakers sleeping against a haystackwith a
dog and a barrel of drinkwas on the art market
in 1991.148 Two drawings, almost identical,
show haymakers as happy couples, returning
home after their day’s work.149 An undated
print published by J. Harris shows a group of
haymakers who have laid down their tools
and are drinking and flirting.150
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Buck’s Beauty and
Rowlandson’s Connoisseur
c.1799?

Pen and inkwithwatercolour over pencil
27.7 × 18.5 cm
rl 13698

provenance

Perhaps the drawing purchased on 31May 1813
fromColnaghi byGeorge IVwhen Prince Regent
(ra geo/main/27850: ‘A drawing byRowlandson’
for 10s 6d, the price inscribed on the verso)

literature

Oppé 1950, p. 529

The appreciation of beautywas one of
Rowlandson’s favourite themes. The
statuesque posture of thewoman on the left
is emphasised by her placement at the very
edge of the sheet. Shewears the high-waisted
dress favoured for his sitters by the fashionable
Irish portraitist AdamBuck (1759–1833), who
had arrived in London in 1795.151 Regarding
her through amonocle with a superior smile
of aesthetic appreciation (belied by his hand,
which reaches towards her bared breast) is
an effete connoisseur, a typeRowlandson
particularly enjoyed ridiculing. The curve
of the connoisseur’s coat, echoed in his hat,
contrasts with the straight lines of Buck’s
Beauty, who stands demurely as her admirer
reaches towards her.His intentions are betrayed
by his jutting sword, since theMiddle Ages
artistic shorthand for sexual excitement.152

The drawingwas reproduced as a print
in 1800 by PiercyRoberts (fl.1800–06),
a printmaker and print-seller (fig. 35).
Roberts’s print, whichwas published by
WilliamHolland, faithfully reproduced the
pentimenti in Rowlandson’s drawing, further
emphasising the distinction between the figure
of the beauty (which has no changes) and
that of the connoisseur (which has numerous
revisions). The image, which sent up the styles
of two of the best-knownLondon artists
of the day, is a testament to Rowlandson’s
popularity by the late 1790s: ‘Rowlandson’s
Connoisseur’ was by then as familiar a figure
as ‘Buck’s Beauty’.
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fig . 35
PiercyRoberts (fl.1800–06)
after ThomasRowlandson
Buck’s Beauty andRowlandson’s
Connoisseur, 1800
Etching and stipple engraving,
30.6 × 25.4 cm
rcin 810560

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810560
https://www.rct.uk/collection/913698
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High Spirits
c.1800

Penwith brown ink andwatercolour andwashes
22.0 × 18.0 cm
rl i3709

provenance

Acquired for the Royal Collection by c.1926

literature

Oppé 1950, no. 521; Hayes 1972, cat. no. 62

Rowlandsonmade numerous drawings of
drunks, showing them either in comically
compromising situations or, as here, as single-
figure studies.High Spirits is one of a group of
drunkenwomen that includes a dishevelled,
somewhat depressed-looking lady in a drawing
at the BritishMuseum (fig. 36); three gossiping
drinkers in a drawing at Vassar College,
Poughkeepsie; and two dizzy-looking girls in
a drawing in theYale Center for British Art,
NewHaven.153

High Spirits, likemany of Rowlandson’s
drawings, is difficult to date. The British
Museum drawing is normally dated after 1804
on the basis of an inscription byRowlandson
to ‘MrThos. TeggNo 111 Cheapside’ on the
verso.154 AlthoughTeggwas resident at
Cheapside from 1804, there is every possibility
that the drawingwas an old one sent to himby
the artist at a later date. Perhapsmore convincing
is thewatermark on a drawingwhich forms a
companion to that of threewomen at Vassar
College, which is dated to after 1800.155
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fig . 36
ThomasRowlandson (1757–1827)
Head and shoulders of a woman, drinking, c. 1800?
Pen and red-brown inkwithwatercolour,
16.0 × 12.8 cm
BritishMuseum

https://www.rct.uk/collection/913709




The Unwelcome Visitor
c.1800?

Pen and inkwithwatercolour over pencil
25.7 × 19.5 cm
rl 13701

provenance

Purchased byGeorge IV fromColnaghi, 31March 1828,
for 15s (ra geo/main/28370)

literature

Oppé 1950, no. 530

While the twomain figures in this drawing of
a comic encounter are heavilyworked in pencil,
pen and ink, andwatercolour, the rest of the
scene has been hastily and summarily sketched
in. The grey ink lines on both thewoman and
the older man show signs of damping, and
may have been the source of an offset made by
Rowlandson (the presence of extensive pencil
work in both figures probably indicates that
this drawing is the prime version).

The drawingwas purchased from the dealers
Colnaghiwith the titleTheUnwelcomeVisitor.
Thewoman, clearly pregnant, looks at the
shockedmanwith the air of a fait accompli. His
panic and discomfort are evident. The addition
of aman behind the open door, invisible to the
couple but seen by the viewer, lends doubt to
the simple interpretation, however. Raising
his finger to his nose, he grins with deceitful
complicity, implying that all is not as theman
on the right is being led to believe.
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King George IIIReturning from
Hunting through Eton
c.1800

Pen and inkwithwatercolour over traces of pencil
38.1 × 53.1 cm
Signature and date trimmed
rl 13717

provenance

Acquired by EdwardVII fromMessrs Sabin, 1909

literature

Oppé 1950, no. 527

George III, in profile and astride awhite horse,
is shown riding through Eton towardsWindsor
Castle. The castle’s distinctive profile before
George IV increased the height of the Round
Tower can be seen against the sky. A pack
of hounds towards the front of the royal party
suggests that they have beenhunting. Passing
figures stop towatch theKing ride bywhile
others lean out ofwindows to see.Only a
groupof cheerfully dishevelled figures, twoof
them riding a donkey, continue on theirway,
perhaps significantly in the opposite direction
from theKing.

With its nearby park,Windsor had been a
base for hunting since theMiddleAges. Images
of theKing huntingwere popular andwere
published throughout his reign. Awatercolour
of George III returning from hunting through
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Eton, which is almost identical to the present
work, is in theFitzwilliamMuseum (fig. 37). 156

Butwhere theFitzwilliamdrawing is composed
of careful, fine lines, the work shown here is
characterised by clumsy, thick black ink lines,
which often obscure rather than compose the
figures. It would seem that the Fitzwilliam
watercolour is the prime version fromwhich
thepresentworkhas been taken.TheFitzwilliam
drawing has careful pencil outlines traced
through on the verso – probably Rowlandson’s
meansof transfer in this case, and thus explaining
the traces of pencil on thedrawing shownhere.
Theomissionof certain details from this version
– notably the corbel descending from the roof
on far left – can be explained by the tracing on
the verso of the Fitzwilliam drawing, which
also omits these areas.

fig . 37
ThomasRowlandson (1757–1827)
Windsor Castle fromEton Town, 1800
Watercolourwith pen and black
and brown ink, 38.5 × 52.0 cm
FitzwilliamMuseum, Cambridge

https://www.rct.uk/collection/913717






The Post House
(Stagecoach arriving at
the Sun Inn, Bodmin)
c.1800?

Pen and inkwithwatercolour over pencil
31.5 × 48.3 cm
rl 13718

provenance

Royal Collection by c.1926

literature

Oppé 1950, p. 529

A stagecoach has stopped outside the Sun Inn,
Bodmin, and its passengers are disembarking.
In the foreground an altercation is taking place
between one of the coachmen and amanwho
is reaching angrily into his pocket; a soldier
with a drum on his back is leaning in towatch.
The argument is reflected, as so often in
Rowlandson’s work, in the fighting of the dog
and pig to the right. In the background, figures
stand talking andworking: a butcher’s stall
hangs under the thatched pentice, and donkey
panniers are being unloaded. Rowlandsonwas
a regular visitor to Cornwall, where his patron
MathewMichell had a house near Bodmin,
and he probably alighted from the stagecoach
at the Sun Inn himself. 157

Rowlandsonmade a number of versions
of this subject, with slight variations in the
figures.158All are about the same size, and it
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seems that this is one of the cases inwhich
he continued to produce a popular subject for
collectors. Hemay have done so over a number
of years: one of the versions is thought to date
from 1795, while another is signed and dated
1807.159 TheWindsor version hasmuch pencil
underdrawing, but a few areas appear to have
beenworked up from transferred ink lines,
suggesting that these elements were taken
directly from another pen and ink drawing.
They are particularly apparent in the back
of the dog leaning over to bite the pig (p. 27).

This drawingwasworked up by
Rowlandson after it had been placed on its
wash border – some of thework has spilled
over onto the backing. Despite its large size,
its bright colours probablymean that it was
pasted into a large album rather than being
framed and hung.

https://www.rct.uk/collection/913718
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Well at Harrogate, Yorkshire
c.1800?

Pen and inkwithwatercolour over pencil
16.2 × 23.7 cm
rl 13687

provenance

Royal Collection by c.1926

literature

Oppé 1950, no. 533

54

Harrogate, near York, was the site of a noted
spawhere fashionable crowds flocked to take
thewaters. Here Rowlandson has shown one
of themanywells in the town,with people
gathered tomeet and to drink the spawater.
At the centre, twowomen hand cups to
fashionably dressed visitorswhile other figures
converse in small groups. Figures leaning on
sticks remind us of the curative nature of the
spa, and themany coaches in the background
give an impression of constant arrivals
and departures.

Rowlandsonmade another watercolour
of exactly the same view (now in a private
collection), in which he subtly changed a
number of the figures.While the ladywith
the parasol faces away from thewell in the
version shownhere, she faces towards the spa
in the otherwatercolour, and the figures of
aman standing and lady seated on awall in
the foreground have been replaced by a plump
seated couple in the second drawing.The artist
placed his clergymanDoctor Syntax in the
other version, leaning forward to take a glass
from one of thewomen at thewell, who, in
thewatercolour here, hands the vessel to
two fashionably dressedwomen instead.
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Sketches at — an Oratorio,!
1800?

Etchingwith hand colouring
21.1 × 59.3 cm (sheet)
rcin 810548

provenance

Probably acquired during the reign of
QueenVictoria160

literature

Grego 1880, ii, p. 6 (where dated June 1800)

The use of a long, narrow print to show a row
of related but contrasting figureswas the idea
of HenryWilliam Bunbury (1750–1811),
whose ingenious adoption of this format in
LongMinuet andThe Propagation of a Lie led
to its popularity.161 Rowlandson had published
a direct response to Bunbury’s idea in his
own Propagation of a Truth (1789).162

HereRowlandson uses such a print to
examine the differing reactions of a group of
figures to the performance of an oratorio. The
figures are shown as heads and shoulders, as if
seen over the balcony of a theatre gallery, but
floating separately and not interactingwith one
another. In thisway,Rowlandson’s print differs
fromBunbury’s concept,where the joke lay in
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the interaction of the characters along the
length of the print. It is tempting to suggest,
although impossible to know, that Rowlandson
took these sketches from life, amused by the
faces around him at a performance.

Oratorios (usually sacredmusical works for
choir, soloists and orchestra) were performed in
London during Lent.163 During the 1800 season,

those on offer includedHandel’sMessiah
andHaydn’sThe Creation, while the Theatre
Royal in Covent Garden also offered ‘AGrand
Selection of SacredMusic from theWorks
ofHandel’.164

Theatre audienceswere a favourite theme
for Rowlandson, who treated the horrors of
the overcrowded ‘gods’, the exotic dress of

fashionable attendees and the supposed
boredom of the Italian opera in his prints.
InTheMicrocosm of London (cat. no. 72), he
peopled Pugin’s drawing of the Theatre Royal
with individuals watching a performance of
just such an oratoriowith the samemixture
of dedication, boredom and distraction as
can be seen here.



Rag Fair
c.1800–01?

Pen and inkwithwatercolour over pencil,
faintly squared in pencil
18.5 × 27.0 cm
rl 13692

provenance

Royal Collection by c.1926

literature

Oppé 1950

Rag Fair was a spot near present-day Liverpool
Street Stationwhere old clothes and textiles
were traded, andwas renowned as a bustling,
noisy areawith a swift trade in stolen goods.165

In 1805, a few years after Rowlandson’s
drawing probablywasmade, the placewas
described as follows: ‘a great crowd of dirty
ragged people, to the number of some hundred,
they appear[ed] to be very busy in displaying
and examining the old clothes which they
were pulling out of bags.’166

Rowlandson’s drawing shows traders with
their wares piled on the street or hanging on
poles out of windows and from awnings; the
‘tatter’d ensigns of Rag-Fair’ described earlier
byAlexander Pope in hisDunciad.167 Awoman
at the centre carries her goods on her head,
while a man to the far right wears a stack of
hats for sale. The fact that many of the traders
in the areawere Jewishwas reflected by
Rowlandson in the names he placed on the
shop signs.168

Rowlandsonmade at least three other
versions of this drawing; they are now in the
BritishMuseum; SouthamptonCity Art
Gallery; and theYale Center for British Art.169

The BritishMuseum and Southampton
drawings and the one show here are almost
identical, while that at Yale varies in a number
of details. Grego lists a print of the same scene
published byRudolphAckermann (1764–1834)
in 1801.170 The present version is very faintly
squared in pencil, suggesting either that it was
used as the basis for another drawing or that
it was copied from one of the other versions.
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AnEpicure.

Published by Samuel Fores,
No. 50 Piccadilly, 1 January 1801

Etchingwith hand colouring
34.8 × 24.6 cm (sheet)
With Samuel Fores’s stamp (Lugt 2384)
in black ink at lower right
rcin 810308

provenance

Probably purchased for the Royal Library in 1854171

literature

Grego 1880, i, p. 238; bm Satires 7445

First etched byRowlandson in 1788, this print
was reissued by Fores in 1801.172 It shows a
self-satisfied, rotundman holding up a fish that
he is about to cook in the saucepan at his feet.
An impression of the print appears on the
caricature screen of c.1806–7 in the Royal
Collection (cat. no. 93).
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Doctor Convex and Lady Concave.

Published byRudolphAckermann,
No. 101 Strand, 20November 1802

Etchingwith hand colouring
25.2 × 20.0 cm (plate); 29.9 × 23.0 cm (sheet)
rcin 810584

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, ii, p. 41

Rowlandson’s comic etching of a fat man
and a thinwomanwasmade for Rudolph
Ackermann in 1802. The comedy is one
of discrepancies, not only in the physical
appearance of the two figures but also in their
disjunction of status – he a doctor, she a lady.
But this is not only an image of separation.
The figures draw close to one another in
complicity, and the shapesmadewith their
hands – his pointing finger, her two raised
thumbs held up and close together –may be a
caricaturist’s shorthand for sexual intercourse.

The quotation at the foot of the print
is one of themaxims by FulkeGreville, an
Elizabethan courtier. It provides a justification
for the viewer’s amusement at the print, one of
Rowlandson’smany satireswhere the comedy
lies in the appearance of individual figures
rather than in a humorous situation.
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Theatrical Leap Frog.

Published byRudolphAckermann,
No. 108 Strand, 30November 1804

Etchingwith hand colouring
36.6 × 24.2 cm (trimmed irregularly)
rcin 810599

provenance

Purchased by the Prince ofWales from
HannahHumphrey on 15December 1804 for 2s
(ra geo/main/27725)

literature

Grego 1880, ii, p. 46; bm Satires 10317

The child actorWilliamBetty (1791–1874) first
appeared on the London stage to great acclaim
on 1December 1804, whenRichard Brinsley
Sheridan reported that the crowd ‘was beyond
anything ever known –They say aman or two
has been kill’d’.173 Betty’s arrival in the capital
(he had begun his career in Belfast and had then
spent somemonths touring England)was being
anticipated as early as September, whenThe
Times reported that his ‘extraordinarymerit’
‘seems now to be confirmed by the anxiety of
both Theatres to get possession of this dramatic
prize’.174 The tussle for his presencewas finally
decided in favour of the Theatre Royal in
Covent Garden, but Betty subsequently split
his time between that venue andDrury Lane.
Sheridan, whomanagedDrury Lane, wrote of
the thirteen-year-old actor that ‘he is themost
lovely creature that ever was seen, and themost
unlike any other human being that I ever saw.’175

Bettywas known as ‘YoungRoscius’ after the
renownedRoman comic actorQuintus Roscius
Gallus, whose name had become a byword for
celebrity. The nickname had previously been
applied to the great actor DavidGarrick.

While ‘YoungRoscius’ was beingwelcomed
with open arms bymost of London society, the
position of the established actor JohnKemble
was seriously threatened. Kemble had initially
welcomed Betty to London, where hewas one
of themanagers of the Theatre Royal in Covent
Garden, but he soon saw his own fame being
eclipsed by that of the child star. It seems that
heworked behind the scenes to tarnish Betty’s
reputation, with Sheridan reporting that ‘The
Revival of the Report that Hewas aGirl [has]
been traced toKemble.’176

In this print, published byAckermann to
capitalise on the public’s enthusiasm for Betty,
Rowlandson has shownKemble being leap-
frogged by the child actor. Leaning over in an
attitude of resignation, the older actor speaks
an adaptation ofOphelia’s lament onHamlet:
‘O, woe is me, to have seenwhat I have seen,
seewhat I see!’ The quotationwas a favourite
of Rowlandson, also used in his satirical print
of the boxes at aCoventGarden theatre in 1809,
in 1811 in a print of Napoleon and Josephine,
and in 1814 as a lament byNapoleon on Elba.177
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The Pillar of Salt.

Published byThomasRowlandson,
Adelphi, 11 April 1805

Etchingwith hand colouring
42.5 × 31.2 cm (sheet)
rcin 810604

provenance

Unknown

WilliamPitt resigned from government on
1 February 1801, after his attempts to secure
Catholic emancipation had failed. In 1804,
however, he returned to politics, forming a
ministry to succeed that ofHenryAddington,
whom he had roundly attacked. But Pitt’s
positionwasweak, and his healthwas failing.
Soon after he had taken office again, hewas
described as ‘looking like deathwith his eyes
staring out of his head and steadfastly fixed
on the ground’.178

ByApril 1805, Pitt was being torn in all
directions, trying to arrange an alliancewith
Russia to gain some control over European
politics (Napoleon remained a threat toBritain)
and facing strong opposition to his ministry
in theHouse of Commons. He had previously
enjoyed the support of theKing, but now
frequently disagreedwith themonarch,
whowas, in any case, unwell and unable to
provide protection from factional politics.

Here, Rowlandson shows Pitt as a pillar
of salt, melting in the rays of a royal crown.
He stands on a basemarked ‘Obstinacy’, and
his demise iswatchedwith interest by his rivals
Fox (who predicts that he ‘won’t last long’)
and Sheridan (who points out that Pitt has
little ‘attic salt’, or wit, left). The print plays
on Pitt’s tall, gaunt figure, and refers to the
fate of Lot’swife,whowas turned into a pillar
of salt for looking backwhile escaping the
doomed city of Sodom.The idea of presenting
Pitt in this mannermay have been suggested
to Rowlandson by the politician’s increased
levies on salt among other commodities.
The King accused Pitt of being guilty of
‘obstinacy, his usual director’ in a letter
of 5May 1804.179 Rowlandson’s print was
prescient: Pitt died, worn down by the
pressures of office, on 23 January 1806.
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APeep at the New
Installation Uniform.

Published byRudolphAckermann,
No. 101 Strand, 13 April 1805

Etchingwith hand colouring
34.3 × 28.9 cm (sheet)
rcin 810605

provenance

Unknown

On 4April 1805,The Times reported that

‘HisMajesty has adopted a new uniform
for theGrand Installation Ball [held tomark
the installation of Knights of theGarter]
on St George’s Day. He desires that all the
Gentlemen shall be dressed in a scarlet
waistcoat, gold-laced, with long flaps,
scarlet breeches, with gold knee-band
and a blue coat. This is after a celebrated
painting of KingGeorge I.’180

The thought of dignitaries dressed in this archaic
dresswas clearly impossible forRowlandson
to resist, so he prepared a caricature of one of
the ball’s attendeesmeeting an amused friend.
The latter compares his hapless companion to
Sir Cloudesley Shovell, Admiral of the Fleet,
who had died in 1707, andwhomRowlandson
perhaps chose simply for his amusing-sounding

name, although a portrait of Shovell in
armour byMichaelDahl survives at the
NationalMaritimeMuseum.The contrast
between thewell-dressed ‘Tom’ and the court
outfit is the source of the humour, but it also
underlines the archaic rituals of the court
itself, where people could dress in the uniforms
of the early eighteenth century rather than
those of 1805.

AlthoughTheTimes claimed thatGeorge III’s
uniformwas based on a portrait ofGeorge I,
it does not relate to any known depiction of
that monarch. The vivid green background
employed here is typical of the prints
Rowlandsonwas producing at this time and
can be found on self-published examples
(cat. nos 60, 65) as well as those issued by
Ackermann, perhaps suggesting that the
artist himself favoured this colouring.
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after george moutard
woodward

The Brave Tars of the Victory,
and the remains of the
lamented Nelson.

Published byRudolphAckermann,
No. 101 Strand, 9December 1805

Etchingwith hand colouring
28.2 × 38.3 cm (sheet)
rcin 810622

provenance

Purchased by the Prince ofWales from
HannahHumphrey on 10 January 1806 for 2s
(ra geo/main/27396)

literature

Grego 1880, ii, p. 54

This print, etched byRowlandson after a
design byGeorgeWoodward (whose designs
he had been etching since themid-1790s), is
in the format of a satirical print, but is not
humorous in anyway. It depicts two sailors
(‘tars’), with uncaricatured faces, discussing
Nelson, whose body they are escorting home.
While one sailor fears rumours that the body
will be removed fromHMSVictory, the other
swears to defendNelson’s remains and to keep
vigil until they have arrived safely.

Nelson commanded the BritishNavy from
theVictory during the Battle of Trafalgar against
the French navy on 21October 1805. He died
after being injured by amusket ball shot from
the French shipRedoubtable. After the battle –
a victory for Britain –HMSVictorywas towed
toGibraltar. Attempts to removeNelson’s body
from the shipweremetwith resistance from its
crew,whowere determined that ‘aswe brought
him outwewould bring him home.’181
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The Chamber of Genius
c.1805

Pen and brown inkwithwatercolour over pencil
22.1 × 28.1 cm
rl 13706

provenance

Purchased by the Prince Regent fromColnaghi,
6 February 1811, for £1 11s 6d (ra geo/main/27673:
‘ADrawing of anArtist in his Study byRowlandson’)

literature

Oppé 1923, pp. 21–2, pl. 85; Oppé 1950, no. 541;
Hayes 1972, cat. no. 133

This chaotic scene of a beleaguered artist
struggling to finish an oil paintingwas etched,
with numerous variations, byRowlandson in
1812 asThe Chamber of Genius. Rowlandson
bases his central motif on an earlier print,
which hemade after a drawing by Samuel
Collings (p. 256). Another version of the
drawing is signed and dated 1805,whichmay
be the date of the present work.182 The 1812
etchingwas accompanied by a couplet from
Juvenal – ‘Want is the Scorn of everywealthy
Fool/AndGenius in Rags is turn’d to Ridicule’.
The translation from Juvenal is Dryden’s, but
Rowlandson changed thewordwit in Dryden’s
original toGenius, and it is with the depiction,
and ridicule, of undirected genius, that he is
here concerned. An artist sits determinedly at
the centre, a paintbrush in one hand, a quill in
the other. A palette and brushes lie before him
on the floor. The small ‘S’ on the palette may be
a reference toHogarth’s famous line of beauty;
a line of beauty is painted on the palette before
Hogarth in his self-portraitThe Painter and
his Pug.183 The central figure in Rowlandson’s

composition is not just a painter –musical
instruments, books and the paraphernalia of
scientific experiments are piled up behind his
easel, while a tricorn hat and rapier hang from
thewall. Togetherwith an elegant bust, these
last may signify that he has suffered a fall in
dignity to the impoverished, unenviable life
he now lives.

The causes of that descent may be apparent
in the sleepingwoman and her two children,
one fanning the stovewith a pair of bellows, the
other pouring himself a glass of alcohol. Used
plates and cutlery can be seen on the floor, and
the children’s domestic industry contrasts with
the indolence of thewoman, who, it is implied,
has neglected her duties. The artist’s want of
money is apparent from the large hole in his
sock and his children’s ragged clothes. That
they are all hungry is indicated by the cat, which
jumps towards the artist’s lap demanding food.
Amid this disorder, the painter’s concentration
takes on an air of desperation far fromGenius.
Want has turned him to ridicule.
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Ferrybridge, Yorkshire
c.1805?

Pen and ink andwatercolour over pencil
16.1 × 35.0 cm
rl 13686

provenance

Royal Collection by c.1926

literature

Oppé 1950, no. 531

Ferrybridge on theGreat North Roadwas a
stopping point for coaches (like the ones shown
here) on their way toYork and further north.
The bridge over the River Aire, the focal point
of Rowlandson’s gentle watercolour, had been
rebuilt in 1765 to increase its width by three
metres.184 The artist would have travelled the
route on his way to visit his family further
north in Richmond. This is one of a number
of watercolours of Yorkshire scenes that he
made (cat. no. 54).185

Apreparatory study for this drawing in
ink andwash, whichmay have beenmade on
the spot, shows the scenewithout figures.186

Rowlandson peopled his landscapewhen he
worked thewatercolour up for sale as a finished
drawing, adding some of his stock figures such
as a fat, behatted horseman and a coach and
four. In the foreground,men are hewing rocks,
which have been brought up the river on the
low barge.Watercolourwas added after the
drawing had beenmounted on thewash-line
backing, and some has spilled over the edges
of the original sheet.
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The New Property Tax paying his
respects to Iohn Bull.

Published byThomasRowlandson,
No. 1 James St, Adelphi, 16 April 1806

Etchingwith hand colouring
25.0 × 34.6 cm (sheet)
rcin 810623

provenance

Unknown

Income tax had first been introduced toBritain
byWilliamPitt in 1799 to fund the defence
of the country against France. Under Pitt’s
successor, theToryHenryAddington, the rate
of tax was lowered but thenwas raised again
to a maximum of 10 per cent by the so-called
Ministry of All the Talents (a coalition
government) in April 1806. Themovewas
extremely unpopular. SirRobert Buxton spoke
against the bill in Parliament, pointing to ‘the
extreme injustice and hardshipwhich the bill
would inflict, as well on the lower classes of
the people, as oft [sic.] the landed property
of the kingdom in general.’187TheMorning
Postworried that ‘the poorman, whose hard
labour is scarcely sufficient to procure common
necessaries for himself and family, is now
placed in the same scale of taxationwith the

man of enormouswealth, who could afford
to give half his income to the State.’188

Rowlandson’s print, whichwas self-
published from his rooms in James Street,
shows Britain, in the shape of John Bull, being
pick-pocketed by the new tax, personified by
a ‘cursed ugly devil’. Bull suggests that ‘Billy
was nothing to this’, conveniently forgetting
that theministry (the ‘broad-bottomed’ coalition
referred to by IncomeTax)was enforcing a
tax created by Pitt in the first place. The tax-
devil, a vivid blue,wears thePrince ofWales’s
feathers on his head, perhaps a reference to
thewriting off of the Prince’s vast debts by
the country in 1803 at the instigation ofHenry
Addington. It also hints at the perception
that the taxwould allow the rich to thrive
at the expense of the poor.189
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Experiments at Dover orMaster
CharleysMagic Lanthorn.

Published byThomasRowlandson,
No. 1 James Street, Adelphi, 21 July 1806

Etchingwith hand colouring
27.2 × 39.2 cm (sheet)
rcin 810635

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, II, p. 61; bm Satires 10586

Charles James Fox, or ‘Master Charley’,
uses amagic lantern to show a series of slides
to John Bull, who stands behind him. Fox is
projecting his slides fromDover to Calais. The
slide currently in the lantern and illuminated
on the Calais coast showsNapoleon blowing
a trumpet, with a speech bubble reading
‘Preliminaries of Peace’. Other slides held
by Fox read ‘Messenger fromBoulogne’,
‘Messenger to Paris’, ‘moreDispatches’
and ‘Huzza’.

Fox’s slideshow tells the story of his
attempt to negotiate peace between Britain
and France. Following the short-lived Peace
of Amiens (agreed inMarch 1802), there had
been renewed hostilities between the two
countries, beginning inMay 1803,whenBritain
had declared war in response to France’s
involvement in a political crisis in Switzerland.
Fearful of an invasion, the British instituted
a naval blockade, effectively ending shipping
between the two countries, and alluded to
byRowlandson bymeans of the ships in the

Channel between Fox andNapoleon. Among
the notable points in the conflict was the Battle
of Trafalgar (1805), a victory for the British
navy under LordNelson, who died during the
fighting (cat. no. 62).

The possibility of peacewas the subject of
much rumour in July 1806.TheTimes noted on
4 July that it was believed that ‘preliminaries
of peacewere actually signed at Paris, and that
theymight be hourly expected to arrive’, but
doubted that the reportswere true: ‘Amidst this
sea of conjecture, we shall leave the rumours
to speak for themselves.’190Rowlandson’s print
points out the flimsy nature of such hopes,
showing the negotiations as Fox’s projection
rather than as reality. However, bymid-July,
when this print wasmade, peacewas starting
to seem unlikely, and Fox, who had counted on
Napoleon’s willingness to treat with Britain,
as an unrealistic optimist.191AsRowlandson
has his John Bull tell Fox, ‘I think inmine
heart thee beest always conjuring.’192
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ACouple of Antique’s or
my Aunt and my Uncle.

Published byRudolphAckermann,
101 Strand, 20November 1807

Etchingwith hand colouring
27.8 × 37.6 cm (sheet)
rcin 810666

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, II, p. 83
(mis-recorded as two separate prints)

Many of Rowlandson’s favourite motifs are
combined in this print: the obsessed antiquarian
who peers at his collection rather than seeing
what is happening around him, the elderly
woman being beautifiedwith the addition of
potions and awig, and lovers slyly canoodling
when they think they are unobserved. The
room is awell-appointed one, with two gilt
mirrors and a gold-framed painting; theman’s
collection of antique pots is kept in a cupboard
and is just visible as he opens the door. That
this is a scene of domestic bliss is clear, as so
often in Rowlandson’s work, from the attitudes
of the animals, two dogs and a cat positioned
in comfort by the fire or snugly on a chair.

Rowlandson’s title for his humorous
depiction of an elderlyman andwomanmay
lead us to suppose that it is in some sense
autobiographical. It is tempting to imagine
a self-portrait in the liveried youngman to
the right. The artist’s uncle diedwhen hewas
seven years old, however, so the scenemust
be imaginary.
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after george moutard
woodward

The Learned Scotchman or
MagistratesMistake!

Published byThomas Tegg,
No. 111 Cheapside, 15 December 1807

Etchingwith hand colouring
24.5 × 35.7 cm (plate); 24.8 × 36.4 cm
(sheet, trimmed irregularly)
rcin 810667

provenance

Unknown

literature

bm Satires 11971

The sayingNemomortalium omnibus horis sapit–
‘Nomortal is wise at all times’ – is used here
by a learned Scot to excuse a bout of drunken
behaviour before amagistrate. Themagistrate,
whose gouty leg points to his own drinking
excesses, misunderstands the Latin tag and
berates theman for discussing ‘whores in a saw
pit’ before his wife, who sits behind him. The
joke rests on the reversal of the expected roles.

The impression shown here is dated 1807,
and is probably the first version of this work,
whichRowlandson etched after a design by
his friendGeorgeWoodward (c.1760–1809).
The print was issued as part of Tegg’s
CaricatureMagazine (this impression is
numbered ‘33’), and a faint offset of the
lettering of themagazine’s wrapper can be
seen in the background.Other examples, such
as that in theBritishMuseum, are dated 1812.
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after george moutard
woodward

King Joes Reception atMadrid.

Published byThomas Tegg,
No. 111 Cheapside, 21 August 1808

Etchingwith hand colouring
24.7 × 34.5 cm (plate); 27.5 × 39.2 cm (sheet)
rcin 810699

provenance

Unknown

Napoleon’s decision in late 1807 to gain control
of Spainwas part of a policy to unite Europe in
opposition to Britain.193 Capitalising on a power
struggle between the BourbonCharles IV of
Spain and his son, Napoleon gained control of
the kingdom by treatywith the Spanish king
inMay 1808, sending the Bourbon family into
exile. In their place, Napoleon appointed his
own older brother, Joseph, to the throne of
Spain. AlreadyKing ofNaples, Joseph travelled
to Spain inMay 1808, enteringMadrid in July;
hewas crownedKing of Spain as José I. An
observer said of his reception inMadrid that
‘hatred could be seen in the gloomy and severe
faces of those few of the inhabitants who
showed themselves outside their houses. No
one came tomeet the French, no one sought
to propitiate their newmasters.’194

Rowlandson’s print, after a design by
GeorgeWoodward, depicts the opposition

of the Spanish to Joseph Bonaparte’s rule,
contrasting themwith a group of enthusiastic
Frenchmen calling ‘Vive leRoy’. The newking
bows his head inmock humilitywhile admitting
that he is interested in the country’s ‘goods’
(a pun on the duty of a king to look after the
good of his country). British sympathy, as
Rowlandson’s print testifies, was firmlywith
the Spanish.The Times noted on 2 July that
‘we are little disposed to devotemuch of our
attention to the common-place and unmeaning
Proclamation of the soi-disant king, while the
truly interesting and cheering publications of
the Spanish Patriots call for our sympathy and
admiration.’195A run of caricatures of José I by
Woodward andRowlandson for Thomas Tegg,
however, suggests a readymarket and that the
British public was, contrary toThe Times’s
belief, greatly interested in the king’s actions.
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after george moutard
woodward

Pope Joe receiving a treat of
Spanish Olives.

Published byThomas Tegg,
No. 111 Cheapside, 23 August 1808

Etchingwith hand colouring
24.9 × 34.5 cm (plate); 26.4 × 36.2 cm (sheet)
rcin 810702

provenance

Unknown

literature

Broadley 1911, I, p. 332, no. 721

Joseph Bonaparte, as José I, is dressed as the
Pope of Fools (a character whowas a parody
of the pope, andwho sometimes appeared
in the Feast of Fools), his hat ridiculing the
papal tiara. Two Spanishwomen force-feed
him Spanish olives from a bucket, while two
men – a British sailor and a Spanish soldier –
urge them on.

Joseph’s installation as King of Spainwas
not accepted by themajority of the population,
which rose up against the Bonapartes. The
insurrectionwas supported by the British,
who saw a chance to challengeNapoleon’s
hegemony, andwho sent an expedition to the
peninsula under the Duke ofWellington.196

Rowlandson’s image refers to this alliance
against the French, who had suffered a
significant defeat whenGeneral Pierre
Dupont de l’Étang, one of the leading French
commanders, had been forced to surrender
to Spanish rebels on 18 July 1808.197
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after george moutard
woodward

Horrid Visions or
Nappy Napp’d at Last.

Published byThomas Tegg,
No. 111 Cheapside, 23 August 1808

Etchingwith hand colouring
24.7 × 34.3 cm (plate); 26.3 × 36.5 cm (sheet)
rcin 810701

provenance

Unknown

literature

Broadley 1911, I, pp. 273–4

In this print a shock-hairedNapoleon is faced
by resistance in all directions and laments ‘what
will become ofme?’. Behind him is a blast of
‘British thunder’, while a ‘Spanishwhirlwind’
is knocking José I off his throne. In front, the
Russian bear, the Austrian eagle (escaped from
a cage) and theDutch (shown, as was common
in eighteenth-century caricature, as frogs) all
challenge the Emperor. ‘Napp’d’ is here used in
the sense of ‘arrested’ or ‘caught’, but also for
its play on the nickname ofNapoleon, ‘Little
Nap’. The print capitalises on the spirit of
optimism as the British army underWellington
began to gain ground in Spain at the same time
asNapoleon faced opposition from his enemies
in northern Europe (cat. no. 70).
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TheMicrocosm of London;
or London inMiniature

Published byRudolphAckermann
in three volumes, 1808–10

Printed book
34.3 × 28.2 × 4.0 cm
rcin 1076683–5

Exhibited: Volume 1 (1808)

provenance

Acquired byGeorge IVwhen Prince ofWales
for his library at CarltonHouse

literature

Grego 1880, II, pp. 125–8; Schniewind 1940;
Payne and Payne 2010, pp. 264–70

RudolphAckermann published theMicrocosm
of London in three volumes in 1808–10. It
consists of descriptions of notable institutions
by the authorWilliamHenry Pyne (1770–
1843), with an illustration to accompany each
entry. Ackermann advertised his work as
suitable both for visitors and for thosewho
lived in London, suggesting that ‘as the plates
will be arranged alphabetically, thewholewill
form a sort of dictionary, that may be referred
to for any particular subject.’

The illustration of the volumeswas a collab-
oration between the architectural draughtsman
Augustus Pugin (1768/9–1832), who drew the
architecture, andRowlandson, who peopled
Pugin’s sceneswith figures. Ackermann’s
account in thework’s introduction of
Rowlandson’s involvement suggests that he
was both attracted by the fame of his illustrator
and nervous about his reputation for satire:

With respect to the figures, they are from
the pencil ofMr. Rowlandson, withwhose
professional talents the public are already
sowell acquainted, that it is not necessary to
expatiate on themhere.As the following list
comprises almost every variety of character
that is found in this great metropolis, there
will be ample scope for the exertion of his
abilities and it will be found, that his powers
are not confined to the ludicrous, but that
he can varywith his subject, and, whenever
it is necessary, descend ‘From grave to gay,
from lively to severe’.

As the title page (by thewritingmaster
Thomas Tomkins and the engraver Robert
Ashby) notes with pride, theMicrocosmwas
dedicated ‘by Permission’ to the Prince of
Wales, who had ‘already honoured’ it ‘by
His Approbation’. This is the copy that was
included in the CarltonHouse Library, bound
for the Prince byC.Herring in an elegant red
leather-and-gold-tooled binding featuring the
Prince’s arms (fig. 38).
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fig . 38
C.Herring (binder)
TheMicrocosm of London, volume 1
Red leather with gold tooling,
34.3 × 28.2 × 4.0 cm
rcin 1076683
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In January 1809, Lt Colonel GwyllymLloyd
Wardle addressed theHouse of Commons,
accusing theDuke of York (second son of
George III) of abuse of his position as
Commander-in-Chief of the British army.
TheDuke of Yorkwas initially unconcerned
about the reports, writing to his brother on
the evening ofWardle’s speech, ‘I rather glory
in it, as I think every honest man ought to be
ashamed of their praise.’198 Things rapidly
became serious, however. TheDuke’s mistress,
MaryAnnClarke, it was claimed, had received
money in return for obtaining promotions
from theDuke (by adding names to lists for his
signature). A subsequent investigation found
that there had beenmalpractice, although it
cleared theDuke himself of anywrongdoing.
He nonetheless resigned his post inMarch. His
troubles continued, however, asMrs Clarke,
withwhom he had ended contact in 1806,
attempted to publish a series of volumes about
their relationship (including letters from him)
and had to be paid to desist. Princess Elizabeth
lamented that ‘there neverwas so infamous
a business & trulywemust all be sensible in
what awfull timeswe live in [sic.].’199

The caricaturists and pamphleteers
had a field day. Reports of the charges, the
investigation andMrs Clarke’s subsequent
revelationswere eagerly plundered for
subjects, and theDuke’s reputationwas
severely damaged. InMay 1809, Jeremy
Bentham blamedCobbett’s Register for ‘having
in goodmeasure originated theAttacks on the
Duke of York’, but criticismwaswidespread.
Rowlandson issued over thirty caricatures
on the scandal, most of them published by
Thomas Tegg, who gleefully advertised that
hewould put forth ‘ANewCaricature onMrs
C—ke everyDay’ (cat. no. 75). Tegg clearly
anticipated that peoplewould collect these
records of amajor public controversy and on
30March issued a titlepage for the ‘Complete
Collection of Caricatures relative toMrs
Clarke’.200 Charles Lamb recorded that prints
of the disgracedDukewere pasted onto the
walls of ‘every blind alley’.

Twenty-nine prints on theDuke of York
scandal survive in the Royal Collection.
How theywere acquired is unclear.
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TheResignation of
theDuke of York inMarch 1809

fig . 39
Richard Cosway (1742–1821)
Frederick, Duke of York, 1792
Watercolour on ivory, 8.2 × 6.7 cm
rcin 420649
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The Triumverate of Glousester Place,
or The Clarke, The Soldier, and
The Taylor.

Published byThomas Tegg,
No. 111 Cheapside, 7March 1809

Etchingwith hand colouring
24.5 × 35.0 cm (plate); 25.2 × 35.8 cm (sheet)
rcin 810751

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, II, p. 151; bm Satires 11242
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Gloucester Placewas the town house at
whichMrs Clarke had entertainedmembers
of high society, including theDuke of York.
HereMrs Clarke (‘the Clarke’) is shownwith
theDuke (‘the Soldier’) and her friendMrs
Taylor (‘the Taylor’) discussing the ‘List of
Promotions’ held byMrs Clarke. The lovers
refer to each other in the affectionate names
that came out at theDuke’s trial, andwhich
would become a leitmotif of the parodies by
satirists (cat. no. 74). TheDuke is already
dressed in the distinctive orange jacket used
to identify him in caricatures on the scandal,
andwhich reminded viewers of the privileged
army position hewas believed to have abused.
The quotation fromWilliamCowper’s comic
poemTheDiverting History of JohnGilpin
serves to contrast themarried-but-unfaithful
Dukewith the loyal husbandGilpin, who
admires ‘but one’ woman.

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810751
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Yorkshire Hieroglyphics!! Plate 1.

Published byThomas Tegg,
No. 111 Cheapside, 8March 1809

Etchingwith hand colouring
36.8 × 25.4 cm (sheet)
rcin 810753

transcription
TheDuke of York’s 1st letter toMrs Clarke,
WeymouthAugst 4 1804

My dear little angel
How can I sufficiently express toMy sweetest darling
Love the delight which your dear dear pretty letter gave
me, or how do Justice to the emotion it excited.Millions
andMillions of thanks for it my angel and be assured that
my heart is wholly fixed on your affection I ammighty
hurt my love that you did not go down to Lewes races.
It was kind of you to think ofme on the occasion, but you
knowme toowell to allege that I could think of adding to
the sacrificewhich I am too sensible you havemade tome.
News, my angel, you cannot expect fromme from hence
for the life I lead here is in the family and I am hurrying
them to us that I may the sooner return to claspmy angel
inmy arms. Except Lord Chesterfield’s family there is
not a person here but ourselves that I know. Last night the
playwent off better than the night before. DrO’Meara
gaveme your letter. Hewishes to preach be[fore] Royalty
and I shall endeavour to procure him the occasionwhat a
long time it is myDarling sincewe parted I shall long for
Wednesday sennight that I may return tomy angels arms.
Adieu
Yours and yours alone

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, II, p. 151; bm Satires 11244
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MrsClarke had shown theDuke of York’s love
letters to her in Parliament on 13 February, and
the texts werewidely available. Rowlandson
here paraphrases and shortens theDuke’s
first letter, misdating it to 1804 (in fact it was
written in 1805). The idea of a hieroglyphic
letterwas not original – the subject had already
been treated byCharlesWilliams in a print of
27 February.201Hieroglyphic letters,with their
air of secrecy and play, had long been used
to represent illicit love letters, such as that
published in the 1760s to imply a relationship
between theDuke’s grandmother, Augusta,
Dowager Princess ofWales, and Lord Bute.202

But theywere also a popular form of innocent
puzzle: Fanny Burney describedHenry
Bunbury producing one to entertain a tea
party in 1787.203

TheClarke letters, with their endearments,
were to haunt theDuke for years to come.
In 1820 hewas still being referred to as
‘A darling Commander’.204
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The Statue to be Disposed Of.

Published byThomas Tegg,
No. 111 Cheapside, 12March 1809

Etchingwith hand colouring
34.9 × 25.4 cm (plate); 36.1 × 26.2 cm (sheet)
rcin 810754

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, II, p. 153; bm Satires 11249

A statue, shown standing outsideMrs Clarke’s
house inGloucester Place, is being put up for
sale. Although seen from behind, the bright
orange jacket marks the figure as that of the
Duke of York. The print was published on
12March, just a few days before theDukewas
acquitted by the investigation into his conduct.
Thomas Tegg, who publishedmany of the
satires on theYork scandal, inserted a large
advertisement for his ‘CaricatureWarehouse’,
noting that hewas publishing ‘ANew
Caricature onMrs C—ke everyDay’.
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AGeneral Discharge or the Darling
Angel’s Finishing Stroke.

Published byThomas Tegg,
No. 111 Cheapside, 13March 1809

Etchingwith hand colouring
25.0 × 35.3 cm (sheet)
rcin 810755

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, ii, p. 153; bm Satires 11250

MrsClarke is shown spiking a large cannon,
that is rendering it unusable by stopping up
the touch-hole. The cannon is phallic, and
Mrs Clarke clearly the dominant partner in
the relationship.205 TheDuke kneels beside
her, bemoaning his fate, while she admonishes
him that ‘aWiseGeneral shouldmake good
his retreat’. TheDuke is thus suggested to be
militarily incompetent as well as sexually
exhausted. In the background, a group of
soldiers flees awoman beating a drum to the
‘Rogues’March’, the tune bywhich disgraced
soldiers were drummed out of the army.

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810755
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The Resignation, or John Bull
over-whelmd with Grief.

Published byThomas Tegg,
No. 111 Cheapside, 24March 1809

Etchingwith hand colouring
24.8 × 34.6 cm (plate); 26.5 × 35.2 cm (sheet)
rcin 810761

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, ii, p. 154; bm Satires 11266

Although acquitted of receivingmoney in
return for offices, theDuke of York nonetheless
resigned his office on 18March 1809. It was
widely believed that this would be a temporary
measure, and indeed hewas reinstated in 1811.
Here, John Bull is shown innocently pleading
with him not to go, believing him to be ‘a
desperateMoral Character’. From the start, the
proceedings against theDuke had been couched
as an attempt to protect the British public from
corruption. In his initial speech to Parliament,
Lt ColonelWardle had expressed a hope that
‘the voice of the people, declared through their
representatives, would prevail over corruption
and do justice to themselves’.206 The contrast
shown here between the disingenuousDuke
and the credulous John Bull serves to highlight
the former’s betrayal of the public trust.
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The Prodigal Sons Resignation.

Published byThomas Tegg,
No. 111 Cheapside, 24March 1809

Etchingwith hand colouring
24.6 × 34.7 cm (plate); 27.0 × 38.4 cm (sheet)
rcin 810762

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, ii, p. 155; bm Satires 11267

The parable of the Prodigal Sonwas frequently
used to refer toGeorge III’s sons in caricatures
(cat. no. 20).207 Rowlandson (who owned prints
of the subject byDürer, Hans Sebald Beham
and Pietro Testa) used themotif a number
of times in his satirical prints.208 Here, the
Duke of York is shown kneeling before his
enthroned father, who holds his head in his
hands. TheDuke’s coat, sword and resignation
letter lie before him, and he is sobbing into a
handkerchief. TheKing gently admonishes
his son: ‘Very naughty boy, very naughty boy
indeed!!’ and then forgives him, again reflecting
public belief that the resignation would be
short-lived. Rowlandsonmay have had his
earlierFilial Piety! (cat. no. 20) at the back of his
mindwhen creating this image, which, although
different, repeats a number of themotifs of the
earlier print, most notably theKing’s gesture
and the reference to the parable.
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The York Dilly or
the Triumph of Innocence.

Published byThomas Tegg,
No. 111 Cheapside, 30March 1809

Etchingwith hand colouring
24.8 × 34.5 cm (plate); 25.7 × 35.6 cm (sheet)
rcin 810764

provenance

Probably acquired during the reign of
QueenVictoria209

literature

Grego 1880, ii, p. 155; bm Satires 11274

TheDuke ofYorkwas acquitted ofwrongdoing
by amajority of 82, the number here inscribed
on the diligence, or ‘Dilly’, which proclaims
his innocence.The vehicle is drawnby a lawyer,
and a crowd is celebrating theDuke’s vindication
with cheers and raised arms.Evenhere, though,
he cannot escape the embarrassment of the
love letters that were revealed during his trial:
a man to the right addresses him familiarly
as ‘myDarling’.

Rowlandson’s model is the visual represent-
ation of the Triumphs of Petrarch, inwhich
a series of virtues is shown drawn in carriages
in triumphal processions. Here theDuke of
York is reduced to a diligence, or public stage-
coach,well beneath his royal status. The print’s
celebration of his innocence is tongue-in-cheek,
as hewas popularly believed to be guilty
of misconduct.210
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AYork Address to theWhale.
Caught lately off Gravesend.

Published byThomas Tegg,
No. 111 Cheapside, 5 April 1809

Etchingwith hand colouring
24.3 × 34.4 cm (plate); 26.2 × 39.0 cm (sheet)
rcin 810766

provenance
Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, ii, p. 157; bm Satires 11301

On 31March 1809, theMorning Post reported
that an ‘extraordinary largewhale’ over
23metres long and caught at Gravesend ‘was
brought up by yesterdaymorning’s tide in a
large vessel above London-bridge. A great
number of peoplewent to view it in the course
of the day’.211 It rapidly began to stink, and
The Times advised thosewhowished to view
it ‘to use the expedient of holding to their
mouths andnoses handkerchiefswellmoistened
with strong vinegar’.212

TheDuke of York is shown on his knees
pleadingwith thewhale, his tricorn hat
carefully placed by his feet to resemble a fin.
His request to the ‘Monster of theDeep’ to
distract the public from his own actions yet
again highlights the duplicity of his conduct.
His exhaustion from the ‘attention of JohnBull’
refers to the relentless criticism he had been
receiving in caricatures and the printed press
for the previous twomonths. The print is
superbly coloured, with thewhale’s eye
sparkling out of its large head.
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after george moutard
woodward

ALump of Impertinence!

Published byThomas Tegg,
No. 111 Cheapside, 30 September 1809

Etchingwith hand colouring
34.4 × 24.6 cm (sheet, trimmed irregularly)
rcin 810786
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after george moutard
woodward

ALump of Innocence.

Published byThomas Tegg,
No. 111 Cheapside, 30 September 1809

Etchingwith hand colouring
34.9 × 25.1 cm (plate); 35.3 × 25.7 cm
(sheet, trimmed irregularly)
rcin 810787

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, II, p. 166; bm Satires 11463–4
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The figures in this pair of prints address the
viewer directly; thewoman interprets the
viewer’s interest as flattering, while theman
responds aggressivelywith a glare. Both are
unattractive (‘lumps’) and, it is implied,
fond of alcohol – she drinks cognac, he drinks
Madeira and suffers from gout. The table
between them unites the two prints and
suggests that theymay be a couple sitting in
the same room.

These prints were published byThomas
Tegg and included in hisCaricatureMagazine.
They are both numbered ‘109’; impressions in
the LewisWalpole Library at Yale University
and the John JohnsonCollection in the
Bodleian Library, Oxford are numbered ‘143’
and ‘144’, and are probably reprints.213 The
round faces and large eyes are typical of
Woodward’s draughtsmanship, which
Rowlandson has faithfully reproduced.
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ANewCockWanted.
OrWork for the Plumber.

Published byThomas Tegg,
No. 111 Cheapside, 20 April 1810

Etchingwith hand colouring
35.0 × 25.0 cm (plate); 36.1 × 26.2 cm (sheet)
rcin 810793

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, II, p. 182 (asANewTapWanted);
bm Satires 11618

HereRowlandson plays on one of his
favourite themes: a young lover abandoning
old for new.214 Ahandsome plumber has come
to repair an old tap, dating from the reign of
George II.While an elderlyman looks on
grumpily, a youngmaid flirtswith the plumber.
Rowlandson’s titlemakes clear that shewill be
swapping the older man for the younger one;
the former looks at the viewer in resigned
despair, his two raised fingers making the
shape of the cuckold’s horns. His reaction
is made explicit by the dog behind him, its
mouth opened in a howl.

This satire was included in Thomas Tegg’s
CaricatureMagazine, prints fromwhichwere
issued separately, but which could be bound
into volumeswith separately supplied title
pages. Although it was issued as ‘No 1’, the
numbering of Tegg’s series was erratic:
number twowas dated 10May 1810, and
numbers three and fourwere both dated
12 April 1810.215 It seems that the placement
ofANewCockWantedwas simple chance
rather than due to anywish to prioritise this
particular work.
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The Last Drop.

Published byThomasRowlandson,
No. 1 James Street, Adelphi, 5 April 1811

Etchingwith hand colouring
29.4 × 20.0 cm (plate); 31.7 × 21.9 cm (sheet)
rcin 810843

provenance

Probably acquired during the reign of
QueenVictoria216

literature

Grego 1880, ii, p. 203; bm Satires 9786
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fig . 40
Robert Sayer afterM.Darly,
The Last Drop, 1773
Etching, 24.6 × 17.4 cm
BritishMuseum

A fat little man is shown raised on tiptoe to
drain the last drop of punch from an abandoned
bowl, unaware of a gleeful, skeletal Death
poised to strike him. Bottles and jugs are
arranged around him, one labelled ‘Usquebaugh’,
the Gaelic for whiskey.217On the cabinet are
an overflowing tankard of beer, and the
ingredients for port and lemon.

The image –with its reference to excess, a
bouncing skeleton and the title with its gentle
pun – appears to be typical Rowlandson, but
the print was copied, almost wholesale, from
one published in 1773 byMatthew (c.1720–

after 1781) andMaryDarly (fl.1757–76).218

TheDarlys (a husband-and-wife team)were
among the earliest mass producers of satires
on fashion and society, soliciting designs
from amateurs for publication and issuing
instruction manuals for those wishing to
design caricatures themselves.

The first state of the plate was published
byRowlandson from his flat in James Street in
1806.219 Later impressions, including this one,
were published in 1811, with the date altered.220

Adrawing of the subject, probably a design
for the plate, was sold at Bonhams in 2005.221
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Iohn Bull at the Italian Opera.

Published byThomasRowlandson,
No. 1 James Street, Adelphi, 2 October 1811

Etchingwith hand colouring
35.2 × 24.9 cm (plate); 35.9 × 25.6 cm (sheet)
rcin 810857

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, ii, p. 52 (where dated 2October 1805);
bm Satires 10485

Rowlandson’s clever print plays on the
infectious nature of yawning. An Italian
opera singer is shownwith his mouthwide
open, a gesture that has caused a number of
those seated in the boxes near the stage to yawn.
An orchestra plays grimly on. Rowlandson
published this print himself from his flat in
James Street in 1805, but most versions, like
this one, are from a reprint of 1811, when he
reissued a number of his plates (cat. no. 84).

In the eighteenth century, Italian operawas
the preserve of the elite, but also the object of
the sort of xenophobic disdain Rowlandson
shows here.222 In 1785,The Times described the
audience of one such performance as ‘dupes to
foreign imposition’, and in 1787 it suggested
that ‘the generality of Italian composers give
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the force of their genius to a few particular
parts, and leave the rest, as it were, to form a
contrast to them.’223 JohnBull inRowlandson’s
print is not theman yawning in the bottom tier,
but rather theman sitting imperviously in
the upper box, his fists clenched stoically.

Rowlandsonmust have beenwell aware
that the buyers of this workwould suffer as
much as the audience shown in the satire;
the prompting of a yawn in the print viewer
is a common joke. A series of mezzotints
published by Bowles andCarver (probably
after Adriaen vanOstade) showed figures
yawning, while a print of 1800 published by
Samuel Fores showed awoman in profile
yawning and noted that ‘gaping is catching’.224
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The TwoKings of Terror.
1813

Etchingwith aquatint and hand colouring,
with letterpress
41.2 × 25.4 cm (sheet)
rcin 810912

provenance

Probably acquired during the reign of
QueenVictoria225

literature

Grego 1880, ii, p. 272; bm Satires 12093

Rowlandson showsNapoleon andDeath
(as a skeleton) sitting face to face on the
battlefield of Leipzig. Behind them, the allied
troops of Austria, Prussia, Russia and Sweden
vanquish the French forces. This defeat, in
mid-October 1813, was amajor victory for
the allies, who forcedNapoleon to retreat
to France.

Although the battle was not a British
triumph, as a defeat forNapoleon itwas greatly
celebrated in Britain, as this print shows.
Rowlandson’s image records a ‘transparency’,
or giant illuminated picture, that was placed
outside RudolphAckermann’s London shop,
the Repository of Arts, as part of illuminations
throughout London to celebrate the victory.226

86

The text beneath Rowlandson’s image, and
the original transparency, capitalised on the
medium used to convey the spirit of rejoicing
atNapoleon’s defeat. ‘It is also very instructing
to observe,’ it noted, ‘that [Napoleon] is now
placed in a situation inwhich all Europe
may see through him.’

This print,with its commemorative letter-
press, acted as a permanentmemorial both of
the battle and of the temporary illumination
at the front of Ackermann’s Repository.
Ackermannwas one of the principal suppliers
of materials and instructions for members of
the public whowished tomake their own
transparencies for display.227
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Dutch Night-Mare or the Fraternal
Hug Returned with a Dutch Squeeze

Published byRudolphAckermann,
No. 101 Strand, 29November 1813

Etchingwith hand colouring
35.6 × 25.6 cm (sheet)
rcin 810899

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, ii, pp. 260–61; bm Satires 12105

LikeThe Covent GardenNightMare (cat. no. 8),
this satire parodies Fuseli’s paintingThe
Nightmare. It showsNapoleon lying in a state
bed decoratedwith the French fleur-de-lys,
with his hat and sword on a stool beside him.
Grimacing, he is being squashed by aDutchman
sitting on his chest. TheDutchman blows
smoke into his facewhile saying, ‘Orange Boven’
(‘Orange on top’), a traditional Dutch chant
referring to theHouse ofOrange.228

TheNetherlands had been controlled by
Napoleon since 1806. Napoleon initially ruled
through his brother Louis Bonaparte, but in
1810 the area came under the direct control of
France. In 1813, the Frenchwithdrew in the
wake of their loss at the Battle of Leipzig
(cat. no. 86), thus freeing theNetherlands from

Bonapartist rule. Rowlandson’s caricature
captures British rejoicing at the shrinking of
Napoleon’s power: on 23NovemberThe Times
carried a notice of ‘a public dinner ,
for the purpose of celebrating the glorious
emancipation of holland ’.229

Awatercolour in the Royal Collection by
Wijnand Esser (1779–1860),TheDaymare
riding Hortensia, former Queen of Holland
(fig. 41), whichmay date from earlier in 1813,
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showsNapoleon seated on his step-daughter
and sister-in-lawQueenHortensia, wife of
Louis Bonaparte, who reclines with her arm
raised in protest.230 Napoleon’s sword is held
between his knees in a crude sexual joke. This
drawing, whichwas acquired by the Prince
Regent in 1815, does not appear to have been
made into a print, and the correspondence to
Rowlandson’s satire is probably a coincidence:
Fuseli’s compositionwaswidely parodied.

fig . 41
Wijnand Esser (1779–1860),
TheDaymare riding Hortensia,
former Queen of Holland, ?1813
Watercolourwith pen and
black ink over traces of pencil,
33.2 × 24.4 cm
rl 12896
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Three Principal Requisites to
form aModernMan of Fashion.

Published byThomas Tegg,
No. 111 Cheapside, 15 September 1814

Etchingwith hand colouring
26.1 × 36.2 cm (plate); 27.1 × 38.6 cm (sheet)
rcin810936

provenance

Unknown

literature

Grego 1880, ii, p. 286

Themodernman of fashionwas a regular
subject of ridicule. In 1782, an article in the
LondonMagazine noted that a character in
Mrs Cowley’s new comedyWhich is theMan?
who had been brought up a ‘modernman of
fashion’ exhibited ‘all the flimsiness, apathy
and dissipation of the character’.231 Here,
Rowlandson gives the ‘three principal
requisites’ of such aman as dressing like a
coachman, violent sport and speaking in slang.
Each figure in the print addresses the viewer
in a familiar tone. Boxing and bull-baiting
were popular entertainments, frequented by
thewealthy and fast London set: Lord Byron
had a screen decorated byRowlandson’s friend
HenryAngelowith theatrical and boxing
scenes, andRowlandson himself designed
a series of sporting roundels, including one
of bull-baiting, for another screen (probably
also for Byron).232

This print, issued as part of Thomas Tegg’s
CaricatureMagazine, is numbered ‘339’ at the
top right-hand corner.
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Transparency. Exhibited at
R Ackermann’s in the Strand
on the 27 Nov r 1815 the Day on
which the General Peace was
celebrated in London
1815

Etching and aquatint with hand colouring
27.1 × 35.5 cm (sheet)
rcin 810953

provenance

Probably acquired during the reign of
QueenVictoria233

literature

Grego 1880, ii, p. 294; bm Satires 12621

In June 1815, French forces met, and fought,
allied forces on a field near the town of
Waterloo. The alliancewas formed of British
troops (underWellington), Prussians (under
Marshal von Blücher) andDutch forces (under
the Prince ofOrange), with soldiers brought
from other German states. The French forces
were commanded byNapoleon himself. The
battle was a final and decisive victory for the
alliance: Napoleonwas captured and trans-
ported to the island of SaintHelena, where he
was imprisoned. The Peace of Paris, which
ended hostilities, was signed on 20November.

An ‘Illumination to celebrate the Peace’ was
held in London on 27November 1815. Although
most private houses remained unlit, public and
commercial buildingswere decorated, among
themAckermann’s Repository of Arts.The
Times of 28November noted the subdued
nature of the displays, recording that ‘The
transparency over the shop of Ackermann, in
the Strand, attracted the greatest crowd, and
appeared to us themost deserving of notice,
both for the ingenuity of its device and the
correctness of its execution.’234

Like catalogue number 86, this print by
Rowlandsonwas issued as a record of
Ackermann’s transparency. At the top is the
French throne flanked by Fame (blowing a
trumpet) and Justice (with scales and a sword).
To the left, Napoleon and his allies are blasted
down the steps byMarshal von Blücher, while
at the right,Wellington leads Louis XVIII
(who had been ousted byNapoleon in 1814 and
whowas restored to rule afterWaterloo) by the
hand towards the throne. TheKing gestures
towards a crown being offered to him. Along
the bottom are ranged soldiers of the alliance,
among them aHighlander and a hussar. In the
centre, alliance flags are placedwith tablets to
markWellington and von Blücher’s victory,
and the Prince ofWales’s feathers are promi-
nently placed: the Prince, as Regent, was
running the country, and the outcome of the
battle was a triumph for him.When he learned
of the victorywhile at a ball, he instantly
promoted themessenger, Henry Percy.235
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NewKew Palace
1819?

Numbered in ink at bottom left: 34
Pen and ink andwatercolour over pencil
27.5 × 42.2 cm
rl i4313

provenance

Acquired byGeorgeVI fromFrankDavis in 1941

literature

Oppé 1950, no. 538

AnewGothic palace at Kewwas designed for
George III by JamesWyatt andwas begun in
1802. Its silhouette was substantially complete
by 1805, when it was sketched byTurner in
his ‘Isleworth Sketchbook’, but it remained
unfinished andwas demolished in 1828.236

Rowlandsonmade twowatercolours of the
palace from across the river, taken from slightly
different positions on the bank, and another of
the entrance front.237 Here, figures are shown
boarding a small boat in the foreground, while
other boats sail on the river. Aman smoking
a pipe leans on a post to the left.

Bothwatercolours of KewPalace are
undated, but another view byRowlandson,
of traffic onKewBridge, is dated 1819, and the
scene shown heremay have been sketched on
the same excursion.238
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Hampton Court: TheWest Front,
from the tow path
1820?

Pen and inkwithwatercolour over pencil
28.0 × 43.0 cm
rl 13690

provenance

Royal Collection by c.1926

literature

Oppé 1950, p. 537

Acarriagewith amounted guard is seen leaving
thewest entrance ofHamptonCourt through
two rows of soldiers, who stand to attention.
The carriage’s departure is, however, incidental
to Rowlandson’s drawing, which is more
concernedwith the groups of figureswho
stand or sit in groups, chatting.

Another version of the composition, in the
Victoria andAlbertMuseum, is signed and
dated 1820.239
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Hampton Court from the river
1820?

Pen and inkwithwatercolour over pencil
28.0 × 42.7 cm
rl 13691

provenance

Royal Collection by c.1926

literature

Oppé 1950, p. 536; Richmond 1991–2, no. 31

This watercolour showsHamptonCourt
from across the River Thames, with the
now-demolishedCastle Inn in the foreground.
Rowlandson has concentrated on the inn’s
patrons, who drink and smoke in the fore-
ground.Among them is aDoctor Syntax-esque
figurewho sits on a lowwall with his pipe.
Although thework is not dated, it may have
been painted as a result of the same trip as the
HamptonCourt watercolour dated 1820 in
theVictoria andAlbertMuseum.240
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Four-leaf screen, pasted with
satirical prints
c.1806–7

183.0 × 172.5 × 3.0 cm
rcin 7914

provenance

Possibly acquired to furnish SandringhamHouse,
where it is first recorded

This folding screen has been decoratedwith
figures and scenes cut from satirical prints,
which have been pasted onto brightly coloured
paper-covered canvas stretched over awooden
frame. The panels alternate between a bright
red and a deep burgundy, and each one has a
decorative printed border of barley-sugar twists
or foliage swags. The collage has been created
withmuch flair, and the figures, although
taken from different prints, appear to interact
with one another: a woman baring her breasts
is surrounded by three shockedmen (all cut
from different satires), while a well-dressed
manwith a hat and cane gesticulates towards
the bare breast of a woman before him (again
froma separate print) in a gesture very similar to
that ofRowlandson’sConnoisseur (cat. no. 49).

The original owner of this screen is
unidentified. It seems unlikely to have been a
royal commission, as a number of the prints are
heavily critical of the Prince ofWales and his
brothers. The screenwas clearly intended for
amale audience as at least one sexually explicit
print is included and a number of others have
amisogynistic tone.241

Such screens, although rare today due to
their inherent fragility, were common in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
George IVowned one (not the present example,
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however), and a surviving screen atNewstead
Abbey is known to have beenmade by
Rowlandson’s friendHenryAngelo for Lord
Byron.242 Used to decorate rooms and block
out draughts, theywere often decoratedwith
trimmed prints, part of a vogue for pasting
pictures onto everything from tea caddies to
thewalls of billiard rooms. Screens could be
purchased readymade orweremade up by
amateurs frommaterials offered from print-
sellers. For example, ThomasMillward,
a print-seller of Leadenhall Street, offered
a ‘Great Variety of Views fitt for Screens’
on his trade card, while JaneWhite, another
print-seller, placed an advertisement in
The Times in 1788 to alert the public that she
had ‘just published a large collection of the
most beautifulMedallions ever yet offered for
sale, on satin and onpaper, and of various sizes,
for screens, muffs (sic), caddies, boxes and
tables’.243 Publishers even producedworks
specifically designed to cut out and paste onto
screens, among them Isaac Cruikshank’s
Caricature Ornaments for screens of 1800.244

The careful placing of the prints on the
present example suggest that it wasmade in
one campaign rather than added to piecemeal.

A number of the prints have been identified and
give an interesting picture of the production
of thework. They range in date from the early
1770s through to late 1806, and themajority
were published by SamuelWilliamFores.
They include several prints byRowlandson,
includingThewonderful pig of 1785, Suitable
Restrictions of 1789 (cat. no. 25) andAnEpicure
of 1801 (cat. no. 57).245 Alongside theworks
published by Fores are a number of early plates
from the Parisian satirical seriesLe bon genre,
published from 1800 onwards, and a handful
of mezzotint drolls.

Considering the presence of somany of
Fores’s publications, it seems likely that the
prints on the screenwere drawn from his stock,
and the screenmay have been assembled by him
for a client. His trade card offered ‘Prints and
CaricaturesWholesale and for Exportation;
also, prepared for Screens, assorted for Folios,
and arranged for Scrap Books, &c. &c.’246 A
satirical print at the Library of Congress, which
was probably acquiredwith a large group of
Fores’s shop stock in 1854, has been cut out
around the edge of the image, andmay have
been another print prepared for pasting,
though never used.247
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with over 1 ,000 separate prints
(including some 115 duplicates) and over
three hundredmore in books, the assembly of
Rowlandson’swork in theRoyalCollection
is remarkable both for the superb state of
preservation ofmost of the prints and for having
many rare and, in some cases, unrecorded early
impressions.1 For example, there are over 330
not inDorothyM.George’s catalogue of the
satirical prints in the BritishMuseum, nearly
120 prints not found in the BritishMuseum
online database (which includes non-satires
and later acquisitions) and over a hundred
absent from JosephGrego’sRowlandson
the Caricaturist.2 This appendix discusses
a small selection of these rare prints not in the
exhibition; for reasons of space, their place
in the complex chronology of Rowlandson’s
printmaking styles is not considered here. 3

Thirty-one prints in the Royal Collection
count as very rare, apparently unrecorded
in any other collection;4 of these seven are
mentioned inGrego, twenty-four are not.5

Most of these are social satires (and six are after
Rowlandson rather than by him) but there are

three rare political prints6 as well as a complete
pamphlet from theRegency crisis of 1788–9
(The PoliticalMirror by Christopher Scourge Esq.
No.1 which comprises six separately-known
prints with an illustrated cover sheet).7 The
novel examples include an interesting small
cluster of early prints dating from the 1780s and
early 1790s and it is intriguing to speculate
where these come from; in particular, if they
represent an unpublished group acquired from
Rowlandson’s estate or are the rump stock
of one of his publishers.8 Rowlandson kept
his own press and print stock formost of his
working life – these appear among themany
works of art in the sale of his James Street
studio by Sotheby’s in 1828.9 However, a
notable peculiarity of theRoyal Collection is
the absence of any of the long series of early
non-satirical prints made and published by
Rowlandson himself between 1783 and 1800
as he developed his printmaking technique
and ofwhich onemight expect to see examples
in any large collection, especially one that
had bought fromRowlandson’s estate.
These includedmany after OldMasters and

contemporary artists andwere published both
separately and bound in various combinations
asRowlandson’s Imitations ofModernMasters.10

Muchmore likely then, is that any cluster came
through the acquisition in 1854 of the remnants
of the print-seller S.W. Fores’s stock, for
which there is valuable evidence discussed
in chapter two.11 Analysis of Rowlandson’s
output via his top ten publishers shows that
the period of his maximum engagementwith
Fores coincides neatlywith the likely dates
of prints in the early cluster.12

Other early prints in the Collection include
three published by Elizabeth Jackson between
1786 and 1791, two byWilliamHolland in 1787,
one byGeorgeKearsley in 1786 and one by
S.W. Fores in 1796, all discussed briefly below.
The later rare plates, published in the first
decade of the nineteenth century, include four
published byRowlandson and a group of seven
byRudolphAckermann – not all are quite as
scarce as the 1780s prints but all are interesting
for their contemporaryperspective on
perennial subjects.

appendix

Some rare Rowlandson prints
in the Royal Collection

nicholas j .s . knowles





prints with an
unspecified publisher
or published by fores

Rowlandson andWigstead on tour
After 1782
Etchingwith hand colouring
18.5 × 28.6 cm
rcin 810986

This print has not been identified in any other
collection. A drawing (not reversed) in the Yale
Center forBritishArt identifies the scene asHenry
Wigstead andRowlandson on their 1782 tour to
Portsmouth to see thewreck of theRoyal StGeorge,
a first rate ship of the linewhich sank off Spithead
on 29August 1782with great loss of life.13 This is
further borne out by other drawings inWigstead’s
albumof 68 drawings from theTour in a Post Chaise,
now in theHuntington Library in California.14

Throughout the series,Wigsteadwears a blue
jacket andRowlandson a green one, and the cleric
in black reappears in the illustration ofACoffee
House in Salisbury. The distinctive trunk seen in
the right foreground is purchased byWigstead in
the first drawing and appears several times. The
print perhaps suggests an unrealised scheme for
a book on the trip –Wigstead andRowlandson
later collaborated on An excursion to Brighthelmstone
(cat. no. 29) andRemarks on a Tour to North and
SouthWales in the year 1797 .15It would have
been natural for such a project to have been in
Rowlandson’s mind since he had recently (1782)
made amanuscript copy ofHogarth’sFive Days’
Peregrination, a light-hearted account of a trip
down to the Thamesmade byHogarth and
a group of friends in 1732.16

ALadyDetected by her Guardian
writing a love letter
c.1785
Etching
19.3 × 27.0 cm
rcin 810472

Notmentioned inGrego or elsewhere, this
novelistic comedy scene has an economic, pen-like
line drawnwith great fluency. Rowlandsonwould
return to this theme in 1807.17
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St Giles’s Gamblers
Late 1780s?
Etchingwith hand colouring and aquatint
15.4 × 19.5 cm
rcin 810980

A compulsive gambler himself, Rowlandson drew
many gaming scenes in both low-life and high-life,
sometimes giving themark his own features. The
loose line has stylistic similarities toAdvice Gratis
and suggests a date in the late 1780s.18 Perhaps
deemed a production failure and unpublished, the
print neatly prefiguresACribbage Party in St Giles’s
(see p. 255). AlthoughRowlandson occasionally
used aquatint to add tonality right from the begin-
ning of his printmaking career – a technique he
would almost certainly have encountered during his
stay in Paris in the studio of Jean-Baptiste Pigalle –
his use of it increases at this time and in 1787 he
produced over twenty aquatinted plates.19

Charles and Jack Bannister
in performance
c.1778–83?
Etching
16.6 × 22.7 cm
rcin 810993

Jack Bannister (1760–1836)was a boon companion
of Rowlandson from his boyhood. He became a
popular actor on the London stage and this must
be a performancewith his father Charles Bannister
(1738–1804) also a successful comic actor. Charles
Bannister was best known for his performance
of Steady inThe Quaker (the rare Rowlandson
print,Quaker in Love also in the Royal Collection,
probably depicts a scene from this play).20 Jack
Bannister was described by LeighHunt as ‘the
first low comedian on the stage’21 andmade his
first appearance at theHaymarket on 27August
1778. Rowlandson produced numerous prints
on theatrical subjects (among them cat. nos 33,
34, 55 and 59). Other rare theatre prints in the
Royal Collection include Pictures of Prejudice! (see
pp. 260–1) andMrNorman, as the Sultan ofCashmir.22
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AView at Blackwall
c.1785–95
Etchingwith hand colouring
25.0 × 35.6 cm
rcin 810983

AlthoughRowlandsonmade numerous large
drawings of the busy shoreline and ships on the
Thames, and there are several large prints of
dock scenes in theMicrocosm of London of 1808
(cat. no. 72), this large and rather clumsy print is
extremely unusual and not otherwise recorded.
A similar vignette of men repairing a boat can
be found on sheet seven ofRowlandson’s Outlines
of Figures, Landscapes and Cattle published by
S.W. Fores in 1790 – evidence of his delight
in observing theminutiae of everyday life.

FiveWomen asleep
c.1790
Etching
28.4 × 37.7 cm
rcin 810994

This fluent and informal study is not known
to have been published. There are numerous
Rowlandson drawings of sleeping subjects,
especially girls.23 Rowlandson had two sisters
and several female cousins and the unabashed
and unflattering intimacymakes it tempting to
speculate that this is taken at a family gathering.
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prints published by
elizabeth jackson and others

ACribbage Party in St Giles’s
disturbed by a Press Gang
Published byWilliamHolland,
No. 50Oxford Street, 26October 1787
Etching
27.8 × 41.5 cm
rcin 810254

A classic Rowlandson scene of choreographed
bedlam similar toAKick up at a Hazard Table (1787)
andwith a strong play of light and shade, this print
is mentioned inGrego’s summary but not in the
main text, suggesting it only came to his attention
after themainworkwas completed.24 There is a
drawing byRowlandson of a press gang in the street
in theNationalMaritimeMuseum,Greenwich.25

The impress servicewas used intensively during
the late eighteenth century tomeet a shortfall in

men for the Royal Navy.Whenwar broke out with
France in 1793 Parliament increased the size of the
Navy and by the time of Trafalgar it is estimated
that over half of the 120,000men requiredwere
impressed. Rowlandson’s younger brother James
was a sailor andRowlandson producedmany
satirical prints featuring sailors.26 TheHighMettled
Racer pasted on thewall was the title of a popular
songwhichRowlandson also used as the title for
a series of four prints.27
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after samuel collings (active 1784–9)

The Chamber of Taste
Published by E. Jackson,
No. 14Marylebone Street, c.1786
Etchingwith hand colouring
24.7 × 35.1 cm
rcin 810884

A satire on the extravagant and eclectic collecting
of eighteenth-century virtuosi such as George
Vertue (1684–1756). The Egyptianmummywith
a naval commander’s hat probably alludes to
SirWilliamHamilton, a noted collector whose
wife Emmawas themistress of Nelson and
was famously depicted byRowlandson inLady
H[amilton’s]Attitudes.28 Like the twenty-one plates
of the Picturesque Beauties of Boswell (1786) this
early and clumsy print is after Samuel Collings
and is a pair with the rare early oval version of
The Chamber of Genius, also known only from
theRoyal Collection.29 Manymore impressions
survive of the reworked 1812 square version of
The Chamber of Genius.30 The earlier precursors do
not appear ever to have been issued and are not in
Grego. There are numerous Rowlandson prints
mocking collectors and connoisseurship, among
themModern Antiques andConnoisseurs.31

The Starling and the Thrush,
or the Spirit of Contradiction
Published byG. Kearsley,
No. 46 Fleet Street, 18 April 1786
Etching
37.2 × 25.7 cm
rcin 810193

Illustrated inGrego asTheReturn from Sport the
roundel format and blocky hatching is similar to
the contemporaryThe Chamber of Taste andThe
Chamber of Genius.32 WilliamTrew (1756–1824)
was professor of elocution at Kensington School
and LoughboroughHouse School, North Brixton
and later taught elocution to Princess Charlotte,
daughter of the Prince ofWales. The song
AStarling and a Thrush byMrR. Lloyd,MA,
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appears in a number of contemporaryworks.33

In the letterpress on the print, the language of the
last line has been tempered, with ‘dog and bitch’
modified to ‘rogue and jade’. Rowlandson produced
over forty hunting-related prints in this period and
the subject may have especially appealed after the
marriage of Samuel Howitt (a keen huntsmanwho
Rowlandson accompanied on hunting trips near
London) to his sister Elizabeth in 1779.

Advice Gratis
Published byWilliamHumphrey, 1787
Etchingwith hand colouring
19.5 × 26.0 cm
rcin 810262

Hideous ancient lawyers are aRowlandson staple,
as are contrasts of age and beauty – the lawyer here
is, for once, depicted in a sympathetic role.34The
Royal Collection has both coloured and uncoloured
versions of this extremely rare print.35The impres-
sionistic, calligraphic line has an experimental
feel similar to a few other prints of the period,
for example, St Giles’s Gamblers (see p. 253).

Selling a Horse
Published by E. Jackson,
No. 14Marylebone Street, 1792
Etchingwith hand colouring
28.4 × 37.8 cm
rcin 810437

Grego only lists this print in his addendawith
a date of 1 December 1792.36 Elizabeth Jackson
was one of Rowlandson’s first publishers and her
stock covered nearly seventyRowlandson prints
including the 1786 Picturesque Beauties of Boswell.37

Her publications include a number of Rowlandson
horse and carriage prints, some ofwhichwere
published in 1784 as theRhedarium, a rare book,
three plates fromwhich are found loose in the
Royal Collection.38 She appears to have stopped
selling prints in the late 1780s but some of her
plates and stockwent to other dealers. Another
impression of this print is in theHermitage.39
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ADutch Abbess and her Nymphs
Sketched at Amsterdam
Published by S.W. Fores,
No. 50. Piccadilly, 4 April 1796
Etchingwith hand colouring
30.6 × 25.4 cm
rcin 810469

This is a sly companion toDutchMerchants Sketched
at Amsterdam (cat. no. 43) depicting another type of
commerce in the city, derived fromRowlandson’s
trip to the LowCountries in 1792with his banker
friendMichell. The sign behind the twowomen
(‘Tarwe en roggemel te koop’) means ‘wheat and
rye for sale’. A drawing in the BirminghamMuseum
&Art Gallery includes a similar rear view of a girl
in a round hat.40 The pair is mentioned in a 1785
sales catalogue as ‘Deux pieces en couleur faisant
pendants, publiées par S.W.Fores en 1796 ’ but the
Abbess print is not otherwise known.41 Brothels
were only legalised inHolland byNapoleon in 1810.

prints published by
rowlandson and
rudolph ackermann

after george moutard woodward

Good Speculation!
Published byRudolphAckermann,
No. 101 Strand, 10 August 1799
Etchingwith hand colouring
21.2 × 18.3 cm
rcin 810517

Although this print is not in the BritishMuseum,
that collection includes its pair,Bad Speculation.42

This is one of a series of prints byRowlandson
after G.M.Woodward entitledComforts of the City
depicting city types. Rowlandsonmade over four
hundred comic prints afterWoodward’s drawings
for Ackermann or Tegg, very often as here using
a distinct rounded style to representWoodward’s
hand (see also cat. nos 81 and 82).Much of this is
hack-work organised byAckermann and thrown
off rapidly byRowlandson.
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Royal FoxHunt
Published byThomas Rowlandson,
No. 1 St James’s, Adelphi, 12 July 1806
Etchingwith hand colouring
26.5 × 36.9 cm
rcin 810634

A satire on Fox’s inclusion in the ‘Ministry of
All the Talents’ (February 1806 –March 1807),
a wartime coalition administration of national
unity formedbyPrimeMinister,WilliamGrenville
(1759–1834).TheKing had always strongly disliked
Fox but put aside his hostility in the national
interest. The hound to the right, with a collar
inscribed ‘Doctor’ is HenryAddington, 1st
Viscount Sidmouth (1757–1844), who had been
PrimeMinister between 1801 and 1804, andwho
co-operatedwithGrenville in the formation of the
‘Ministry of All the Talents’. Richard Brinsley
Sheridan (saying ‘my darling Reynard’) and
RichardGrenville also appear among the hounds
who claw at theKing’s legs.Rowlandson’s political
prints aremostlywell documented but curiously
this print does not appear to bementioned in the
published literature – itmay have been suppressed.
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after george moutard woodward

Shaving a Forestaller!!
Published byRudolphAckermann,
No. 101 Strand, 15 August 1800
Etchingwith hand colouring
35.3 × 29.1 cm
rcin 810553

Forestallingwas the buying of a crop or livestock
before it reached themarket –whatwould now
be called commodity speculation. Therewere
serious riots in London in September 1800 after
inflammatory bills had been posted on the
Monument.43 This print appears only inGrego’s
addenda and so far only one other impression (one
of a spate of prints that appeared against forestallers
at the time) is recorded, at PrincetonUniversity.44

Rowlandson’s best known satire on sharp city
practicesJoint Stock Street (1809) is also in the
Royal Collection.45

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810634
http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810553
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after george moutard woodward

Pictures of Prejudice! or Roscius Dissected
Published byRudolphAckermann,
No. 101 Strand, 5March 1805
Etchingwith hand colouring
35.1 × 44.9 cm
rcin 810603

This theatre print is remarkable in that it is an
ingenious reworking of an earlier plate, Pictures
of Prejudice (fig. 42), published byAckermann in
1800,all the captions being changed but the figures
remaining the same (technically this can be done
by beating out the copper, stopping out the figures
with varnish and re-etching). The figures, which
in the early version feature a series of jokes about

snobbery, are now discussing ‘TheYoungRoscius’
– the child actorMaster Betty, whowas paid as
much as £100 for a single performance (cat. no. 59)
– the cheesemonger jokes from the original print
duly adapted tomaintain the vein of ridiculous
snobbery. Presumably the reworkingwas done for
expediency to achieve a swift topicality when the
Betty craze began. Very fewRowlandson prints
exist inmore than one state and this wholesale
recasting of the captions is unique among his work.
A related theatre print in the Royal Collection
isFree Opinion on the Pay of Young Roscius.46

Rowlandsonwas one of the earliest users of
this format, whichwould become themodern
strip cartoon.

fig . 42
ThomasRowlandson after
GeorgeMoutardWoodward
Pictures of Prejudice!, 1800
Etchingwith hand colouring,
37.9 × 48.2 cm
Courtesy of the LewisWalpole
Library, Yale University

http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/collection/810603
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1 Further information on theRowlandson
prints in the Royal Collection, with
zoomable images can be found on
theRoyal Collection’s website at
http://www.royalcollection.org.uk.

2 Grego 1880.
3 For a discussion of Rowlandson’s

style see Baum 1938.
4 This assessment is based on inspection

of the BritishMuseum collection and
mostmajor online catalogues as of 2013,
as well as all the standardRowlandson
referenceworks and numerous old
sales catalogues. It is likely that copies
of some prints will be found in the
MetropolitanMuseumwhich in 1959
acquired the collection assembled in
the 1860s and 1870s by Francis Harvey,
a London collector. Grego describes it
as being the only collection in existence
approaching a ‘comprehensive view’
of Rowlandson’s graphic output
(Grego 1880, I, p. 4) but notes that
he sawHarvey’s collection only
in time to list their titles in his
Addenda (Grego 1880, II, p. 406).
See Riely 1981.

5 DidGrego ever see the royal collection?
He lists only the twoReview drawings
(cat. nos 16 and 17) which had been
loaned to the International Exhibition
in 1862 (Grego 1880, ii, p. 413). The
omission of twenty-four prints also
suggests not. The seven prints that he
does list that are unrecorded elsewhere
are possibly later acquisitions for the
royal collection fromGrego’s estate.

6 The three political prints are cat.
no. 11, cat. no. 12 and rcin 810634
Royal FoxHunt.

7 The PoliticalMirror pamphlet (rcin
810327) features six anti-Pitt prints
(two to a page) which appear to have
been commissioned by the Prince of
Wales throughWigstead in support
of his bid to act as Regent (see Payne
and Payne 2003). These are bound
in a blue paperwrapperwith a large
cover design of a Punch’s head in
a foolscap turned sideways over a
cartouche. All were published by
WilliamHolland on 7 February 1789,
a few days before the crisis was averted
byGeorge III’s recovery.

8 Possible members of the cluster include
rcin 810254, 810265, 810469, 810472,
810980, 810983, 810993, 810995. A few
other early plates, e.g. rcins 810883,
810884, 810193 and 810262might also
have been acquired by S.W. Fores from
other publishers. An example of such a
transferred plate is cat. no. 46, reissued
by Fores, of which an earlier state with
a date of 28 July 1786 exists, published
by E. Jackson (London 1980, p. 43).

9 London 1828a.
10 BritishMuseum 166.d.9 – their version

has 36 plates byRowlandson.
Rowlandson’s own copy is mentioned
inNewYork 1916.

11 See above, p. 39.
12 Tabulation of all knownRowlandson

prints and coloured books suggests
that over his lifetimeRowlandsonwas
directly involved in the production of
roughly 2,800 prints. There are at least
600moremade by others directly after
him – ignoring themany replacement
plates created to produce later editions
ofDr Syntax and other bestselling
books. Political prints make up just
14 per cent of this total output – in
the Royal Collection they account for
approximately 32 per cent with higher
coverage in particular of the 1788–9
RegencyCrisis and the 1809Clarke
Scandal. Fores prints represent about
5 per cent of Rowlandson’s output but
make up about 13 per cent of the Royal
Collection’s holdings of his work.

13 The drawing ofRowlandson and
Wigstead on tour is Yale Center for
British Art, b1986.29.195.

14 The narrative and drawings from
Wigstead’s album of the tripwere
first published in facsimile in 1891 in
the summer edition of theGraphic
Magazine. The drawings also appear
inWark 1966.

15 Payne and Payne 2003.
16 Payne and Payne 2010, p. 57.
17 bm Satires 10832.
18 Advice Gratis, Royal Collection,

rcin 810262.
19 See above, p. 14.
20 Quaker in LoveRoyal Collection,

rcin 810979.
21 Hunt 1807, p. 60.

22 MrNorman as the Sultan of Cashmir,
Royal Collection, rcin 659473.

23 For exampleAComfortable Nap in
a Postchaise (Hayes 1972, p. 118 pl. 54).
For Rowlandson’s family see Payne
and Payne 2005.

24 Grego 1880, ii, p. 391.AKick up at
a Hazard Table is Royal Collection,
rcin 810264.

25 NationalMaritimeMuseum,
Greenwich, paf5934.

26 Rowlandson’s 18 year old brother
James joined the East Indiaman
The Europa inMay 1782. See Payne
and Payne 2010, p. 63.

27 SeeGrego 1880, I, p. 261.
28 bm Satires 9571.
29 The Chamber of Genius, Royal

Collection, rcin 810883.
30 bm Satires 11962; Grego 1880, ii,

p. 227. A drawing relating to the later
print is cat. no. 4.

31 Modern Antiques, Royal Collection,
rcin 810871 andConnoisseurs, Royal
Collection, rcin 810515.

32 Grego 1880, I, p. 190.The Chamber of
Genius, Royal Collection, rcin 810883,
The Chamber of Taste, Royal Collection,
rcin 810884.

33 The LondonMagazine, Or, Gentleman’s
Monthly Intelligencer, Volume 33,
May 1764, p. 26.

34 See Paulson 1972 for awider discussion
of Rowlandson’s contrasting of age
and beauty.

35 The uncoloured impression is Royal
Collection, rcin 810263.

36 Grego 1880, ii, p. 407.
37 Royal Collection, rcins 810199–230.
38 See the BritishMuseum’s online

catalogue entry for 1870,1008.2846
for notes on theRhedarium.An almost
complete volume is in the Yale Center
for British Art. The three Royal
Collection prints areAPostchaise
(rcin 810119), ABrewer’s Dray
(rcin 810247) andGregory Gig
(rcin 810996).

39 Dukelskaya 1966, p. 77
40 Figures in Amsterdam. (Payne and

Payne 2010, p. 159, fig. 65).
41 Paris 1895.
42 BritishMuseum, 1948, 0214.438;

Grego 1880, I, p. 366.

43 ‘Breadwill be six pence per quarter if
the peoplewill assemble at the Corn
Market onMonday’, London Chronicle,
16–17 Sept. 1800, see bm Satires 9545
and 9547.

44 Grego 1880, ii, p. 407. Princeton
University, r 1785 e/f, volume 4, pl. 10.

45 Royal Collection, rcin 810681.
46 Royal Collection, rcin 810602.
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abbreviations

bl ms Add
British Library,
Manuscripts Department,
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bm Satires
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